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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this report is to provide a pedagogical summary of the knowledge
I have acquired since starting my post-graduate work in 1997. The focus is on
turbulent transport in tokamak plasmas. A key issue is the achievement of
good energy confinement in fusion devices. A numerical tool, bridging theory
and experiments, will be introduced. It is based on quasilinear gyrokinetic
modeling of turbulence. This document is aimed towards contributing to a
more global effort in the education and acclimatization of future students,
and to acquaint them with numerous open issues that remain to be addressed
in the field of turbulent transport in magnetically confined fusion devices such
as tokamaks.

1.1 Brief historical background
In each field of science, a familiarity of its history is vital for placing one’s
own work into context and perspective. In fusion, a recent book (first pub-
lished in March 2013), "A piece of the Sun" by Daniel Clery [1] describes the
past 70 years of fusion history. The book traverses through both the "small"
stories of the researchers, the science managers, their friendships, their po-
litical backgrounds, as well as through the history of the science within the
context of the race for the atomic bomb and the Cold War. This clear and
high quality exposition – written by a knowledgeable and talented journalist
– is highly advised to anyone involved in fusion research.
In [1], the discovery of fusion within the framework of understanding the
energy source of the Sun by Eddington is recalled. It mentions the first
ideas for magnetically confined devices to contain the hydrogen fuel by sci-
entists working on the atomic bomb in the USA during the second World
War (Manhattan project). The Cold War with its East/West competition
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on the science battlefield also strongly impacted fusion science development.
It was finally declassified in 1958. That year, in Geneva, the second "Atom
for Peace" United Nations conference took place. For the first time, Soviet
and American scientists could exchange their ideas. The proceedings of this
historical conference are available on the web [2]. On this website, one can
find moreover the Kurchatov speech at Harwell in Great Britain in 1956 as
well as the 1958 Geneva conference speeches, in particular the speech of E.
Teller, the father of the US H-bomb, reporting on controlled thermonuclear
research, a speech by Artsimovich for the USSR, etc. These speeches showed
that the tokamak was not far around the corner. Indeed, the pinch machines
were suggesting that the addition of an external toroidal magnetic field would
lead to increased stability, and that the magnetic mirrors should close their
ends... In Daniel Clery’s book [1], the atmosphere of the conference is re-
ported. The Americans had shipped 140 tons of material to reconstruct a
mirror machine, a stellarator, and a pinch machine. Around 100 000 visi-
tors came and 900 journalists attended the event. In 2008, 50 years later,
an IAEA conference on fusion took place in the same United Nation Palace
in Geneva. The public interest for the event was not quite the same... A
review of the 50 years of research was given by J. Jacquinot [3]. He recalled
an essential, central aspect of fusion research: "In fusion devices, engineering
and physics are highly integrated. To a large extent the machine itself as a
whole is the experiment." This is different from other so called "big science"
installations such as the synchrotrons or the particle accelerators where the
machines are providing the light or the ion jets needed by the physicists. In
fusion, "the machine itself as a whole is the experiment." This is responsible
for making fusion a field where each scientist, after a few years, typically
wears two hats, either a technician and experimentalist, or experimentalist
and diagnostician, or experimentalist and modeler, etc. This makes the daily
life more complex but also more interesting. This specific integrated aspect
should be an appealing attribute for anyone starting fusion, since this strong
interaction is essential for the progress of fusion research.
Among other interesting readings are the 1964 Trieste lectures. In Trieste,
Italy, a meeting took place which lasted over almost a year, where scientists
from each side of the Iron curtain could work together. It focused on the-
ory [4]. This event is reported in R. Sagdeev’s memoirs – "The making of
a Soviet scientist: my adventures in nuclear fusion and space from Stalin to
Star Wars" – published in 1994 [5] as well as in a transcript of an interview
of Marshall Rosenbluth [6].
Over the past 70 years, it was understood that: metallic wall machines had
to be avoided to reduce core radiation by heavy ions; the tokamak configura-
tion allowed for drastic reduction in collisional transport and the attainment
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of high temperatures; Ohmic heating was not sufficient and additional means
of heating must be added, such as Radio Frequency and Neutral Beam Injec-
tion; by adding power, the confinement was found to degrade due to increased
turbulence; at high power a transition occurs to a high confinement regime
called H-mode; the presence of a divertor to extract the heat significantly
helps to achieve transition to H-mode. In modern machines, the divertor
configuration is a primary characteristic. However, carbon tiles of the plasma
facing wall components are now being replaced by metallic elements such as
tungsten and beryllium and the control of heavy impurity radiation returns
to the forefront. This brief summary illustrates the rise and fall of fusion
research. The final word is still far away. Fusion is hoped to provide energy
to produce electricity. The hope is to extract as much energy from 1 gram
of a mix of deuterium and tritium as from 1 ton of coal. If achieved, such
a goal would change the face of the world by relaxing numerous geopolitical
and environmental constraints. There is no certainty for a success. The only
certainty there is, is that we have to try it.

1.2 Sources for general physics background
on tokamak plasma turbulent transport

In the previous section, it was mentioned that the Ohmic heating which oc-
curs in the tokamak configuration was not sufficient. Indeed, it is limited
by the temperature it produces, since the resistivity decreases as the tem-
perature increases. Additional external heating power is required to achieve
the fusion temperature for the D-T reaction which is of the order of 10 keV
( 100 000 000 K). See the book "Tokamaks" by Wesson [7] for more detailed
information on the tokamak configuration and the various heating systems.
When increasing the power P , it was reported experimentally that the energy
confinement time τE was reduced: τE ∝ P−0.7 [8]. The onset of a significant
level of turbulence, highly sensitive to the driving pressure gradients, explains
this trend. Therefore, in tokamak plasmas, one has to live with turbulent
transport.
Tokamak turbulence theory has been long studied. The reader is referred
to pioneering work by Kadomstev, Rosenbluth, and to the Trieste lectures
[4, 9]. The lecture notes by Yanick Sarazin [10] summarizes the mecha-
nisms behind the main classes of instabilities (drift wave, interchange and
Kelvin-Helmholtz), the reader is referred to the references therein for a more
complete bibliography. The book by Nicholson, among others, is an excel-
lent pedagogical introduction to turbulence theory [11]. Moreover, numerous
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PhD dissertations have very useful introductions on the subject, for example
Beers’ PhD [12], Casati’s PhD [13] and Cottier’s PhD [14]. These mech-
anisms are not reviewed in this manuscript. Many very nice lecture notes
and important historical articles are also available from the web, for example
[15, 16].
Experimental measurements of density, temperature, electric and magnetic
fields fluctuations have been carried out by pioneers such as [17] up to more
recent work [18, 19], a nice overlook of such measurements can be found in
Roland Sabot’s Habilitation [20].
To bridge theory with experiments, codes have been developed. In particular
the so-called nonlinear gyrokinetic codes computing the coupled Vlasov and
Maxwell equations [21, 22, 23, 24]. Recently, direct comparisons between
code output and turbulence measurements have been carried out [25, 26, 27].
But, as R. Sagdeev said during his brilliant Rosenbluth lecture which took
place at the "Festival de ThÃľorie" in Aix-en-Provence in July 2013, now two
bridges have to be built, one from theory to computing science and another
from computing science to experiments.

1.3 The spirit of the present work
The spirit of the work presented in this report is to bridge theory, advanced
numerical modeling and experiments thanks to a simplified approach which is
quicker than the physically comprehensive advanced numerical tools. Indeed,
the rapidity of turbulent transport modeling allows systematic comparisons
between the model and experiments as well as predictive work. Heat, particle
and angular moment transport are modeled. The simplified model also stim-
ulates the development of the more advanced numerical approaches and the-
oretical understanding, since its construction relies on a deep understanding
of the nonlinear physical mechanisms. Such work is hence at the cross-roads
between experimental observations and detailed theoretical investigations.
The trade-off presented here relies on a quasilinear gyrokinetic approach. In
the present report, the details of the model will be outlined, the quasilinear
fluxes will be compared to nonlinear fluxes and to experiments at a given
time slice, and finally they will be used in a time evolving platform to pre-
dict temperature, density and rotation profiles. The successes and limits of
the quasilinear approach will be reviewed. Perspectives for the future will be
given in the discussion section.
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1.4 Some "historical" background to the quasi-
linear model QuaLiKiz

During my PhD (1997-2000), a linear gyrokinetic code was developed, Kinezero
[28]. It was based on the linear Vlasov equation for each species of the plasma
and the dispersion relation was derived from the electroneutrality constraint.
The idea was to facilitate the comparison between theory and experiment
with a fast code for providing qualitative information on the key parameters
underlying mode stability. The inputs were based on experimental profiles:
temperature, density, current, etc. The outputs of the code were the growth
rates and frequencies of the modes. Thanks to this approach it was possi-
ble to identify the stabilizing role of the effective charge Zeff , of negative
magnetic shear, etc. It also demonstrated that the analytic fluid limit was
recovered far from the instability threshold, while closer to the threshold the
physics taken into account in the code was not accessible analytically, justi-
fying the need for numerical solutions of the gyrokinetic equations.
Nowadays, thanks to the routine availability of high performance computing
systems, more complete gyrokinetic codes such as GENE [22], GKW [29],
GS2 [30], and GYRO [23] can be easily used for linear or quasilinear inves-
tigations of experimental profiles. For example C. Angioni’s Habilitation à
Diriger des Recherches [31] is a good illustration of the intensive usage of
such tools to interpret experimental data.
Nonetheless, the main issue – predicting temperature, density, rotation in
future tokamaks such as ITER – remains highly challenging. This requires
the modeling of heat, particle and momentum fluxes, which then need to
be integrated with heat, particle and momentum source modeling, together
with a self consistent magnetic equilibrium. This system is characterized by
numerous nonlinear interactions, e.g., between temperature and current dif-
fusion, and density and radio frequency heating. To reach a stationary state,
it is necessary to model these interactions over times on the order of a few
confinement times, i.e. on the order of a second, during which the transport
model would need to be run an approximate 103 times. This sets a con-
straint on model speed in order not to exceed several days of wall-clock time
to model 1 s. Direct numerical nonlinear simulation with gyrokinetic codes
such as those mentioned above is much too slow for this purpose, even with
massive parallelization, due to the excessive demanded CPU time. Typically,
5 000 to 10 000 CPU hours are required to compute the turbulent fluxes for
at one radial position for a given input parameter set. Around 20 radial
positions are needed in an integrated framework for profile prediction. This
means that, even if using 1000 processors, then around 4 000 to 8 000 days
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are needed to model 1 s of plasma with the gyrokinetic nonlinear codes.
To tackle this issue, the turbulent transport model has to be sped up by a
factor of, at least, 100 000. Within this framework, based on Kinezero [28], a
quasilinear gyrokinetic code has been developed: QuaLiKiz [32, 33, 34]. The
quasilinear approximation allows to gain a factor 100 over the nonlinear ap-
proach. This is far from being enough. Further approximations are needed.
The 4D axisymmetric gyrokinetic problem is further simplified thanks to the
use of the lowest order ballooning transform. Some integrals are also reduced
by treating separately trapped and passing particles. Finally the eigenfunc-
tion is not solved self-consistently together with the eigenvalue, but rather
is deduced from the fluid limit of the gyrokinetic equations. More recently,
during J. Citrin’s post-doc [35], efforts in simplifying the numerical schemes
have allowed to optimize the dispersion relation solver and the plasma disper-
sion functions thanks to the help of O. Gürcan [36]. Thanks to these further
approximations, another factor 5 000 is gained. Overall a factor 500 000 to
1 million is gained compared to non-linear gyrokinetic models. With such a
tool, 1 s of plasma can be modeled over 10 processors during a day, or using
100 processors over a couple of hours. This has required QuaLiKiz to run
in parallel over radial positions and wavenumbers. However, the ultimate
goal is not purely to construct a fast code, but a code which is both fast
and correct. Hence the limits of an acceptable trade off have to be carefully
explored. This means that developing such a code requires one to constantly
go back and forth from nonlinear complete modeling to quasilinear approxi-
mate modeling in order to validate or invalidate the choices made.
The quasilinear approximation has been tested in great detail during Alessan-
dro Casati’s PhD [13, 33], has been further investigated thanks to Jonathan
Citrin’s efforts during his PhD [37] and to Pierre Cottier’s work on momen-
tum transport [14]. Numerous other observations confirm that the quasilinear
approximation is valid when compared to nonlinear simulations for Trapped
Electron Modes [38], for Electron Temperature Gradient modes [39], and
that also it is valid when studying various transport fluxes of heat [33, 40],
particles [31] and momentum [41, 42].
The quasilinear approach has also been shown to successfully model various
experimental results such as the particle pump out [43], the Ni response to
electron temperature gradient [44], the particle transport threshold [45], the
angular momentum at JET [41] and more recently the momentum modu-
lation experiments [42]. And when embedded in a time evolving platform
which self-consistently models the sources, it was shown to predict the tem-
perature and density within less than 20% rms [40].
The predictive simulations using QuaLiKiz in CRONOS [46] are now start-
ing. Both heat and particle transport have been modeled in JET H mode
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pulses [47], thanks to the effort of B. Baiocchi during her post-doc [48, 49].
The manuscript is organized as follows:

• In chapter 2, the linear gyrokinetic equation is derived, and the elec-
trostatic dispersion relation is given.

• In chapter 3, the use of the linear code is introduced and the main
parametric dependencies of the linear threshold are presented.

• Chapter 4 is dedicated to the quasilinear fluxes derivation. The validity
of the quasilinear approximation is tested thanks to comparison with
nonlinear gyrokinetic codes and turbulence measurements.

• In chapter 5, the quasilinear fluxes are compared to experimental results
for particle, heat and momentum transport.

• The results are discussed in chapter 6. Perspectives for further work
are presented.
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Chapter 2

Linear stability analysis

In this chapter, the derivation of the linear dispersion relation for electro-
static instabilities is introduced. At first, the reaction of the plasma to the
electromagnetic field is given by the Vlasov equation. Then, the modified
distribution of charged particles generates a modification of the electromag-
netic field through the Maxwell equations. The coupled equations lead to the
dispersion relation. In the following, magnetic perturbations are neglected,
as well as the nonlinear terms. The Vlasov equation will then lead to an
expression of the form δfs = Rlin,sδφ, where a perturbed distribution func-
tion, δfs , of a species s responds linearly (Rlin,s) to the perturbed linear
electrostatic potential, δφ. In the electrostatic case, the Maxwell equations,
for lengths much larger than the Debye length, lead to the electroneutrality
constraint. The perturbed electrostatic potential is expressed using a Gaus-
sian trial function derived in the fluid limit, in the lowest order ballooning
representation. The perturbation frequency is a solution of the computed
dispersion relation, evaluated using a generalized Nyquist’s method. The
imaginary part of the frequency characterizes the linear instability and is
called the growth rate (γ). In sections 2.1 and 2.2, the derivation of the
linear dispersion relation is presented in detail. In section 2.3, the linear
eigenfunctions are derived in the fluid limit. In section 2.4, the numerical
method for searching for eigenvalues is explained. Benchmarks of the derived
growth rates are presented in section 2.5. The chapter is concluded in section
2.6.

2.1 Framework of the dispersion relation
In this section, the path used to derive the dispersion relation is reviewed.
The perturbed Vlasov equation is introduced as well as the necessary set of
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angular and action variables adapted to the tokamak configuration. Indeed,
charged particles trajectories in a tokamak are such the system is integrable
and the movement quasi-periodic. Such as system can be described using
angle and action variables as demonstrated in [50].
The gyrokinetic approximation is introduced as well as the variational form
of the electroneutrality. Indeed, the gyroaveraged distribution function pro-
duces center guide charge densities and currents which differ from particle
charge densities and currents used in Maxwell’s equations. To overcome this
difficulty, the Lagrangian of the electromagnetic field is used L and its asso-
ciated functional S =

∫
dtL is made extremal with respect to field variations,

this is called the variational principle [50, 51].
The ballooning transform is explained step by step. This transform takes ad-
vantage of the anisotropy of the microinstabilities in a tokamak which tend
to be more extended along the field lines than across it [52]. Finally the
phase space element used in the following is derived.
Based on these elements, a simplified dispersion relation using at most bidi-
mensional integrals will be derived in section 2.2.

2.1.1 The perturbed Vlasov equation
Individual trajectories in the electromagnetic field of a tokamak are defined
by the Hamilton’s equations: {

ϑ̇i = ∂H
∂Ji

J̇i = − ∂H
∂ϑi

(2.1)

H is the Hamiltonian, i.e. the sum of the kinetic and potential energies
of a particle. Ji are the action variables and ϑi the angle variables. The dot
stands for the time derivative.
i varies from 1 to 3, in the case of three degrees of freedom. There are thus 6
equations to be solved to determine the trajectory of a particle. If invariants
exist, i.e. J̇i = 0, then the system becomes:{

ϑi = ∂H
∂Ji
t+ ϑi0

Ji = Ji0
(2.2)

In other words, if the actions are conserved, the ratio energy to frequency
stays fixed, see Nicholson’s book section 2.7 [11]. From the three invariants
along the trajectories, Ji, one can define three associated cyclic coordinates,
ϑi. In this system of 6 coordinates, the trajectories are integrable as demon-
strated in [53].
Solving each particle trajectory is not achievable, indeed it would require to
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follow 6 times 1023 particles. There are two alternatives, the first is to solve
the trajectories of a limited number of particles, this is chosen by the Parti-
cle In Cell codes, the second is to compute the dynamics of the distribution
function. The numerical challenges of the two approaches are discussed in
[54].
In the present work, the statistical approach is used. The distribution func-
tion fs(~ϑ, ~J, t) of a species s multiplied by a phase space volume element
d~ϑd ~J represents the probability that a given particle finds itself in the region
of the phase space between (~ϑ, ~J) and (~ϑ + d~ϑ, ~J + d ~J). If the number of
particles in a Debye sphere (nsλ3

D ' 3.5× 1021× T
3/2
s√
ns

with Ts in keV and ns
in 1019m−3) tends towards infinity and in absence of collisions, it is exact to
replace the individual particle trajectory equation with an equation for the
distribution function. One then obtains a generalized Hamilton’s equation.
In a plasma, at the equilibrium, this is called the Vlasov equation:

df

dt
= ∂f

∂t
+ [f,H] = 0 (2.3)

[...] are the Poisson brackets, such that : [f,H] = ∂f
∂ϑ

∂H

∂ ~J
− ∂f

∂ ~J

∂H
∂ϑ

.
Note that the Vlasov equation can also be derived from an ensemble average
of the Klimontovich equation, which is an exact equation of the evolution of
a plasma, see Nicholson Chapter 3 for more details [11] and also [10]. It can
be written as :

∂f

∂t
+ [f,H] = ∂f

∂t
+ ( ~̇J ∂f

∂~ϑ
+ ~̇ϑ

∂f

∂ ~J
) = 0 (2.4)

In the case of an unperturbed Hamiltonian, H = H0, i.e. at the thermody-
namical equilibrium, the solution of the equation [f0, H0] = 0 is an equilib-
rium distribution function, f0, which depends only on the invariant action
variables. To determine its form, the impact of collisions have to be included.
This is the subject of neoclassical theory [55]. In the following a Maxwellian
is taken for the equilibrium distribution function such that, for a given species
s of density ns, temperature Ts, mass ms and charge es, one gets:

f0,s = ns
1

(2πmsTs)3/2 e
−E/Ts (2.5)

E is different from H0. H0 is the energy of a particle which, by definition,
does have any information about the thermodynamical equilibrium. E is the
kinetic energy of a particle at the thermodynamical equilibrium. In the case
of a plasma rotating at a rigid body velocity U‖, and in the electrostatic case:
H0 = msv‖

2

2 + msv⊥
2

2 + esφ0.
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whereas: E = ms(v‖−U‖)2

2 + msv⊥
2

2 = H0 − esφ0 +msU‖(U‖/2− v‖).
v‖ and v⊥ are respectively the velocities parallel and perpendicular to the
magnetic field B. φ0 is the equilibrium electrostatic potential.
By integrating the equilibrium distribution function one has to find the equi-
librium quantities, among which the rigid body rotation U‖ = 1

ns

〈
v‖f0,s

〉
with < ... > the volume average.
In presence of collisions, the Vlasov equation becomes the Boltzmann kinetic
equation:

df

dt
= ∂f

∂t
+ [f,H] = C(f) (2.6)

where C(f) is a generic collision operator. Depending on the collision oper-
ator, this equation is also referred to as the Fokker-Planck equation. This
equation can also be derived exactly starting from the Liouville equation
using the BBGKY hierarchy accounting for the interactions between two
particles, as detailed in Nicholson chapter 4 [11].
To account for the a perturbed part of the Hamiltonian, one writes: H =
H0 + δH and f = f0 + δf . H and f are always solutions of the Vlasov
or Fokker-Planck equation. The equilibrium distribution function f0 is as-
sumed to remain a Maxwellian despite the fluctuations. This approximation
is equivalent to assuming that the perturbed quantities δH and δf are small
compared to the equilibrium quantities H0 and f0. In the core of tokamak
plasmas, i.e. for r/a < 0.8 the fluctuations amplitude is typically of a few
percents, see for example [26].
Using the angular variables ~ϑ and the action variables ~J , δH and δf can then
be developed in Fourier series with respect to the angular variables such that:

δH( ~J, ~ϑ, t) =
∑
~nω

H~nω( ~J)ei(~n.~ϑ−ωt)

δf( ~J, ~ϑ, t) =
∑
~nω

f~nω( ~J)ei(~n.~ϑ−ωt)

(2.7)

ω is the perturbation frequency. Its imaginary part, if positive, is the so
called growth rate characterizing unstable modes.
Now, if one supposes that the growth time (γ−1) and the spatial scales of the
perturbations are respectively smaller than the equilibrium evolution time
and the gradient lengths of the equilibrium quantities (Ts, ns, U‖), one can
account only for the first derivatives of the equilibrium quantities with respect
to ~J . Moreover, if one neglects the non-linear terms, i.e. the quadratic terms
of the fluctuating quantities, then the linearized Vlasov equation can be
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written as:

f~nω( ~J) = −~n · df0( ~J)
d ~J

1
ω − ~n · dH0( ~J)

d ~J
+ i0+

H~nω( ~J) (2.8)

In the electrostatic case: H~nω( ~J) = esφ~nω( ~J).
And with:

f0,s( ~J) = ns
1

(2πmsTs)3/2 e
−
(
ms(v‖−U‖)2

2 +msv⊥
2

2

)
/Ts

(2.9)

One obtains for the linearized Vlasov equation:

f~nω( ~J) = −f0( ~J)
Ts

(1− ω − ~n · ~ω∗s − ~n · ~ωE
ω − ~n · ~ΩJ + i0+

)esφ~nω( ~J) (2.10)

In this form, the adiabatic response is singled out. ~n · ~ΩJ = ~n · dH0( ~J)
d ~J

is the
drift frequency representing the forces felt in the tokamak electromagnetic
field, ~n · ~ωE = ~n · esdφ

Tsd ~J
is the E×B drift and ~ω∗ is the diamagnetic frequency

which represents the instability drive term since it expresses the departures
from thermodynamical equilibrium of the quantities Ts, ns and U‖ such that:

~ω∗s = Ts

(
1
ns

dns

d ~J
+
(
E − 3

2 −
U‖
vTs

(
2v‖ − U‖
vTs

))
1
Ts

dTs

d ~J
+ 2

(
v‖ − U‖
vTs

)
dU‖

d ~J

1
vTs

)
(2.11)

with E =
msv‖

2

2 +msv⊥
2

2
Ts

and vTs such that Ts = 1
2msv

2
Ts .

To express in greater details the linearized Vlasov equation in a tokamak the
angular and actions variables need to be defined, this is done in the section
below. Then the electroneutrality will be expressed providing a dispersion
relation of which φ~nω( ~J) will be the eigenfunctions and ω the eigenvalues. The
electroneutrality will be further simplified thanks to the use of the ballooning
transform and of a test eigenfunction derived in the fluid limit. All these
points are detailed in the following.

2.1.2 Angular and action variables
The three conserved quantities ~J = (J1, J2, J3) along the trajectories of par-
ticles in a tokamak have to be identified together with their associated fre-
quencies ~ϑ = (ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3).
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Derivation of the 1st invariant, J1, and its associated frequency, ω1

The presence of a strong magnetic field implies that the cyclotronic motion is
such that its frequency ωc is much larger than the characteristic frequency of
the modes ω. Under the condition ωc >> ω, the magnetic moment µ = msv2

⊥
2B

is an adiabatic invariant of the motion as first demonstrated in [56] (see the
dedicated section of Y. Sarazin’s lectures [10]). Here B is the magnetic field.
In order to obtain the angular variable ϑ1 such that dϑ1

dt
= dH

dJ1
= ωc, J1 is

such that J1 = ms
es
µ.

Taking advantage of the fact that the cyclotronic motion can be decoupled,
one gets: 

r = rG + ρcscos(ϑ1)
θ = θG + ρcs

r
sin(ϑ1)

ϕ = ϕG

where rG, θG, ϑG are the guiding center coordinates. The coordinates have
been shifted from the angle-action variables to the more intuitive coordinates
of a tokamak, namely the toroidal angle, ϕ, the poloidal angle, θ, and the
radial distance from the magnetic axis, r.

Derivation of the 2nd invariant, J2, and its associated frequency, ω2

The exact conservation of the guiding center energy E = 1
2msv

2
‖ + µB is

associated to J2. The angular variable ϑ2 is associated to the frequency
characterizing the motion along the field line, neglecting the departures due
to the curvature and ~∇B drifts. For the trapped particles it will be the
bounce frequency, for the passing the transit frequency, ω2 such that:

ω2 = ϑ2

dt
= 2π
T2

= 2π∮
dθ 1

dθ/dt

(2.12)

with :
dθ/dt = J(θ, ψ)v‖ '

v‖
qR

(2.13)

where J(θ, ψ) = ~B
B
· ~∇θ is the Jacobian, which in circular geometry is simply

1
qR
. R is the major radius and q – named the safety factor – represents

the number of toroidal revolutions performed by a field line for one poloidal
revolution. The parallel velocity v‖ is expressed as follows:

v‖ =
√

2Ts
ms

ε‖
√
E
√

1− λb(r, θ) (2.14)
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With E = E
Ts
, λ = µB(r,θ=0)

E
, ε‖ = ±1 and, in the large aspect ratio circular

geometry, b(r, θ) = B(r,θ)
B(r,0) ' 1− r

R
cosθ, since r

R
� 1.

Hence:
ω2 = vTs

qR
ε‖
√
Eω̄2(r, λ) (2.15)

With:
ω̄2(r, λ) = 1∮ dθ

2π
1√

1−λb(r,θ)

(2.16)

∮
stands for a complete poloidal revolution for passing particles and for a

back and forth trajectory for trapped particles.
ω2 is the average poloidal rotation frequency for passing particles, and the
bounce frequency for trapped particles.

Derivation of the 3rd invariant, J3, and its associated frequency, ω3

Assuming that the system is invariant with respect to the toroidal direc-
tion (i.e. neglecting the toroidal field ripple and other toroidal variations
of the field such as Resonant Magnetic Perturbations), then the toroidal
angular momentum is an invariant according to Hamilton’s equations (see
Y. Sarazin’s lecture for a more detailed derivation [10]).Therefore, the third
quantity which is conserved is the toroidal angular momentum of guiding
center, M = esΨ + msRVϕ, where Ψ is the poloidal magnetic flux. In the
case of a circular cross section, Ψ at r0 is :

∫ r0
0 2πRBθdr where Bθ is the

poloidal magnetic field. In the case of uniform Bθ, the angular variable ϑ3
would be such that dϑ3

dt
= v‖

R
= dϕ

dt
. This is not the case in a tokamak, where

Bθ varies across r. Therefore ϑ3 associated to J3 is such that:
rG = r̄ + r̃(H,µ, r̄, ϑ2)
θG = ε̄ϑ2 + θ̃(H,µ, r̄, ϑ2)
ϕG = ϑ3 + q(r̄)θ̃(H,µ, r̄, ϑ2) + ϕ̃(H,µ, r̄, ϑ2)

(2.17)

Where ε̄ equals 0 for trapped and 1 for passing particles and q(r̄) = dϕG
dθG

.
ϕ̃ symbolizes the difference between the toroidal precession in a circular equi-
librium and the toroidal precession in a more general equilibrium including
elongation and triangularity. In the following ϕ̃ is neglected. Therefore by
taking ϕG = ϑ3 + q(r̄)θ̃(H,µ, r̄, ϑ2) a circular equilibrium is assumed.
From the equations above, one sees that the frequency ω3 = dϑ3

dt
depends on

both dϕG
dt

and on dθG
dt

. The equations of motion are needed to express the
temporal evolution of the guiding coordinates. The guiding center equations
of motion are derived in detail in books such as [57] or [10]. Its projection
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on the three directions of interest are:
drG
dt

= VDr
dθG
dt

= V‖
qR

+ VDθ
r

+ VEθ
r

dϕG
dt

= V‖
R

(2.18)

With the drift velocity in a static electromagnetic field:

~VGs⊥ = ~VDs + ~VE =
~FDs × ~B

esB2 +
~E × ~B

B2 (2.19)

Where:
~FDs = −msV

2
‖

~N

R
− µ~5B (2.20)

is the force due to the curvature (centrifugal acceleration) and the gradient
of ~B. ~N is the unit vector normal to ~B.
It is anticipated that tokamak perturbations are very elongated along the
field lines such as the parallel wave vectors k‖ are much smaller than the
perpendicular wave vectors k⊥. Therefore the perpendicular drifts remain
smaller than the parallel motion along the field line, i.e. V‖

qR
� VDs+VE

r
. This

has been used to characterize ω2. On the contrary ω3 = dϑ3
dt

represents the
drift frequency due to the curvature and gradient of ~B. Indeed, in circular
geometry, ϑ3 = ϕG − q(r̄)θ̃, with:

dϑ3

dt
= −q(VDθ + VEθ)

r
− dq

dr
VDrθ (2.21)

Hence :
dϑ3

dt
' −qVDs

r
〈cosθ + (sθ − αsinθ)sinθ〉 − q

r
VEθ (2.22)

where s = r
q
dq
dr

is called the magnetic shear and α = q2β−R∇P
P

, with β =
P

B2/(2µ0) the ratio of the kinetic pressure P , to the magnetic pressure. µ0 is
the magnetic permeability. The historical reference for this so called s − α
equilibrium is [58]. This equilibrium is valid for large aspect ratio only, its
limitations in the gyrokinetic framework are discussed in [59]. When using
the s−α equilibrium, for low β cases, the curvature and the ∇B drifts have
similar expressions and are both proportional to (cosθ + (sθ − αsinθ)sinθ)
as derived for example in [60].
Therefore, one finally obtains:

ω3 '
dϑ3

dt
= −qVDs

r
ω̄2(r, λ)

∮ dθ

2π
1√

1− λb(r, θ)
(cosθ+(sθ−αsinθ)sinθ)+ωE

(2.23)
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With VDs = ω̄dsE (2− λb) and ωE = − q
r
VEθ with ω̄ds = Ts

esBR
.

For passing particles, ω3 is the toroidal rotation frequency. It is the toroidal
precession frequency for trapped particles.

2.1.3 The gyrokinetic approximation
In the previous subsection, three invariants of motion associated to three fre-
quencies were outlined. They are associated to three types of quasi-periodic
motions: (1) the fast gyromotion around the magnetic field lines, (2) an
intermediate bounce motion along the parallel direction due to the parallel
gradients and (3) a slow motion across the field lines driven by magnetic cur-
vature and the transverse gradients. The gyrokinetic theory takes advantage
of this time scale separation to gyroaverage the fluctuating potential seen by
a guiding center particle [61]. To be applicable, and reduce the problem from
6 dimensions down to 5 dimensions, some spatial and temporal ordering must
be met. Taking L as a typical macroscopic spatial scale, such as the plasma
minor radius a or a gradient length T/|∇T |, the most relevant relation is:

ρc
L
� 1 (2.24)

Stating that the Larmor radius ρc is negligible compared to the other char-
acteristic lengths of the problem.
Using the modern formalism of gyrokinetic theory [62, 63] (for further details
see for example J. Abiteboul PhD thesis part 2.2 [64]) the Hamiltonian can
be exactly expressed as:

H =
msv‖

2
G

2 + msv⊥
2
G

2 + esJ ·φ (2.25)

H being now the gyrocenter Hamiltonian, with:

J ·φ =
∫
φ

1
2πdϑ1 =

∫ +∞

−∞

d3~k

(2π)2J0(k⊥ρc)φ̂~ke
i~k~x (2.26)

Where J0 is the Bessel function of first order. The general Vlasov equation
can be rewritten using a gyroaveraged distribution function.
In addition to this ordering, the fluctuating parts are often assumed to be
small compared to the equilibrium ones:

|δ ~B|
~B
' δf

f0
' O(ρ∗)� 1 (2.27)
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From this later ordering, the distribution function and the fields can be split
in two parts: a slowly varying (in time and space) equilibrium part, charac-
terizing the background quantities, and a fast varying fluctuating part. In
the so-called "full-f" gyrokinetic codes such as GYSELA [65] and GT5D [66],
the distribution function f is not split. However, this approximation is car-
ried out in most of the other gyrokinetic codes, in particular in QuaLiKiz
and in the codes used later in this report such as GS2, GENE, GYRO or
GKW.

2.1.4 Variational formulation of the electroneutrality
The linearized Vlasov equation has been expressed in equation (2.10). It
needs to be coupled to the Maxwell equations in the electrostatic case.
The gyroaverage leads to distribution functions of guiding centers, whereas
Maxwell equations apply to particles. To solve this issue, the Maxwell equa-
tions can be expressed with the variational approach (details in [67, 50, 68,
51, 69]). According to the variational principle, the action

∫
dtL is extremal

for any variation of the vector potential ~A and of the electric potential φ,
where L is the electromagnetic Lagrangian defined by:

L( ~A, φ) =
∫
d3~x

ε0 ~E2

2 −
~B

2µ0

+
∫
d3~x

(
~j · ~A− ρφ

)
(2.28)

where ~j is the current density, ρ the density of charge and d3~x the volume
element.
For relevant wavelengths much larger than the Debye length, the Poisson
equation leads to the electroneutrality such that ∑s nses = 0 where ns is the
particle density. The particle density is such that ns = nG,s + npol,s where
nG,s is an integral in gyro-center phase-space and the polarization density
npol,s is a function of the electric potential and is of order ρ2

s (see section
2.2.3 of [64] for more details). In the following, ns ' nG;s is assumed. The
relevant Lagrangian becomes:

L(ω,~n) =
∑
s

Ls(ω,~n) (2.29)

where Ls is the particle Lagrangian defined for each species s by Ls(ω,~n) =∫
d3~x (−ρs(ω,~n)φ∗(ω,~n)). ω and ~n are such that, the perturbed distribution

function : δf = f~nωe
i~n~ϑ−ωt + cc. In the electrostatic case considered here,

the variational principle states that the solution φ~nω is an extremum of the
Lagrangian for any variation of φ∗~nω. The variational form of the Maxwell
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equations is then reduced to:

Ls(ω,~n) = −
∫
d3~xρs(ω,~n)φ∗~nω (2.30)

(Note that for resolving the Resistive Ballooning Modes at the very edge of
tokamak plasmas [70], the current contribution to the variational form of
the Maxwell equation should not be neglected.) And the electroneutrality
condition leads to:

∑
s

∂Ls(ω,~n)
∂φ∗~nω

= −
∑
s

∫
d3~xρs(ω,~n) = 0 (2.31)

A weak formulation of the variational form of the electroneutrality condition
is : ∑

s

Ls(ω,~n) = 0 (2.32)

This form is exact in the case of a unique eigenfunction [51]. This weak form
is the one used in the following.
Combining the weak variational formulation, equation (2.32), to the lin-
earized Vlasov equation (2.10), one obtains the equation driving the elec-
trostatic potential perturbations:

∑
s

e2
sf

s
0

Ts
[〈φ~nωφ∗~nω〉 − 〈

ω − ~n · ~ω∗ − ~n · ~ωE
ω − ~n · ~Ω + i0+

φ~nωφ
∗
~nω〉] = 0 (2.33)

where 〈...〉 = d3~ϑd3 ~J...
Here the abiabatic part is summed to the non-adiabatic one. An alternative
formulation of the dispersion relation isolates the polarization term and the
gyrocenter part [63].
There are 6 dimensions to the problem. Thanks to the gyroaverage the
dimensions can be reduced from 6 to 5. The toroidal axisymmetry allow for
a further dimensional reduction down to 4. The ballooning transform detailed
below will allow simplify further the numerical treatment of equation (2.33).

2.1.5 Ballooning transform
When the Vlasov equation of each species is coupled to the variational form of
the electroneutrality, assuming a toroidal symmetry, a 4D dispersion relation
is obtained.
In this system, the perturbed electrostatic potential is expressed as:

δφ(~ϑ, ~J, t) =
∑
~nω

φ~nω( ~J)ei(~n · ~ϑ−ωt)
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The periodicity with respect to the variables ~ϑ allows writing:

φ~nω( ~J) =
∫ 2π

0

d3ϑ

(2π)3φnω(r, θ, ϕ)e−i~n · ~ϑ (2.34)

By accounting for the toroidal axisymmetry one gets:

φ~nω(r, θ, ϕ)e−i~n.~ϑ = φ̃1(r, θ)e−inϕ (2.35)
The poloidal symmetry cannot be used since the magnetic field varies

strongly with the poloidal angle: b(r, θ) = B(r,θ)
B(r,0) ' 1− r

R
cosθ. Since the dy-

namics along the field line is stronger than the dynamic across the field line
V‖
qR
�VDs+VE

r
, i.e. k‖�k⊥, one can assume that the dependence in θ is com-

prised of a slowly varying envelope on the resonant field line with n (toroidal
mode number) and m (poloidal mode number) helicity, and a eikonal part
with n(φ+ q(r)θ) dependence, which is rapidly varying off the resonant sur-
face. This ordering is at the heart of the ballooning transform. q(r) = q0+ x

nd
,

where q0 = m/n is the safety factor of the resonant surface, d = 1
n∇q the dis-

tance between resonant surfaces and x = r − r0 is the distance from r0
labeling the resonant surface. References and inspiring explanations of this
transform can be found in annex B of X. Garbet’s Habilitation à Diriger des
Recherches [51], see also [71] and references therein, the appendix B3 of P.
Beyer’s Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches [72].
Based on this ordering, φ̃1 is expressed as the product of two terms: a reso-
nant part, eimθ and a part varying slowly with θ, φ̃2(r, θ):

φ̃1(r, θ) = φ̃2(r, θ)eimθ (2.36)

Using the field aligned coordinate ϕ − q(r)θ (see Beer’s PhD for more
details [12]):

φ~nω(r, θ, ϕ)e−i~n.~ϑ = φ̃2(r, θ)e−in(ϕ−q(x)θ) (2.37)
When assuming q(x) ' q0 + x

nd
, it is supposed that the radial wave length

of the turbulence is small compared to q/∇q. Also assuming a slowly varying
part with respect to θ means that the characteristic scale length of the tur-
bulence is also small compared to the gradient length at play, meaning that
one can assume to be not far from the thermodynamical equilibrium, such
that ∇r(∇rT/T,∇rn/n) ' 0. There is therefore no ∇r(kr) in the equations
solved. kr is hence a parameter. To take advantage of the existence of such
a parameter, φ̃2(r, θ) is rewritten as:

φ̃2(r, θ) =
∑
p

φp(θ, θb)ei(θb+2pπ)x
d (2.38)
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The parameter θb is called the ballooning angle. It is linked to kr, such
that krd = θ − θb as will be demonstrated later.
One is free to rewrite φ̃2(r, θ) such that:

φ̃2(r, θ) =
∑
p

φp(θ, θb)e−inq0(θb+2pπ)ein(q0+ x
nd

)(θb+2pπ) (2.39)

Leading to:

φ~nω(r, θ, ϕ)e−i~n.~ϑ =
∑
p

e−in(ϕ−q(x)(θ−θb−2pπ))φp(θ, θb)e−inq0(θb+2pπ) (2.40)

In a tokamak, thanks to simulations treating the complete 4D problem
(GENE [22], GKW [29], GS2 [30], GYRO [23], etc), it is known that the
most unstable modes are localized around θb = 0 due to the dominant inter-
change nature of the instabilities. Hence in the following θb ' 0 is chosen.
In presence of finite rotation ∇U‖ 6= 0 and of finite E × B, the ballooning
angle if shifted away from zero. The shift remains below 5% of π for finite
and rather large values ∇U‖ and γE as illustrated later by figures 2.7 and
2.8. Therefore in the following, for all cases, θb ' 0 is assumed.
It is also known from simulations treating the 4D problem that the linear
eigenmodes are usually well localized in θ = [−π, π]. Some illustrations
of this will be given later. In the lowest order ballooning representation,
φp(θ) = φnω(θ) is assumed to be identical on all resonant surfaces.

φ~nω(r, θ, ϕ)e−i~n.~ϑ =
+∞∑
p=−∞

e−in(ϕ−q(x)θ)φnω(θ) (2.41)

The eigenfunction to be solved is then the 1D θ function φnω(θ).
As promised earlier, the link between kr and θ is expressed:

∂rφnω(θ) ≡ −ıkrφnω(θ)→ −ındq
drθφ̂nω(θ) (2.42a)

∂θφnω(θ) ≡ −ıkθrφnω(θ)→ −ınqφ̂nω(θ) (2.42b)

Therefore, kr is such that θ = krd and kθ = nq/r. Meaning that, in the
ballooning representation, ∂θ can be replaced by ∂kr/d.
The parallel wave number k‖ = −i∇‖ is such that: ∇‖ = ∂θ/(qR), with
∂θ = ∂kr/d, and ∂kr = −ıx. Therefore, k‖ is given by:

k‖ ' k̇‖x = x

qRd
= kθs

qR
x (2.43)

These expressions will be used in section 2.2 to simplify the dispersion relation
from equation (2.33).
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2.1.6 Phase space element
In the following, it will be important to express the phase space element
d3ϑd3J when integrating the distribution function to derive the electroneu-
trality.

As discussed earlier, the three invariants are respectively the magnetic
moment, the guiding center energy and the toroidal angular moment. Three
action variables J1, J2 and J3 have been derived. The phase space element
d3 ~Jd3ϑ needed for the integrations in the dispersion relation, is derived in
the simplified electrostatic s− α case considered here with:

dJ1 = −ms
es
dµ

dJ2 = dE
ω2

dJ3 = −esBθRdr

Leading to:
d3 ~J =| ms

es
dµ
dE

ω2
esBθRdr |

1
2Σε‖ (2.44)

or :
d3 ~J = rRdr

(msTs)3/2
√

2
√
EdE dλ

ω̄2

1
2Σε‖ (2.45)

The integration in r does not take place in the framework presented. Indeed
all quantities are assumed to be independent of the radial location in this
local approach where the gradient lengths are all taken fixed.
d3ϑ is simplified by the gyroaverage over ϑ1, the assumed toroidal axisym-
metry over ϑ3, and the ballooning approximation over ϑ2. The integration
will only be carried out over ϑ2, i.e. either kr, θ or x since the ballooning
transform is used here.
Ultimately a 3D integration remain to be carried out: in energy, in pitch
angle and in kr.

2.2 The final dispersion relation
Within the framework reviewed in the previous section: linearized Vlasov
equation, electrostatic fluctuations only, gyroaveraged and using the lowest
order ballooning transform, the dispersion relation to be solved can now be
expressed. Three dimensions are retained, two in velocity (or action variable):
the energy E and the pitch angle λ, and one in space (or angle variable), the
radial direction r which can be related to the angle along the field lines θ
through the ballooning transform. The trapped and passing particles will
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be treated separately to take advantage of their specific characteristics in re-
ducing the integration dimensions from three to two. One should remember
that the goal of the present work is to have a sufficiently fast code for al-
lowing systematic comparison to experiments. The methods used to find the
eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues are detailed later and validated against
gyrokinetic codes which do not use either the ballooning approximation or
the simplified integrals described in this section.

2.2.1 General dispersion relation
When implementing the Maxwellian equilibrium distribution function (equa-
tion (2.5)) in the weak variational form of the electroneutrality constraint
(equation (2.33)), together with the phase space element from equation (2.44),
one obtains:

+∞∑
p=−∞

∑
s

e2
sns
Ts

∫ ∫ ∫ 2√
π

√
EdE dλ

4ω̄2

dkr
2π exp

(
−
U2
‖ − 2v‖U‖
v2
Ts

− E
)

(
1− ω − nω∗s − nωE

ω − nΩJs + i0+

)
J2

0 |φnω(kr)|2 = 0 (2.46)

Or in short:

∑
s

e2
sns
Ts

(1− Ls(ω)) = 0 (2.47)

Where nω∗s is as defined in equation (2.11), where the gradients are taken
versus dJ3 = −esBθRdr hence with respect to r and nΩJ = n2ω2+n3ω3+nωE.
From the ballooning transform, equation (2.43), n2 = x

d
and n3 = n. ω2

is expressed thanks to equation (2.15) and ω3 from equation (2.23). And
nωE = −kθ ErB = −n q

r
Er
B
.

In the low Mach number limit, relevant for tokamak plasmas, the exponential:
exp

(
−
U2
‖−2v‖U‖
v2
Ts

)
is approximated by 1 + 2v‖U‖

v2
Ts

+ U2
‖

v2
Ts

(
2 v2
‖

v2
Ts

− 1
)
.

The gradient of the bulk rotation U‖ is accounted for. Therefore the gradient
of Er is also considered. From the force balance equation, one gets:

Er = UφBθ − UθBφ + ∇rPs
nses

(2.48)

In large aspect ratio tokamaks, U‖ ' Uφ

1+( εq )
2 . From the ballooning approxi-

mation, the second derivatives of density or temperature profiles are assumed
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negligible, hence the contributions of∇rUθ and∇r(∇rPs), since from neoclas-
sical theory [55] Uθ ∝ ∇Ti. Therefore∇rEr '

(
∇rU‖Bθ + U‖Bθ

1−s
r

)(
1 +

(
ε
q

)2
)

and $ = ω−nωE = ω−nωE0−n∇rωEx = ω′−n∇rωEx = ω′−kθγEx, with
γE = −∇Er

B
.

Therefore the functional Ls(ω) can be written as:

Ls(ω) =∫ ∫ ∫ 2√
π

√
EdE dλ

4ω̄2

dkr
2π e

−E
(

1 + 2U‖
vTs

ε‖
√
E(1− λb) +

U2
‖

v2
Ts

(2E(1− λb)− 1)
)

nω∗ns + nω∗Ts(E − 3
2) + 2(nω∗U‖ −

U‖
vTs
nω∗Ts)ε‖

√
E(1− λb) + U‖

vTs
( U‖
vTs
nω∗Ts − 2nω∗U‖)−$

nω̄dsf(λ, kr)E + x
d
ω2(E , λ)−$ + i0+ J2

0 |φnω|2

(2.49)

Where nω∗Ts = nq
r

Ts
esB

∇Ts
Ts

= −kθ Ts
esBR

ATs with:ATs = −R∇Ts
Ts

, nω∗ns =
nq
r

Ts
esB

∇ns
ns

= −kθ Ts
esBR

Ans with:Ans = −R∇ns
ns

and nω∗U‖ = nq
r

Ts
esB

∇U‖
vTs

= −kθ Ts
esBR

Aus

with:Aus = −R∇U‖
vTs

.

Since the equilibrium distributions are Maxwellians, most of the particles
have an energy centered around the thermal value. Using this property, the
energy integration of the Bessel functions can be approximated by carrying
them out separately from the rest as follows:∫ +∞

0

2√
π

√
Ee−EdEJ2

0 (aE) = e−a
2
I0(a2) = B(a) (2.50)

The drift frequencies at the denominator depend both on the three variables
kr or x, λ and E . The curvature and ∇B drift frequency and then the transit
frequency will be expressed separately for trapped and passing particles and
simplified.

Simplification of the curvature and ∇B drift frequency

From equation (2.23), the curvature and ∇B drift frequency, nω̄dsf(λ, kr)E ,
such that: f(λ, kr) = (2− λb) (cos(krd) + (skrd− α sin(krd)) sin(krd)) and
nω̄ds = kθ

Ts
esBR

. In QuaLiKiz, this frequency is simplified in two different
ways for the passing and the trapped particles to reduce the integration nu-
merical cost from 3D down to 2D.

• For trapped particles, f(λ, kr) is replaced by its average over kr simi-
larly to the derivation presented in [73], except that here, as previously
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discussed, the curvature and ∇B drifts are identical which is correct in
the low β limit. This leads to:

〈f(λ, kr)〉kr = Ft(κ) = 2E(κ)
K(κ)−1+4s

(
κ2 − 1 + E(κ)

K(κ)

)
−4α

3

(
1− κ2(2κ2 − 1) + E(κ)

K(κ)

)
(2.51)

κ is defined by λ = 1 − 2εκ2, K(κ) and E(κ) are respectively the
elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, for more details on these
functions see the Abramowitz and Stegun: Handbook of Mathematical
Functions [74].
The average over kr is performed over $ such as :

$ = ω′ − 〈kθγEx〉kr = ω′ − kθγEx0 (2.52)

As a consequence of this approximation, the Trapped Electron Modes
are typically underestimated by QuaLiKiz at intermediate wave num-
bers (kθρs ' 0.5 − 10) when compared to codes where these approxi-
mations are not done (GENE [22], GKW [29], GS2 [30], GYRO [23]).
For the trapped electrons, due to the energy dependence of the collision
frequency, the integral with respect to E is not analytical, therefore the
numerical integration is carried on both E and λ. For trapped ions,
the collisions are neglected (they are a factor

√
me
mi

smaller than the
electron ones [7]), in this case, the energy integral takes the form of
Fried and Conte analytical integrals and only one dimension (λ or κ)
remains to be integrated numerically.

• For passing particles, by assuming very passing particles, i.e. with
v‖�v⊥, the parallel dynamics dominate over the drifts and one can
assume that the passing particles "feel" a pitch angle averaged curvature
and ∇B drift. By doing this approximation, f(λ, kr) is replaced by its
average over λ such that:

〈f(λ, kr)〉λ = Fp(kr) = 4
3 (cos(krd) + (skrd− α sin(krd)) sin(krd))

(2.53)
The factor 4

3 is given by the integral in λ of the curvature and ∇B
drift frequency obtained in the fluid limit, i.e. when developing the
denominator in the limit ω�nω̄dsf(λ, kr)E + x

d
ω2.

Simplification of the transit frequency

The second frequency at the denominator is the transit frequency x
d
ω2 see

equation (2.15). Again, it will be treated differently for trapped and passing
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particles.
• For passing particles, k‖V‖ = x

d
ω2 is averaged over the pitch angle λ

as done for the curvature and ∇B drift. The justification is the same,
for deeply passing particles, the drift frequency felt by the particles is
the averaged one:

〈
k‖v‖

〉
λ
. As above, the average is such that the fluid

limit value is recovered, i.e. :〈
k‖v‖

〉
λ

= − 1√
3
x

d

vTs
qR

(2.54)

• For trapped particles, the bounce frequency is assumed to be much
larger than the frequency of the modes ω, therefore a bounce average is
performed. Then there is a negligible resonance between bouncing par-
ticle and wave, and x can be effectively set as 0 in the denominator. It
is similar to the gyroaverage, see [75] for more details. This introduces
– for trapped particles – an additional Bessel function multiplying the
electrostatic potential such that:∫ dkr

2π B(k⊥ρs)B(krδs)|φnω(kr)|2

Where ρs is the Larmor radius of the sepcies s and δs the banana width
at the thermal velocity such that: δs = q√

ε
ρs (see [10] for a derivation

of the banana width). As δs � ρths , the main radial width for trapped
particles is the banana width. The integral in kr is done separately from
the rest. It is carried out numerically using the fluid eigenfunction for
φnω(kr) detailed later.

The simplified dispersion relation

The passing particles are assumed very passing v‖ � v⊥, the integration with
respect to λ is highly simplified and they are numerically integrated with
respect to E and kr as detailed below. For trapped particles, the bounce
frequency is assumed larger than the mode frequency, therefore a bounce-
average is performed. They are integrated with respect to E and λ. Therefore,
the dispersion relation (2.49) is now written as a sum of trapped and passing
particles contributions (respectively Its and Ips) such that:
∑
s

e2
sns
Ts

(1− Ls(ω)) =

∑
s

e2
sns
Ts

(
1− 〈IpsB(k⊥ρs)|φnω(kr)|2〉kr,E − 〈Its〉λ,E

〈
B(k⊥ρs)B(krδs)|φnω(kr)|2

〉
kr

)
= 0

(2.55)
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Where the integration over the passing domain is:

〈· · · 〉kr,E =
∫ dkr

2π

∫ ∞
0

2
√
E√
π

exp(−E)dE

The integration over the trapped domain reads:

〈· · · 〉λ,E =
∫ ∞

0

2
√
E√
π

exp(−E)dE
∫ 1

λc

dλ

4ω̄2

∑
ε‖=±1

= ft

∫ ∞
0

2
√
E√
π

exp(−E)dE
∫ 1

0
K(κ)κdκ

∑
ε‖=±1

With ft is the fraction of trapped particles, λ = µB(0)
E

, λc = µB(π)
E

1− 2ε and
b = B(θ)

B(0) ' 1 − εcosθ in the circular large aspect ratio limit. κ is related to
the pitch-angle via λ = 1 − 2εκ2 and K is the complete elliptic integral of
the first kind.

The detailed variational expressions, for Its and Ips, are given below, for
trapped ions, trapped electrons and passing particles [14].

2.2.2 Trapped ions
The trapped ions are treated separately from the trapped electrons. Indeed
collisions are taken into account for trapped electrons, which is not the case
for trapped ions. When accounting for the simplifications detailed above,
one obtains from equation 2.55:

Iti = 2
(

1 + 2U‖
vT i

ε‖
√
E(1− λb) +

U2
‖

v2
T i

(2E(1− λb)− 1)
)
×

Ani + AT i(E − 3
2) + 2(Au −

U‖
vTi
AT i)ε‖

√
E(1− λb) + U‖

vTi
( U‖
vTi
AT i − 2Au)− $

nω̄di

Ft(κ)E − $
nω̄di

+ ıo+

(2.56)

The energy integration over energy E can be performed analytically under
the form of Fried and Conte integrals [74] Z such that:

Z(z) = 1√
π

∫ +∞

−∞

e−v
2

v − z
dv (2.57)

and Z1, Z2 and Z3 are defined are based on the Fried-Conte function Z:
Z1(z) = z + z2Z(z), Z2(z) = 1

2z + z2Z1(z) and Z3(z) = 3
4z + z2Z2(z).
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Including these functions leads to the following expression of the integrated
trapped ions contribution:

〈Iti〉E,λ ' 2ft
∫ 1

0

K(κ)κ
Ft(κ) dκ

(1−
U2
‖

v2
T i

)(
AT i

Z2(z)
z

+
(
Ani −

3
2AT i − z

2Ft(κ)
)
Z1(z)
z

)

−
U‖
vT i

(
2Au −

U‖
vT i

AT i

)
(2.58)

where z is the square root of $
nω̄diFt(κ) which has a positive imaginary part.

The integration with respect to κ is done numerically. Therefore in QuaLiKiz
a one dimensional integral allows to calculate the trapped ions functional.

2.2.3 Trapped electron, accounting for collisions
For the derivation of a collision frequency in a plasma see section 1.6 of
Nicholson’s book [11]. Here, a Krook type collision operator is included
in the linearized Vlasov equation for the perturbed distribution function of
trapped electrons δfe such that:

∂δfe
∂t

+ [δfe, H0,e] + [f0,e, δHe] = −νe
(
δfe −

δHe

Te
f0

)
(2.59)

For more details see the appendix of [76].
The collision frequency, as introduced in reference [77], is:

νe(E , λ) = νei (E)−3/2 Zeff
r/R

(1− r/R− λ)2
0.111δ + 1.31

11.79δ + 1 (2.60)

where νei is the electron-ion Coulomb collision frequency, λ the pitch an-
gle, vth the electron thermal velocity, and δ =

[
|ω|

νeiZeff37.2R/r

]1/3
with ω the

frequency of the unstable mode. The numerical values appearing in (2.60)
and in the definition of the parameter δ are calculated in [21] by match-
ing the solutions of equation (2.59) for the perturbed electron distribution
function with analytical results and results obtained using a Lorentz col-
lision operator. Electron-electron collisions are neglected since they would
give a negligible correction to Zeff in the expression for νe for the v

vth
�1

ordering [21]. Furthermore, the electrons are assumed to be in the banana
regime: νe � r

R
ωbe (where ωbe is the electron bounce frequency). Therefore

the treatment of collisions on trapped electrons is not valid towards the Last
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Closed Flux Surface of tokamak plasmas where the electrons are rather in
the Pfirsch-Schlüter regime with νe >

ωbe
ε1/2 . Moreover, Resistive Ballooning

Modes cannot be resolved by the code since the collisions on passing elec-
trons are neglected.
Although momentum and energy are not conserved by equation (2.59), the
fraction of trapped electrons remains unchanged in the banana regime ap-
proximation. Furthermore this equation has the conceptual advantage that,
in the limit of high collisionality, it predicts a perturbed density equal to
the density of a perturbed Maxwellian distribution. This can be seen by
taking the first moment of equation (2.59) in the limit of infinite νe. In
large aspect ratio tokamaks, trapped electrons exist in a portion of the ve-
locity space proportional to ε = r/R. The factor ε in the definition of νe
represents the fraction of trapped particles: the smaller the trapped particle
fraction, the smaller the effect of collisions on mode stability. The denomina-
tor (1− r/R− λ)2 takes into account the barely-trapped particles, situated
in the vicinity of the velocity space boundary between the trapped and pass-
ing populations. When λ is finite and close to (1− ε) the collision operator
becomes large thus giving a higher weight to the small population of elec-
trons at the boundary between trapped and passing domains, expected to
play an important role in weak collisionality regimes [78]. The last factor in
the parenthesis (which depends on δ) is a further correction to the collision
operator for νe/ω�1.

The collision modified non-adiabatic response of trapped electrons then
becomes:

Ite =
(

1 + 2U‖
vth,e

ε‖
√
E(1− λb) +

U2
‖

v2
th,e

(2E(1− λb)− 1)
)

ATeE + 2(Au −
U‖
vth,e

ATe)ε‖
√
E(1− λb) + Ane − 3

2ATe + U‖
vth,e

( U‖
vth,e

ATe − 2Au)− $
nω̄de

Ft(κ)E − $
nω̄de

+ ıνe(E,λ)
nω̄de

(2.61)

For electrons, due to the energy dependence of the collision frequency, the
integrals in energy do not have the analytical Fried and Conte form, therefore
a 2D numerical integration on E and λ has to be performed.

2.2.4 Passing particles
For passing particles, the same expression is used for electrons and ions:
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Ips =(
1 + 2U‖

vTs
ε‖
√
E(1− λb) +

U2
‖

v2
Ts

(2E(1− λb)− 1)
)

ATsE + 2(Au −
U‖
vTs
ATs)ε‖

√
E(1− λb) + Ans − 3

2ATs + U‖
vTs

( U‖
vTs
ATs − 2Au)− $

nω̄ds

Fp(kr)E + ε‖
x
d
vTs(qR

√
E)

nω̄ds
− $

nω̄ds
+ ıo+

(2.62)

Thanks to the simplified expressions for k‖v‖ and f(λ, kr) given in equa-
tions (2.54) and (2.53), the integral in λ is easily performed analytically. The
integration with respect to E is carried out analytically using the Fried-Conte
functions Z, Z1, Z2 and Z3 defined earlier.
Only the integration with respect to kr remains to be done numerically such
that 〈Ips〉E,λ,kr =

∫ dkr
2π 〈Ips〉E,λ with:

〈Ips〉E,λ = fp
Fp(kr)

[

2
[
ATs

Z2(V+)− Z2(V−)
V+ − V−

+
(
Ans −

3
2ATs −

$

nω̄ds

)
Z1(V+)− Z1(V−)

V+ − V−

]
+

4 U‖
vTs

[
ATs

V+Z2(V+)− V−Z2(V−)
V+ − V−

+
(
Au

vTs
U‖

+
(
Ans −

5
2ATs −

$

nω̄ds

))
V+Z1(V+)− V−Z1(V−)

V+ − V−

]

+ 4
3
U‖
vTs

[
ATs

U‖
vTs

Z3(V+)− Z3(V−)
V+ − V−

+
(

2Au + U‖
vTs

(
Ans − 5ATs −

$

nω̄ds

))
Z2(V+)− Z2(V−)

V+ − V−

]

− 2 U‖
vTs

[(
2Au + U‖

vTs

(
Ans −

5
2ATs −

$

nω̄ds

))
Z1(V+)− Z1(V−)

V+ − V−

] ]
(2.63)

where fp is the passing particle fraction. The variables V+ and V− corre-
spond to the poles of Eq. (2.62). They are defined by:

V± = 1
2
vTsx

qRd

ω̄2

Fp(kr)nω̄ds
±
√

∆

∆ =
(

1
2
vTsx

qRd

ω̄2

Fp(kr)nω̄ds

)2

+ $

Fp(kr)nω̄ds

(2.64)

The integration over kr remains to be performed, for passing particles it
cannot be simplified as done for trapped particles. Indeed, both the parallel
drift frequency x

d
ω2 and nωE×B depend on x. x is an operator in kr space
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such that x = −i d
dkr

. Therefore 〈Ips〉E,λ is a differential equation. The
function solution is an integral over kr. From [Garbet et al. 1990] [68] and
[79], the expression of the passing particles functional Ls, Ls,pas. (Ls,pas. =∫ dkr

2π |φnω|
2(x) 〈Ips〉E,λB0(k⊥ρs)) is such that:

Ls,pas.(ω) = −i〈ω−nω
∗
s

|ω2| |d|
∫+∞

0
∫+∞

0
dkrdk

′
r

2π J0(k⊥(kr)ρs)φnω(kr)J∗0 (k⊥(k′r)ρs)

φ∗nω(k′r)H(dk
′
r−kr
ω2

)exp(i(ω−nωds
ω2

d(k′r − kr)))〉E,λ (2.65)

where ϕ̄2 = krd. A Fourier transform is applied on φnω such that:

φnω(kr) =
∫ +∞

−∞
dxe−ikrxφ̂nω(x)

. Finally a change of variables is done as follows: k+ = kr+k
′
r

2
k− = k

′
r − kr

and : {
x+ = x+x′

2
x− = x

′ − x
hence :

−krx+ k
′

rx
′ = k+x− + k−x+

and :
dk
′

rdkr = dk−dk+

Ls,pas. =
∫ ∞
−∞

dk+

2π

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dx+dx−

φnω(x+ −
x−
2 )φ∗nω(x+ + x−

2 )eık+x− 〈Ips〉E,λ B0(k⊥ρs)
(2.66)

With B0(kθρs) =
∫ dkr

2π B(kθρs) is integrated in kr separately, which is suf-
ficient to account for the finite Larmor radius effect leading to a complete
stabilization at high enough wave number.
As will be derived in the following section, the eigenfunction is a shifted
Gaussian: φnω(x) = φ0 exp(− (x−x0)2

2w2 ), with a finite shift when including non-
zero values of U‖, ∇U‖ and E×B shear. Therefore, the product φnωφ∗nω can
be written as:

φnωφ
∗
nω = φ2

0 exp
−(x+ −<(x0)− k+=(w2))2

<(w2) −<(w2)
(
k+ −

=(x0)
<(w2)

)2


(2.67)
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A change of variables from the dimensional x+ and k+ to the dimensionless
quantities ρ∗ and k∗ is performed:

ρ∗2 = (x+ −<(x0)− k+=(w2))2

<(w2)

k∗2 = <(w2)
(
k+ −

=(x0)
<(w2)

)2 (2.68)

The x quantity used in ((2.64)) is now replaced by ρ∗
√
<(w2) + <(x0) + k+=(w2)

and kr = k∗√
<(w2)

+ =(x0)
<(w2) , <(w2) being positive by definition which ensures

|φnω|2 to be finite. The passing particle functional finally becomes:

Ls,pass =
∫ ∞
−∞

dk∗√
π
e−k

∗2
∫ ∞
−∞

dρ∗√
π
e−ρ

∗2 〈Ips〉E,λ (k∗, ρ∗)B0(k⊥ρs) (2.69)

The bi-dimensional integration with respect to k∗ and ρ∗ is performed
numerically.

2.3 Eigenfunction: deduced from the fluid limit
In the section above, the gyrokinetic dispersion relation has been expressed
in a simplified form solved with, at most, 2D numerical integrals. The eigen-
function φnω(x) is not solved in this framework. It is derived separately in
the fluid limit of the gyrokinetic dispersion relation. This approximation is
required to gain additional computational time. A shifted Gaussian eigen-
function will be found. This approximation can be justified since, in the
variational approach, an error ε in estimating the eigenfunction will lead to
a smaller error, ε2, on the eigenvalue. Therefore more approximations are al-
lowed for the eigenfunction determination than for the eigenvalue calculation.
In this section, at first the derivation of the eigenfunction in the fluid limit
is detailed, and then its validation against a more complete, self-consistent,
gyrokinetic approach is illustrated. Most of the elements of this section fol-
low Pierre Cottier’s PhD [14] where the impact of E ×B and finite U‖ were
added to the original derivation [80, 28].

2.3.1 Fluid eigenfunction analytical derivation
As previously mentioned, the eigenfunctions of the problem solved in Qua-
LiKiz are not consistently calculated but they are taken as the solution of the
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fluid limit problem. This means that they are the solutions of the dispersion
relation expressed in the limit of very unstable modes such that: ω � n ·ΩJ,
or in the framework of equation (2.55), $ � nωds . Under such condition,
equation (2.55) is no longer resonant and it can be developed in powers of
nωds
$

. Due to the assumption of large mode frequency, the so-called fluid limit
is valid only far from the gyrokinetic instability threshold. Another approx-
imation is made to enable the analytical calculation. The wave vectors are
limited to low values such that: k⊥ρe � k⊥δe � k⊥ρi � k⊥δi � 1. For the
electrons, finite Larmor radius and banana width effects are neglected. For
ions, the Bessel functions that express the finite Larmor radius and banana
width effects are developed in powers of kθρi and krδi up to the second order
(krρi terms are neglected here). Finally, due to the focus on low wave num-
bers, passing electrons are considered adiabatic. This leads to the following
dispersion relation:

ne
Te

(
1−

〈(
1− nω∗e

$

)(
1 + nωde

$

)〉
tt

)
+

∑
i

niZ
2
i

Ti

(
1−

〈(
1− nω∗i

$

)(
1 + nωdi

$

))(
1− k2

rδ
2
i

4

)〉
tt

−

∑
i

niZ
2
i

Ti

(〈(
1− nω∗i

$

)(
1 + nωdi

$
+ k‖v‖

$
+
k2
‖v

2
‖

$2 + 2nωdik‖v‖
$2 + n2ω2

di

$2

))(
1− k2

θρ
2
i

4

)〉
pp

φnω(x)

= 0
(2.70)

where the integration over passing – 〈. . . 〉pp – and trapped – 〈. . . 〉tt –
domains are given by the formulas:

〈. . . 〉tt =
∫ ∞

0

2√
π

√
Ee−EdE

∫ 1

λc

dλ
2ω̄2

(
1 + 2 U‖

vTs
ε‖
√
E(1− λb) +

U2
‖

v2
Ts

(2E(1− λb))− 1
)
· · ·

=2
√

2ε
π

∫ ∞
0

2√
π

√
Ee−EdE

∫ 1

0

(
1 + 2 U‖

vTs
ε‖ω̄2
√
E +

U2
‖

v2
Ts

ω̄2
2E
)
K(κ)κdκ · · ·

=〈
(

1 + 2 U‖
vTs

ε‖ω̄2
√
E +

U2
‖

v2
Ts

ω̄2
2E
)
. . . 〉t

〈. . . 〉pp =
∫ ∞

0

2√
π

√
Ee−EdE

∫ λc

0

dλ
2ω̄2

(
1 + 2 U‖

vTs
ε‖
√
E(1− λb) +

U2
‖

v2
Ts

(2E(1− λb))− 1
)
· · ·

=〈
(

1 + 2 U‖
vTs

ε‖
√
E(1− λb) +

U2
‖

v2
Ts

(2E(1− λb))− 1
)
. . . 〉p

(2.71)
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With: 1
ω̄2

=
∮ dθ

2π
1√

1−λb , κ such that λ = 1− 2εκ2 and from equation 2.11:

nω∗s = kθTs
esB

[
R∇ns
ns

+
(
E − 3

2 −
U‖
vTs

(
2v‖ − U‖
vTs

))
R∇Ts
Ts

+ 2
(
v‖ − U‖

) R∇U‖
vTs

]

= nω∗ns +
(
E − 3

2 −
U‖
vTs

(
2v‖ − U‖
vTs

))
nω∗Ts +

2
(
v‖ − U‖

)
vTs

nω∗us

(2.72)

For passing particles, assuming strongly ballooned eigenfunctions, hence
θ → 0, the curvature and ∇B drift can be linearized in θ (see the appendix
in [76] for more details) such that:

nωdi ' −
kθTi
ZieBR

E(2− λb) (cos θ + (sθ − α sin θ) sin θ)

→ − kθTi
ZieBR

E(2− λb)
(

1 +
(
ŝ− α− 1

2

)
θ2
) (2.73)

Thanks to the lowest order ballooning representation, k2
rd

2 is used instead of
θ2 in the above expression.
For trapped particles, the integration in λ is done analytically such that:
nωde = kθTe

eBR
E 〈f(λ, kr)〉kr = kθTe

eBR
Ef(κ) using equation 2.51. In the following,

nω̄de is used with nω̄de = kθTe
eBR

, therefore a positive frequency means a mode
drifting in the electron curvature drift direction.

Equation (2.70) is multiplied by ω3 and Te
ne

1
fp
. Below are detailed the

various integrations in θ, E and λ used as well as the simplifications obtained
when multiplying by Te

ne
the various sums ∑i

niZ
2
i

Ti
. . . .

Note that: ∫ ∞
0

2√
π

√
Ee−EdE =1∫ ∞

0

2√
π
E3/2e−EdE =3

2∫ ∞
0

2√
π
E5/2e−EdE =15

4∫ ∞
0

2√
π
E7/2e−EdE =105

8

(2.74)

The fraction of trapped particles ft in absence of finite U‖ is such that:

〈1〉t = ft =2
∫ +θb

−θb

dθ

2π

∫ 1

1−2ε

1 + ε

1− εcosθ
d(λb)

2
√

1− λb
= 2
π

√
2ε (2.75)
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Where θb is the poloidal angle at which the trapped particles bounce back.
With λ = µB(0)

E
, λc = µB(π)

E
(1 − 2ε) and b = B(θ)

B(0) ' 1 + ε − εcosθ in the
circular large aspect ratio limit.
The fraction of passing particles is obtained similarly:

〈1〉p = fp = 1− ft (2.76)

These integrals are applied to all terms of equation 2.70. For the trapped
electron terms, since the electron thermal velocity vth,e, is much larger than
vth,i, all terms proportional to 1/v2

th,e are neglected. This leads to the follow-
ing expressions:

〈nω∗e〉tt 'ftnω∗ne

〈nωde〉tt '
3
2nω̄de〈f(κ)〉t

〈nω∗enωde〉tt '
3
2nω̄de〈f(κ)〉t (nω∗ne + nω∗Te)

(2.77)

For the ions, in the chosen low Mach number limit, the terms proportional
to U2

‖
v2
th,i

and higher orders are neglected. In this limit, for the terms expressed
above for the electrons, similar expressions are found both for trapped and
passing ions:

〈nω∗i 〉tt 'ftnω∗ni
〈nω∗i 〉pp 'fpnω∗ni

〈nωdi〉tt '
3
2nω̄di〈f(κ)〉t

〈nωdi〉pp '
3
2nω̄di〈2− λb〉p

〈nω∗i nωdi〉tt '
3
2nω̄di〈f(κ)〉t (nω∗ni + nω∗T i)

〈nω∗i nωdi〉pp '
3
2nω̄di〈2− λb〉p (nω∗ni + nω∗T i)

(2.78)

Note that in the low Mach number limit 〈1〉pp ' 〈1〉p = fp.
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For passing ions, the terms proportional to v‖ and v2
‖ are expressed as follows:

〈k‖
v‖
vth,i
〉pp '3k‖

U‖
vth,i
〈1− λb〉p

〈nω∗i k‖
v‖
vth,i
〉pp '3k‖

U‖
vth,i

(
vth,i
U‖

nω∗ui + nω∗ni

)
〈1− λb〉p

〈k2
‖
v2
‖

v2
th,i

〉pp '
3
2k

2
‖〈1− λb〉p

〈nω∗i k2
‖
v2
‖

v2
th,i

〉pp '
3
2k

2
‖〈1− λb〉p (nω∗ni + nω∗T i)

〈nωdik‖
v‖
vth,i
〉pp '

15
2 k‖

U‖
vth,i

nω̄di

(
1 +

(
ŝ− α− 1

2

)
θ2
)
〈(2− λb)(1− λb)〉p

〈n2ω2
di〉pp 'n2ω̄2

di

(
1 + 2

(
ŝ− α− 1

2

)
θ2
) 15

4 〈(2− λb)
2〉p

〈nω∗i nωdik‖
v‖
vth,i
〉pp '

15
4 k‖

U‖
vth,i

nω̄di

(
1 +

(
ŝ− α− 1

2

)
θ2
)(

2vth,i
U‖

nω∗ui + 2nω∗ni + 3nω∗T i
)

× 〈(2− λb)(1− λb)〉p〉p

〈nω∗i n2ω2
di〉pp 'n2ω̄2

di

(
1 + 2

(
ŝ− α− 1

2

)
θ2
) 15

4 (nω∗ni + 2nω∗T i) 〈(2− λb)2〉p
(2.79)

Moreover, the sums Te
ne

∑
i
niZ

2
i

Ti
. . . can be simplified. Assuming further

that: ∇ne
ne

= ∇ni
ni

, ∇Te
Te

= ∇Ti
Ti

and Ai = 2Zi, the following equalities are
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obtained:

Te
ne

∑
i

niZ
2
i

Ti
nω̄di =− nω̄de

Te
ne

∑
i

niZ
2
i

Ti
nω∗ni =− nω∗ne

Te
ne

∑
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2
i

Ti
nω∗T i =− nω∗Te
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∑
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niZ
2
i

Ti
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U‖

nω∗ui =− vth,e
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nω∗ue = kθTe
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∇U‖
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ne
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i

Ti
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D

τ
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∑
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2
i

Ti
nω∗pinω̄diρ

2
i =τnω∗penω̄deρ2
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Te
ne
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niZ
2
i

Ti
nω∗piv

2
th,i =− τ

z̄
nω∗pec

2
eff

Te
ne
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niZ
2
i

Ti
v2
th,i =

c2
eff

2
Te
ne

∑
i

niZ
2
i

Ti
nω̄dinω

∗
ui

vth,i
U‖

=τ
z̄
nω̄denω

∗
u

Te
ne

∑
i

niZ
2
i

Ti
(nω̄di)2 =τ

z̄
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(2.80)

With:
τ

z̄
=
∑
i5rPi

5rPe

1
z̄

=
∑
i ni
ne

τ = Ti
Te∑

i

ni
ne
ρ2
i = ρ2

eff
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and ρ2
D = 4mpTi

e2B2 ,δ2
D = q2

2ερ
2
D, ceff =

√
Te
mp

.
Note that the ballooning representation used so far is not correct if

γE � ω, since, under such conditions, the asymmetrisation of the eigenfunc-
tion becomes large, and does not allow to assume eigenfunctions localized
around θ = 0. Therefore, in the following γE is assumed smaller than ω,
which is sufficient to reproduce most tokamak situations, as discussed later.
Hence terms proportional to γEx2 or higher are neglected. Therefore, the
x dependence of nωE×B is taken into account such that Er → Er0 + Ėrx

and therefore nωE×B = kθ
Er
B

= nωE0 + kθγEx + O(x2), with γE = Ėr
B
. It

is important here to remember that, although ∇rEr depends on ∇r(∇rPs),
such contributions are neglected, see section 2.2.1. $ is then replaced by
$0 − nωE0 − kθγEx or ω − kθγEx since the constant part, nωE0, acts as a
Doppler shift.
k‖ is linearized too: k‖ = k̇‖x+O

(
k̈‖x

2
)
.

Since x is small, any terms of order k2
⊥x, x3, k2

θρ
2
ix, k2

rd
2x, k2

rδ
2
i x or higher

are neglected. Since, in the fluid limit (nω̄di)2

ω2 is assumed to be small, the terms
proportional to (nω̄di)2

ω2 k2
rd

2 are neglected. Importantly, the low Mach number
approximation is used and all terms in U‖

vth,e
or higher order are neglected as

well as U2
‖

v2
th,i

or higher.
Finally, one obtains the following second order linear differential equation:
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fpω
3 − 3fpω2kθγEx+ nω∗penω̄de

3
2

(
〈f(κ)〉t

(
1 + τ

z̄

)
+ 〈2− λb〉p

τ

Z̄

)
(ω − kθγEx)

− fpnω∗neω (ω − 2kθγEx) + 3
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)
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−τ
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d2(s− α− 0.5) (〈f(κ)〉t + 〈2− λb〉p) + τ

δ2
eff

4 〈f(κ)〉t
)]

− ω
(
ft
ω

τ
+ nω∗ne

z̄

)
δ2
D

4

}

+
k2
θρ

2
eff

4 ω
(
ω (fpω + nω∗ne)−

3
2nω̄de〈2− λb〉p

(
ω + τ

z̄
nω∗pe

))
− 3k̇‖U‖x〈1− λb〉pω

(
nω∗u + nω∗ne + Zeff

τ
ω
)
− 3

2 k̇
2
‖x

2 c
2
eff

2 〈1− λb〉p
(
ω + τ

Z̄
nω∗pe

)
+ 15

2 k̇‖U‖x〈(2− λb)(1− λb)〉pnω̄de
(

2ω +
∑
i

niZi
ne

(
2nω∗ni + 3nω∗T i + 2nω∗ui

vth,i
U‖

))

+ 15
4 n

2ω̄2
de〈(2− λb)2〉p

(
−τ
z̄

(ω − kθγEx) +
∑
i

ni
ne
τ (nω∗ni + 2nω∗T i)

)
= 0

(2.81)

This equation is a second order differential equation, indeed k2
r = − d2

dx2 .
Therefore, the solution of equation (2.81) is a shifted Gaussian such that:

φnω(x) = φ0

(π< (w2))1/4 exp−(x− x0)2

2w2 (2.82)

defined by its mode width w and its shift x0. The shift, x0, is a complex
number and w2 should have a positive real part.
By replacing φnω(x) by its expression, dxx = d2

dx2 becomes x2
0−w2

w4 + x2

w4 − 2x0x
w4 .

One then obtains that equation (2.81) contains terms proportional to x2, to
x or independent of x. This leads to three equations, each equal to zero.
From this system of three equations, the three unknowns: w2 and x0 and ω
can be derived.
The first equation, by balancing the parallel dynamics with the perpendicular
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finite width effects gives the expression for the mode width w such that:

w4 =
1

3
2
k̇‖

2
c2
eff

2 〈1− λb〉p
(
ω
τ

+ nω∗pe
z̄

)×
{

3
2ωnω̄de

[
ω

(
−d2(s− α− 0.5)(〈f(κ)〉t + 〈2− λb〉p) + δ2

D

4z̄ 〈f(κ)〉t
)

+ nω∗pe

(
−τ
z̄
d2(s− α− 0.5)(〈f(κ)〉t + 〈2− λb〉p) + τ

δ2
eff

4 〈f(κ)〉t
)]

− ω2
(
ftω

τ
+ nω∗ne

z̄

)
δ2
D

4

}

It follows a similar definition as in [28, 76], except that in [28, 76] ω was
taken to be the interchange growth rate, whereas now ω is the self consistent
solution of equation (2.81). Through ω dependencies, the mode width de-
pends on numerous parameters such as ∇Ts/Ts, ∇ns/ns, γE, ∇U‖, U‖, Zeff ,
etc.
The second equation allows to estimate the eigenmode shift x0, which de-
pends only on terms introduced by the existence of a finite U‖ and finite
γE:

x0

w4 = AkθγE +Bk̇‖U‖ + C∇U‖
D

(2.83)
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where:

A =3fpω2 + nω∗penω̄de
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}
(2.84)

It is interesting to note that the Gaussian eigenfunction is asymmetric
with respect to x (or θ) only in cases of either finite γE or U‖. Indeed the
shifted, asymmetric, eigenmode is a signature of a finite rotation and/or
E × B shear [81, 82]. An asymmetric eigenmode will generate a angular
momentum flux (or Reynolds stress) as discussed later [83].
The third equation allows to estimate ω. For given w and x0, one then gets
a third order polynomial equation for ω such that:
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4
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(2.85)

Numerically, equation ?? is solved thanks to iterations. The mode width
is estimated assuming an interchange growth rate thanks to equation ??.
This mode width is used to determined the associated shift using equation
2.83. Then the obtained w and x0 are inserted in equation??. The new value
for ω is used to reestimate first w, then x0 until a convergence on the value
of ω is obtained.

2.3.2 Eigenfunction model validation
In this subsection, the eigenfunctions derived in the fluid limit are compared
to self-consistent gyrokinetic eigenfunctions. This comparison is carried out
using the linear versions of the GKW, GENE and GYRO codes which are all
gyrokinetic codes, using field aligned coordinates. In these codes, the energy
and pitch angle integrals are treated without any approximations, therefore
the trapped and the passing particles are solved in the same framework. The
integrals along and perpendicular to the field lines are also done precisely,
i.e. the ballooning transform is not used. For consistency with QuaLiKiz,
all direct comparisons are realized with the s−α equilibrium using α = 0 in
either GKW, GYRO or GENE. In this equilibrium, the parallel coordinate
is equivalent to QuaLiKiz’s θ

2π [84].
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Figure 2.1: Ratio of the distance between two resonant surfaces d to the
mode width w plotted versus the magnetic shear s. The red crosses are
QuaLiKiz results, based on the fluid limit, the green dots represent GYRO’s
self-consistent gyrokinetic eigenfunction. The parameters used for this com-
parison are q = 2, Te = Ti, Zeff = 1, R/a = 3, r/a = 0.5, a/LT = 8,
a/Ln = 2, νei = 0, α = 0, kθρs = 0.56. From M. Romanelli et al, Physics of
Plasmas 2007 [76].

Comparison in absence of shift, i.e. γE = 0 and U‖ = 0

The mode width calculated in QuaLiKiz is compared to the mode width
obtained in GYRO (see appendix of [76]) versus the magnetic shear. Figure
2.1 illustrates the fact that the ratio of the mode width to the distance
between two resonant surfaces does not diverge as s tends to zero.

Another comparison, based on the so-called GA-standard case parame-
ters, i.e. q = 2, s = 1 Te = Ti, Zeff = 1, R/a = 3, r/a = 0.5, R/LT = 9,
R/Ln = 3, νei = 0, α = 0, was carried out using GENE in [34] at various
values of kθρs and magnetic shear s as illustrated by figure 2.2. From
Fig.2.2, one can see that the strong ballooning approximation is valid down
to s = 0.1 and kθρs = 0.15.
Since this work, some modifications have been made on the fluid eigenfunc-
tion calculation, the effect of α is now included and since Pierre Cottier’s
PhD the mode width is now estimated using the fluid self-consistent ω rather
than using the approximated interchange growth rate. The eigenfunctions
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Figure 2.2: Eigenfunctions as a function of the parallel direction θ/π. In the
fluid limit for QuaLiKiz in dashed blue and GENE in red. For s = 1 upper
panel and s = 0.1 lower panel using GA standard case parameters. From J.
Citrin et al, Physics of Plasmas 2012 [34].
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Figure 2.3: Eigenfunctions as a function of the parallel direction θ/(2π).
Dashed line: imaginary part, solid line: real part. In the fluid limit for
QuaLiKiz in blue and GKW in green for the GA standard case parameters
at kθρs = 0.3 . From P. Cottier et al [42].

now have both real and imaginary parts. This new version of QuaLiKiz has
been compared to self-consistent GKW eigenfunctions. The agreement is
satisfactory as illustrated for the GA-standard case in figure 2.3.

In QuaLiKiz, the eigenfunction is slightly more peaked around θ = 0
than GYRO (Fig.2.1), GKW (Fig.2.3) and GENE (Fig.2.2), meaning that in
QuaLiKiz the mode width is slightly overestimated for s ≤ 1. From figure
2.1, this tendency seems to reverse for s ≥ 2. Overall, the mode width is at
most 20% away from a self-consistent more complete gyrokinetic calculation.
At low s, as expected, see for example a detailed discussion in [71], the eigen-
functions are represented by oscillating Mathieu functions, and under such
conditions the strong ballooning approximation used by QuaLiKiz becomes
invalid. Figure 2.2 and the discussion in [34] show that this happens at both
low magnetic shear and low wave number, i.e for s ≤ 0.1 and kθρs ≤ 0.15.
The modes discussed so far are drift in the ion diamagnetic direction, mean-
ing that they are dominated by Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) driven
modes. The eigenfunctions obtained for modes drifting in the electron dia-
magnetic direction, usually called Trapped Electron eigenmodes (TEM), are
now presented in detail. These modes are more extended in θ than ITG [85],
therefore the ballooning representation might be inappropriate. To investi-
gate the limit of the ballooning representation used in QuaLiKiz in presence
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Figure 2.4: Eigenfunctions as a function of the parallel direction θ/(2π).
Dashed line: imaginary part, solid line: real part. In the fluid limit for
QuaLiKiz in blue and GKW in green for the GA standard case parameters
except −R∇TiTi = 0, i.e. TEM dominated regime. At kθρs = 1. From P.
Cottier et al [42].

of TEM, a clearly TEM dominated regime is chosen: GA-standard case pa-
rameters are used except with R/LT i = 0. For such parameters and for large
wave numbers such that kθρs ∼ 1, the eigenfunction found in GKW is ex-
tended along the field line as illustrated on figure 2.4. Under such conditions,
QuaLiKiz clearly underestimates the eigenfunction extension. This will lead
to underestimated growth rates in this spectral range. At lower wave num-
ber, the discrepancy between QuaLiKiz and GKW is reduced, as illustrated
for kθρs = 0.2 on figure 2.5. Since most transport is driven at scales such
that kθρs ≤ 0.2, this explains why QuaLiKiz can model heat and particle
fluxes even in the TEM dominant regime as discussed in chapter 4 and in
[86].

Comparison in presence of a finite shift, i.e. γE and/or U‖ are finite

During P. Cottier’s PhD [14], the E×B shear and parallel rotation were im-
plemented in QuaLiKiz. As discussed in the previous subsection, both E×B
and parallel rotation impact the eigenfunction shift as expressed in equation
((2.83)). The QuaLiKiz fluid analytical eigenfunctions are compared to the
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Figure 2.5: Eigenfunctions as a function of the parallel direction θ/(2π).
Dashed line: imaginary part, solid line: real part. In the fluid limit for
QuaLiKiz in blue and GKW in green for the GA standard case parameters
except −R∇TiTi = 0, i.e. TEM dominated regime. At kθρs = 0.2. From P.
Cottier et al [42].
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Figure 2.6: Eigenfunctions as a function of the parallel direction θ/(2π).
Dashed line: imaginary part, solid line: real part. In the fluid limit for
QuaLiKiz in blue and GKW in green for the GA standard case parameters
and a rigid body rotation such that U‖ = 0.2× vth,i. At kθρs = 0.3. From P.
Cottier et al [42].

self-consistent gyrokinetic eigenfunctions of GKW focusing on the impact of
E×B shear and parallel rotation on the parallel structure of the eigenmodes.
A finite parallel rotation modifies the eigenfunction shift even in the absence
of a gradient as illustrated by figure 2.6. The GA-standard parameters are
used except the rigid body rotation which is set to 0.2 × vth,i which corre-
sponds to a standard rotation level in core NBI heated tokamak plasmas.
A finite gradient of the parallel rotation also modifies the eigenfunction shift
as illustrated by figure 2.7. The GA-standard parameters are used except
the gradient of the rigid body rotation which is set to −R∇U‖ = 4vth,i which
corresponds to large experimentally obtained values in core plasmas, see for
example [87, 88]. From figures 2.6 and 2.7 it can be seen that the di-
rection and the shift of the real part of eigenfunction in presence of both a
finite rotation or a finite gradient is very well modeled by the fluid analytical
approach proposed in QuaLiKiz. In GKW, on top of a shift on the eigen-
function, a tail appears as well on the Gaussian, this loss of symmetry is not
reproduced by QuaLiKiz. Since it increases with θ, it mostly modifies lower
values of the eigenfunctions and hence will impact less the final dispersion
relation.
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Figure 2.7: Eigenfunctions as a function of the parallel direction θ/(2π).
Dashed line: imaginary part, solid line: real part. In the fluid limit for
QuaLiKiz in blue and GKW in green for the GA standard case parameters
and a gradient of the rigid body rotation such that −R∇U‖ = 4vth,i. At
kθρs = 0.3. From P. Cottier et al [42].
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Figure 2.8: QuaLiKiz eigenfunctions as a function of the parallel direction
θ/(2π). Dashed line: imaginary part, solid line: real part. For the GA
standard case parameters and a finite E×B shear −γE = 0.3. At kθρs = 0.3.
From P. Cottier et al [42].

In the presence of a finite E×B shear, the imaginary part of the eigenfunction
can be of the same order of its real part as illustrated by figure 2.8. In this
case, accounting properly for the imaginary part of the eigenfunction is es-
sential. Unfortunately, eigenfunctions with E×B shear in the self-consistent
gyrokinetic framework are not available, since the general solutions of the
linearized gyrokinetic equation in such conditions are oscillating modes, see
[89] for more details. Nonetheless, the growth rates in presence of E × B
shear obtained by QuaLiKiz will be compared to GKW later in this chapter.

Summary of the eigenfunction’s benchmarks

To summarize, the eigenfunctions in QuaLiKiz are computed thanks to an
analytical fluid limit accounting for U‖, ∇U‖ and E×B. The solution of the
second order differential equation is a shifted Gaussian. This fluid analytical
eigenfunction used in QuaLiKiz is compared to self-consistent gyrokinetic
eigenfunctions provided by GYRO, GENE and GKW. Without rotation and
E×B the agreement is very good. Nonetheless wider oscillating eigenfunc-
tions are found in two cases and cannot be properly modeled by QuaLiKiz
ballooned eigenfunctions: the first case at low magnetic shear and low wave
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number, such that s ≤ 0.1 and kθρs ≤ 0.15; the second case at TEM dom-
inated regimes at large wave numbers. The influence of U‖ and ∇U‖ on
the eigenfunction is successfully benchmarked against gkw. The impact of
E × B shear is observed in QuaLiKiz eigenfunctions, but cannot be com-
pared to self-consistent gyrokinetic codes. Although, not perfect, the fluid
analytical eigenfunctions computed in QuaLiKiz are similar to self-consistent
gyrokinetic eigenvalues in a large number of cases, including cases with a fi-
nite rotation. The computed growth rates and quasilinear fluxes accounting
for these analytical fluid eigenfunctions will be extensively benchmarked in
the rest of this manuscript.

2.4 Searching for the eigenvalues
In QuaLiKiz, the eigenfunctions of the dispersion relation (equation (2.55))
are solved in the fluid limit. The eigenvalues of equation (2.55) are solved in
the gyrokinetic framework. In (2.55), the functionals are multidimensional
integrals of rapidly varying complex functions. Therefore, an efficient method
to look for the eigenvalues of such an equation is needed. A method specific
to complex variables functions is used: the Davies Method [90]. It is a
generalized Nyquist’s method. This method can determine the number of
eigenvalues within a given contour, as well as an estimate of their values.
Their precise localization is then refined using a standard Newton’s method.
The method presented by Davies consists in using the argument principle
and the residues theorem. The argument principle states that along a closed
contour C the increment of the argument of D is equal to 2πN , N being the
number of zeros within C. On the other hand, from the residues theorem, for
ω going along C, a transform of a circle centered on 0, one gets:

Sn = 1
2πi

∫
C
ωn
D
′(ω)

D(ω) dω =
N∑
i=1

ωn0i (2.86)

n = 1, ..., N
Knowing Sn and N , one can construct a polynomial PN(ω) which zeros are
ω0 such that:

PN(ω) =
N∏
j=1

(ω − ω0j) =
N∑
j=0

Ajω
N−j (2.87)

where Aj are solutions of the following system of N equations:

S1 − A1 = 0
S2 − A1S1 − 2A2 = 0

Sk − A1Sk−1 + A2Sk−2 + ...+ (−1)kkAk = 0 (2.88)
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k = 3, ..., N .
With this method, from the values of D over a contour C, the transforma-
tion of a zero-centered circle, one can find all the complex eigenvalues of D
enclosed by C.
QuaLiKiz uses this method to find all the unstable eigenvalues. Indeed,
only the plane with positive complex ω is explored. The largest complex
value limiting the top of the contour is estimated by a fluid limit polynomial
estimate of the unstable modes. Indeed, the fluid limit is known to overes-
timate the gyrokinetic eigenvalues. The lowest complex value of the contour
is 0.01×kθρs T

eBR
. The real axis is scanned by shifting the contours along the

positive and the negative direction until the largest value of the frequency of
the mode obtained in the fluid limit is reached. The points used along the
contour to estimate the number of eigenvalues are at first 25. The jump in
angle between two consecutive points has to be smaller than π/3, if it is not
the case the number of points along the contour is multiplied by two, until
reaching 200. At 200, if the angle jump is still larger than π/3 the search for
the number of enclosed eigenvalues is stopped. This problem can occur for
barely unstable modes having eigenvalues standing very close to the contour
itself. Once the number of eigenvalues is found, their values are estimated
thanks to the method presented above. Note that the vast majority of the
time only one eigenmode per contour is found.
Finally, the dispersion relation of these eigenvalue is calculated : D(ω0). Ide-
ally one should find D(ω0) = 0. In practice, if D(ω0) > 100, the eigenvalues
are not stored at all, whereas, if D(ω0) ≤ 100, the eigenvalues are refined
thanks to a Newton’s method. This numerical scheme has been recently fur-
ther optimized, since the rapidity of the code is a key issue for the use of
QuaLiKiz in an integrated modeling platform [35].

2.5 Linear benchmark of the growth rates
QuaLiKiz uses the forms of the functionals given above, with the eigenfunc-
tion derived in the fluid limit and the eigenvalues then found using the Davies
method. Presently, two ions and electrons can be treated. Additional ions
could be easily added, this work is presently in progress.
The code is written in Fortran 90. It has been based on the Numerical Algo-
rithm Group library for the Fried and Conte integrals, the Bessel functions,
the elliptical integrals and the adaptive 1D and 2D integration methods. The
NAG routines are being replaced by similar open source functions at the mo-
ment.
QuaLiKiz, or Kinezero as it was called previously, has been often bench-
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Figure 2.9: Textor pulse 68812 at 2.3 s and ρ = 0.75. Kinezero growth rate
spectrum from [28]. solid line: Zeff = 2.7, dashed line: Zeff = 1.2.

marked against more complete gyrokinetic codes.
The first benchmark was presented in [28] and showed that the stabilizing
impact of Zeff was found in both Kinezero Fig.2.9 and GS2 Fig.2.10 for a
TEXTOR set of parameters. The stabilizing impact of an increased Zeff
is seen in both codes on the ETG branch of the spectrum. The order of
magnitude of the growth rates are similar in both codes although Kinezero
underestimates them.
Following the implementation of collisions on trapped electrons in Kinezero
[76], their stabilizing impact on TEM was tested through a comparison with
GS2 published in [91]. In both cases, at low collisionality, where TEM domi-
nate, a higher normalized density gradient An = R

Ln
= −R∇ne

ne
is destabilizing;

whereas at lower collisionality, where ITG dominate, a higher An is stabiliz-
ing. The case calculated by GS2 is illustrated on figure 2.11, the case using
Kinezero is displayed in figure 2.12.
More recently, the impact of the magnetic shear on quasilinear fluxes was in-
vestigated [34]. The QuaLiKiz growth rates were compared to GENE. The set
of parameters used is the GA-standard case mentioned earlier for kθρs = 0.3.
In this s scan, α is forced to zero. As expected from the dependance of the
curvature drift, the interchange is maximized where the curvature drift in-
tensity is maximized, i.e. at s = 0.5 for ballooned modes in the case of α = 0.
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Figure 2.10: Textor pulse 68812 at 2.3 s and ρ = 0.75. GS2 growth rate
spectrum from [28]. Circles: Zeff = 2.7, asterisks: Zeff = 1.2.

Figure 2.11: FTU pulse 12747 at 0.7 s and ρ = 0.7. GS2 growth rate
spectrum from [91].
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Figure 2.12: FTU pulse 12747 at 0.7 s and ρ = 0.7. Kinezero growth rate
spectrum from [76]. Blue line: experimental value of An, red line artificially
reduced An, An/5.

For both GENE and QuaLiKiz, the growth rates do indeed peak for s ' 0.5.
For larger values of s the growth rates are ultimately stabilized. In figure
2.13, one can see that in QuaLiKiz the stabilization for negative values of s is
overestimated. It could be due to the fact that the integration of the passing
particles is done such that the transit frequency k‖V‖ is averaged over the
pitch angle λ rather than correctly integrated. This approximation might
lead to an underestimation of the slab branch which becomes dominant in
this region where the interchange branch is weakened.
Finally, during Pierre Cottier’s PhD the linear growth rates of QuaLiKiz in
the presence of finite rotation and/or E × B shear was extensively bench-
marked against GKW. Two examples are given based on GA standard case
parameters for kθρs = 0.3. First, on figure 2.14, the destabilizing impact
of larger parallel velocity gradient is compared for three values of the nor-
malized temperature gradient −R∇T

T
= −R∇Te

Te
= −R∇Ti

Ti
= 3, 6 and 9. The

overall agreement is satisfactory, the growth rates calculated by QuaLiKiz
have the correct response to both −R∇T

T
and −R∇U‖

vth,i
. The order of magnitude

is also acceptable, although QuaLiKiz growth rates are slightly underesti-
mated. The impact of E×B shear is investigated independently, see figure
2.15. In initial value codes such as, GKW or GENE, the presence of oscil-
lating Floquet modes required the modification of the temporal averaging
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Figure 2.13: GENE in dashed line red and QuaLiKiz in solid line blue. The
normalized growth rates are plotted versus s for kθρs = 0.3. The parameters
used are the GA-standard case parameters. From [34].

method. More details on this point are given in [14], [42] as well as in [92]
where a slightly different method is proposed than the one used for the plot
below. The stabilizing impact of increased E × B in QuaLiKiz is observed
to agree well with the GKW stabilization when using the modified temporal
averaging.
In the various cases presented here, the agreement between QuaLiKiz (or

Kinezero for the earlier benchmarks) is not perfect, the discrepancy can be
large, for example for negative values of s. Nonetheless, the qualitative para-
metric dependencies are well captured by QuaLiKiz as illustrated for Zeff ,
density gradient, collisionality, s, parallel velocity gradient, and E×B shear.
Moreover, in most cases the order of magnitude of the growth rate is correct
within a few tens of %. QuaLiKiz tends to underestimate the growth rates.
The reason is that the eigenfunctions are more narrow in θ and wider in ρ
in QuaLiKiz, leading to a weaker stabilizing impact of k‖V‖ (see discussion
in chapter 3 on the impact of magnetic shear). In chapter 4, the benchmark
exercise will be extended to quasilinear fluxes.

2.6 Conclusion
Thanks to the numerous approximations carried out (s−α equilibrium, elec-
trostatic, ballooning transform, simplified integrations, fluid eigenfunctions,
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Figure 2.14: GKW in green solid line with crosses and QuaLiKiz in blue
plain solid line. The normalized growth rates are plotted versus −R∇U‖

vth,i
for

kθρs = 0.3. The parameters used are the GA-standard case parameters.
From [14], [42].

optimized eigenvalues search), QuaLikiz gyrokinetic linear calculation is a
factor 10 000 faster than more precise gyrokinetic codes such as GYRO,
GKW, GS2 or GENE. The obtained growth rates, for electrostatic cases and
in the s − α equilibrium, are validated against these codes. QuaLiKiz is
therefore available to analyze extensively experimental discharges and dis-
cuss their stability, and further examples thereof are given in chapter 3. The
code can also to be used to compute quasilinear fluxes, which gains an addi-
tional speedup factor of 100 versus nonlinear fluxes, as detailed in chapter 4.
With the total approximate 1 million speedup factor this approach is thus
suitable for predictive integrated modeling.
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Figure 2.15: GKW in green dashed line for the case without modifying the
temporal averaging. GKW in solid green line for the case using the modified
temporal average, the error bars stand for the standard deviation around
the third quartile value. QuaLiKiz in blue plain solid line. The normalized
growth rates are plotted versus γE

vth,i/R
for kθρs = 0.3. The parameters used

are the GA-standard case parameters. From [14], [42].
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Chapter 3

Use of linear gyrokinetic
stability analysis

Before addressing the estimate of the transport fluxes through the quasilinear
approximation, the use of linear gyrokinetic analysis is presented. Two classes
of analysis are outlined. First, the impact of a given parameter on the growth
rates and the instability threshold can be tested. Second, the dominant
modes in a given experimental pulse can be investigated. Both usages are
presented here.

3.1 Linear stability and its parametric de-
pendencies

Before presenting linear stability limits, the two main branches of instabilities
are presented. They are introduced in the approximated framework of the
fluid theory. As the reader will see, knowing their trends will be helpful when
studying the stability limit parametric trends illustrated in this section.

3.1.1 The two main types of instabilities derived from
the fluid dispersion relation

The two main classes of instabilities are the curvature-type and the slab-type.
The curvature-type instability couples the diamagnetic frequency due to the
density and temperature gradients to the curvature and∇B-drift frequencies.
It is also called the interchange instability branch, for more detailed expla-
nations on the mechanisms at play see [14, 13, 10]. The slab-type instability
couples the diamagnetic frequency to the transit frequency along the mag-
netic field lines, and survives at infinite aspect ratio, i.e. it does not depend
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Figure 3.1: Curvature drift in arbitrary units versus θ for three pairs of
(s, α) values. From [95].

on the curvature. These two unstable branches have been well described by
Biglari et al in [93] and by Kadomstev in [94] by means of fluid calculations.
In the gyrokinetic approach, it is very difficult to isolate one branch or the
other since the growth rates of the unstable modes are the eigenvalues of the
dispersion relation introduced previously (equation (2.55)) where all types of
particles and drifts contribute to the final eigenvalues. Nevertheless, one still
observes some trends reproducing the behavior expected in the simplified
fluid limit. These trends are summarized below.
Two unstable branches are derived in a simplified fluid limit. In this limit,
as detailed earlier, the frequency of the unstable modes is greater than the
transit and curvature frequencies. Moreover, it is assumed here that the den-
sity gradient is negligible in comparison to the temperature gradient. One
then finds the following expression for the curvature-type growth rate, γint:

γ2
int,s = nωds ·nω∗ps (3.1)

The impacts of s and α on the curvature drift are illustrated in figure 3.1.
If s and α are such that the flux surface average of the curvature and ∇B
drifts is reduced or reverses sign, then the drive for the dominant interchange
instability is reduced or even suppressed. Indeed, from the cases illustrated
by figure 3.1, reversing s from 1 to −1 leads to reduced positive curvature
and ∇B drive at the low field side. Also, by increasing α one obtains a sim-
ilar effect on the interchange drive due to reduced curvature and ∇B drifts.
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The stabilizing impact of large α has a potential beneficial side effect. In-
deed, when increasing −R∇P

P
, nωd decreases and can possibly compensate the

destabilizing increase of nω∗p. Actually, there is a threshold above which the
stabilization through α beats the destabilization due to higher −R∇P

P
(see [60]

for discussion of this effect on Internal Transport Barrier plasmas obtained
in JET and JT-60U). Above this threshold or for negative s, the slab branch
dominates the reduced interchange branch.
One can evaluate the slab growth rate, γslab, employing a simplified approach,
similar to that used in the derivation of eq. (3.1), but in the limit where the
major radius, R, tends to infinity, i.e. the torus tends towards a cylinder.
With very large R, the fluid equation has the following solution:

γ3
slab = (k‖VT )2 ·nω∗p (3.2)

Therefore, an increasing pressure gradient always leads to a higher slab
growth rate. In the sheared slab case, k‖ = kθ|s|x

r
, thus, the slab growth

rate increases with |s| independently of its sign.
This demonstrates that in a simplified electrostatic calculation there are two
unstable branches, the slab and the interchange branches, with very different
parametric dependencies with respect to s and α. Some of these qualitative
behaviors will be discussed later in this chapter.

3.1.2 Linear stability limit
A linear gyrokinetic stability limit can be deduced from the above approach.
Plotted in the plane −R∇T/T versus −R∇n/n, this limit provides a useful
visualization of the key mechanisms at play. It is important to note that such
curves are far from being universal. They are valid only for given values of
collisionality, ratios of Te/Ti and −R∇Te/Te−R∇Ti/Ti , Zeff , s, α and q. It is to note that
the discussion below is done in absence of E×B shear and parallel rotation.
First of all, the fluid limit in the plane (−R∇T/T,−R∇n/n) is derived and
plotted, then it is compared to gyrokinetic limits with and without including
trapped electrons.

Linear stability in the fluid limit

It is rather simple to derive the fluid stability limit. It is based on the
existence of a solution of a second order polynomial with a positive imaginary
part, i.e. a positive growth rate. The second order polynomial dispersion
relation is based on a simplification of the fluid dispersion relation derived
in equation (??) assuming very low wave numbers such that kθρeff ' 0 and
very localized modes such that x ' 0:
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Figure 3.2: Fluid limit between the stable and the unstable regions of the
plane (An, AT ). For the assumptions made for the derivation see the main
text. From [91].

Ω2 + Ω (An(1 + ft) + 3/2) + 3
2

ft
1− ft

(An + AT ) = 0 (3.3)

with Zeff = 1, Ti = Te, ω = ω
ω̄d

and ω̄d = kθTe
eBR

, as usual An = −R∇n/n
and AT = −R∇T/T . Here s and α are such that:

〈cos θ − (sθ − α sin θ) sin θ〉 = 1

The solutions having a positive imaginary part of equation (3.3) are such
that:

AT >
1− ft

6ft
((1 + ft)An + 3/2)2 − An (3.4)

This limit is plotted in the (An, AT ) plane in figure 3.2.
From the fluid limit given by figure 3.2, one can see that the modes are

unstable as soon as AT has a positive value for low values of An, meaning that
in such cases there is no critical temperature gradient. For larger values of
the density gradients, the critical temperature gradient threshold increases.
These modes are called the η = AT/An modes [10, 51]. They are destabilized
by larger AT and stabilized by larger An.
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Figure 3.3: Gyrokinetic stability limit of the plane (An, AT ) with γ =
9.10−4cse/a and kθρi = 0.5. For pure ITG modes. From [91].

Linear stability in the gyrokinetic case

For the same parameters as above, the gyrokinetic stability limit is derived.
It is based on the dispersion relation calculated for ω = ωr + i9.10−4cse/a

with cse =
√
T/me and T = 1 keV. At a given wave number and for a chosen

ωr, the system of two equations Im(D(ω1)) = 0 and Re(D(ω1)) = 0 is solved.
The two unknowns, AT and An, correspond to the critical gradient lengths
at which the growth rate is almost null. By scanning the frequency ωr, new
pairs (An, AT ) are found. By plotting all the (An, AT ) pairs, one then obtains
the gyrokinetic stability limit above which the growth rates are greater than
the initially chosen small value, here 9.10−4cse/a.

• Linear stability in the gyrokinetic case: ITG only
A first case is plotted using the dispersion relation assuming adiabatic
electrons, i.e. for ions only, see figure 3.3. From figure 3.3, unlike
in the fluid case, one can see that for any value of An a finite critical
temperature gradient exists. By comparing figure 3.3 to figure 3.2, it
is clear that the fluid approximation leads to a wider unstable domain
and that it does not compute the correct stability threshold. For pure
ITG, as An gets larger, the modes are stabilized by larger density gra-
dient as found in the fluid limit. Indeed, for large values of An and AT
the fluid limit is an exact representation of the gyrokinetic dispersion
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Figure 3.4: Gyrokinetic stability limit of the plan (An, AT ) with γ =
9.10−4cse/a and kθρi = 0.5. For ions and trapped electrons contributing
to the dispersion relation. From [91].

relation.

• Linear stability in the gyrokinetic case: ITG and TEM
Now the trapped electron response is kept in the dispersion relation
with AT = ATi = ATe . The stability limit is plotted in figure 3.4. IN
this case, two stability curves co-exist. In addition to the ITG stability
limit, the TEM stability limit appears. The TEM are destabilized by
larger An. At low An the ITG critical normalized temperature gradient
is much lower than the TEM gradient. On the other hand, for larger
values of An, as AT increases, TEM are destabilized first.

• Linear stability in the gyrokinetic case: ETG only
Finally in the high kθρs limit, where the only species responding to the
fluctuations are the passing electrons, the ETG stability limit can be
derived. It is illustrated by figure 3.5. It is very similar to the ITG
stability limit, indeed the dispersion relations of pure ITG (adiabatic
electrons) and pure ETG (adiabatic ions) are isomorphic.

In the following, the impact of some parameters on the stability limits are
reviewed. The focus is on the ITG-TEM case which is the relevant framework
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Figure 3.5: Gyrokinetic stability limit of the plane (An, AT ) with γ =
9.10−4cse/a and kθρe ' 1. For ETG. From [91].

for tokamak plasma low-k turbulence.

Linear stability in the gyrokinetic case: parametric dependencies

• Impact of collisionality
When increasing the collisionality acting on trapped electrons, the elec-
trons are continuously detrapped. Above a certain level of collisional-
ity, the trapped electrons no longer contribute to the dispersion relation
and the pure ITG stability limit is recovered. This process is illustrated
by figure 3.6, where the collisionality normalized to kθT/eBR, Aνe, is
increased from very low values, 10−3, on the top left plot, up to very
large values, 109, on the bottom right plot. Tokamak relevant values
are also plotted: 105 for JET-like plasmas in the top right plot, and
107 for FTU-like plasmas in the bottom left plot.
Experimentally, in high density plasmas of FTU, the presence of ad-
ditional pellet fueling led to an improvement of the energy confine-
ment. This experimental trend was partially explained by the expected
TEM stabilization at higher collisionalities [91], see also [96] for Asdex-
Upgrade’s results for example.

• Impact of Ti/Te
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Figure 3.6: Gyrokinetic stability limit on the plane (An, AT ). For the ITG-
TEM case and for four values of the ratio of the collisionality to kθT/eBR,
Aνe = 10−3, 105, 107, 109 from the top left to bottom right plot. From [76].
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The impact of the ratio Ti/Te has been discussed in details in [97]. In
that paper, it is shown that the Ti/Te impact derived from the simple
fluid limit expressed in (3.3) leads to destabilized ITG when increasing
Ti/Te. This tendency is recovered at the high An branch of the ITG
stability limit plotted on figure 3.7, where the ITG unstable domain
increases when going from Ti/Te = 0.5, 1 and 2. On the contrary,
for low values of An, the critical temperature gradient becomes higher
as Ti/Te is increased. This reversed tendency is explained by the fact
that at low An, and therefore low AT , the kinetic resonant effects are
dominant and lead to a stabilizing impact at larger Ti/Te. For more
details see [97]. For the TEM stability branch, the impact of Ti/Te for
large values of An is as expected in the fluid limit, i.e. a higher Ti/Te
is stabilizing. For lower values of An the behavior is reversed and is
dominated by kinetic resonance effects. A similar complex behavior is
seen with respect to Zeff as explained in chapter 4 of [80]. Therefore
a kinetic approach is essential to obtain not only a precise stability
limit as discussed previously but also to capture the correct parametric
dependencies of the threshold.
Experimentally, the stabilization of the turbulent transport for large
Ti/Te values, commonly named "hot ion mode" has been widely re-
ported on DIII-D, JET [98, 99] and TFTR [100]. The improved con-
finement is a signature of the ITG stabilization occurring for larger
Ti/Te.

• Impact of magnetic shear Until now, the focus was on the threshold
and its parametric dependencies. While the threshold parametric de-
pendencies are important, it is important to also study the behavior
above the threshold. The sensitivity of the degree of stability to a given
parameter above the threshold can be in contradiction to the sensitiv-
ity of the threshold value itself. For example, higher magnetic shear
leads to an upshift in temperature gradient threshold. This is due to
the fact that k‖V‖ ∝ s

q
, hence a higher s leads to a higher k‖V‖ fre-

quency which is stabilizing. Indeed feeling more frequent oscillations
in the magnetic field line direction is analogous to a car driving faster
on a bumpy road: it feels less the bumps. But if the bumps are felt,
i.e. if the mode frequency ω increases beyond k‖V‖, then higher k‖V‖
(and therefore higher s) is destabilizing. This is illustrated by figure
3.8, where the normalized growth rates at a given ky = kθρs = 0.2,
at a given An = 3, are plotted versus both s and AT = R/LT . This
figure shows that the widest unstable region is obtained for s ' 0.5
as discussed previously. It also shows that for s values above 0.5, the
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Figure 3.7: Gyrokinetic stability limit on the plane (An, AT ). For the ITG-
TEM case and for three values of Ti/Te. In this case AT i = 0.65ATe. From
[97].
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Figure 3.8: Gyrokinetic stability limit on the plane (s, AT ). For the GA
standard case parameters at kθρs = 0.2. From [34].

temperature gradient threshold linearly increases. However, above the
threshold, the growth rates increase less rapidly at s = 0.5 compared
with s = 1 for example. It is said that the stiffness is weaker at lower
s values. Depending on the wave number and the pair of s which is
compared, the growth rates can even cross as illustrated by figure 3.9,
reversing the s impact at the threshold and far above it. This phe-
nomenon recalls the Ti/Te contrasted impact reported in the previous
subsection.
Experimentally, large internal inductance pulses are known to have

improved confinement trends as observed with Low Hybrid Current
Drive on Tore Supra [101] and reported due to large bootstrap cur-
rent on TFTR [102] and DIII-D [103]. Large s are also observed to
shift up the critical temperature gradient thresholds [104, 96]. For a
wider discussion of the current profile impact on confinement see [105].
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Figure 3.9: Normalized growth rate versus AT = R/LT . For the GA stan-
dard case parameters for four pairs of (s, ky = kθρs). From [34].
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Figure 3.10: Maximum of growth rates for kθρs < 2 (ITG-TEM) in s−1

versus s and α. For q = 2, Te = Ti, AT/An = 4 and −R∇P
P
' 11α, no

collisions. From [95].

Also negative magnetic shear has been widely reported to be associ-
ated with Internal Transport Barriers, in particular on the electron heat
and particle channels, see for example the very clear TCV experimental
demonstration [106], for a review on ITB physics [107].

• Impact of α
In a previous section, two limits of the dispersion relation have been
discussed, the interchange branch and the slab branch. In figure 3.10,
the growth rates in s−1 are plotted versus s and α, with α = q2β−R∇P

P
.

In this figure γ is the maximum of the growth rates over the part of the
spectrum below kθρs = 2. The interchange branch is dominant. It is
highly asymmetric with respect to s, indeed negative s values strongly
stabilize it, see equation (3.1). Such s − α diagrams are found for all
curvature driven modes, usually called ballooning modes. At these low
k, the slab branch has weaker growth rates, as expected since the cur-
vature drift dominates the transit frequency.
For the passing electrons, the slab dynamics is much more important
due to the large parallel velocities of the electrons which are therefore
less sensitive to the curvature. This can be seen on figure 3.11, where
the symmetric branch versus s is clearly dominant as expected by equa-
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Figure 3.11: Maximum of growth rates for kθρs > 2 (ETG) in s−1 versus s
and α. For q = 2, Te = Ti, AT/An = 4 and −R∇P

P
' 11α, no collisions. From

[95].

tion (3.2).
Experimentally, the particularly strong ITB observed in JT-60U have
been reported as being potentially partially stabilized by large α values
[95]. The role of fast particles are also contributing to larger α and are
stabilizing through this mechanism as reported on JET in [108]. Re-
cently, additional non-linear electromagnetic effects associated to large
β have been shown to be a key factor in reproducing a set of ion heat
transport experiments on the JET tokamak [92]. Such non-linear elec-
tromagnetic effects are presently not implemented in QuaLiKiz.

3.2 Linear analysis of an experimental pulse
The linear analysis of an experimental pulse is presented through its two
main steps: the input preparation and the interpretation of the output. In
particular, the reader will be made aware of the importance of diagnostics
and the impact of their resolutions on the stability analysis performed.
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3.2.1 Experimental input data to a linear gyrokinetic
analysis

The input is the information necessary to solve the dispersion relation (2.55).
Therefore, the ratios between the species in the sum ∑

s
nsZ2

s

Ts
, namely ns

ne
and

Ts
Te

far the various ions are required, including the charge Zs of each ion.
Then the input to calculate the various frequencies such as nω∗, n2ω2 and
n3ω3 is needed. The is comprised of, for each species, −R∇Ts

Ts
, −R∇ns

ns
, as well

as equilibrium quantities: s, α, q, r/R and information on the parallel ro-
tation: −R∇u‖

VT
, u‖
VT

, γE. Based on such data, for each value of wave number
n (or of kθρs depending on the normalization chosen), the code calculates
the eigenvalues. Up to 5 are searched for, but practically with three species
(electrons and two ions) at most three simultaneous unstable modes can be
found.
When analyzing experimental data, the inputs are deduced from fits of the ex-
perimentally measured quantities such as Te, Ti, ne, Zeff , q. The profiles are
not simple quantities to obtain. The diagnostic measurements are typically
carried out in different poloidal and toroidal locations. Some measurements
are line integrated, such as the density measured by interferometer or Zeff
by Bremsstrahlung emission. The plasma composition is extrapolated from
a line integral Zeff unless some charge exchange measurements allows to ob-
tain the C density profile. For a C machine, in absence of charge exchange
measurements, the C density profile is assumed to be homothetic to the D
density although CX measurements showed that this was not the case in JET
C wall [109]. For a metallic machine, using W and Be, such as JET with the
ITER-Like-Wall, more than one impurity has to be accounted for, especially
since the W is not completely ionized, therefore various W ionization stages
have to be modeled. The implementation an infinite number of ions in Qua-
LiKiz is now possible [35].
Moreover, an equilibrium reconstruction coherent with the fitted pressure
and current profiles is a key element. It can be produced by simple mag-
netic equilibrium reconstruction such as the Tprof tool used in Tore Supra,
or by more sophisticated codes where the current diffusion is modeled such
as CRONOS [46] run in its interpretative mode. The current profile is not
directly measured, unless there is Motional Stark Effect diagnostics opera-
tional, which is not the case in Tore Supra. In Tore Supra, it is deduced
from the current diffusion equation using CRONOS. The current evolution is
constrained by the internal inductance (li), the Faraday angle measurements
and by the magnetic flux consumption.
When analyzing an experimental plasma, preparing the input for a gyroki-
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netic analysis is extremely demanding. It requires to know well the diag-
nostics used and their uncertainties. It is often the case that for example
two density measurements, one by interferometry and one by reflectometry,
will give slightly different results. The physicist in charge of the gyrokinetic
analysis needs to discuss with the diagnosticians to understand which mea-
surement to favor most. The fits need to be carefully done since the gradients
are then used. The physicist has to be aware of the uncertainties of the mea-
surements he/she uses since it will strongly impact the confidence one can
have in the gyrokinetic analysis results. A measurement typically has uncer-
tainties both on its absolute value and on its radial location.
Efforts have been made in order to use the Bayesian probability theory
[110, 111]. Such methods produce profiles starting from the raw data, for
example the temperature profile is reconstructed starting from Electron Cy-
clotron Emission and/or Thomson Scattering diagnostics. The uncertainties
produced allow to estimate precisely the uncertainty on the gradient of the
profile. Recently, a method based on the measurements produced by the
data analysis of the diagnostics has been proposed: the Gaussian process
regression. This technique provides uncertainties on the fits and on their
gradients [112].
Below, a more basic illustration of the impact of the uncertainties on the
gradient length is presented for the ion temperature measured by charge
exchange spectroscopy. When using charge exchange spectroscopy measure-
ments, one has to account for the beam extension for the uncertainty on the
radial location and for the signal to noise ratio for the value of the tempera-
ture measured. To account for the uncertainties in both directions, one needs
to use probabilistic theories as discussed earlier. An alternative option, is to
assume a shape for the fit of the measurements, for example for Ti :

Ti(r) = Ti(0)(1− ρ2)αT (3.5)

Then a linear regression allows to estimate properly the uncertainty on αT
such that:

(∆αT )2 =
(
∂αT
∂Ti

)2

(∆Ti)2 +
(
∂αT
∂ρ

)2

(∆ρ)2 (3.6)

This uncertainty is calculated for a Tore Supra pulse 43319, where Ti was
measured by charge exchange spectroscopy. The radial extension of the di-
agnostic beam is 3 cm at the LCFS and 6 cm on the magnetic axis [113],
and it is assumed to linearly vary along the minor radius. With the fit pro-
posed in (3.5), one finds that αT = 0.73± 0.05 as illustrated by figure 3.12.
Unfortunately, as can be seen in figure 3.12, the fit does not pass through
all the measured points. This is the weakness of this approach, although
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Figure 3.12: Ti measured by charge exchange for the Tore Supra pulse 43319
in blue. In red the fit is represented assuming Ti(r) = Ti(0)(1− ρ2)αT , with
αT = 0.73, the dashed lines represent the fits accounting for the uncertainty
range on αT .
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Figure 3.13: Ti measured by charge exchange for the Tore Supra pulse
43319 in blue. In red is represented the fit assuming Ti(r) = Ti(0.5)(1.25 −
ρ2)αT , with αT = 1.18, the dashed lines represent the fits accounting for the
uncertainty range on αT .

it allows to estimate precisely the uncertainties, it is limited by an a priori
choice for the fitting function. To slightly improve the fit quality, another
function is chosen:

Ti(r) = Ti(0.5)(1.25− ρ2)αT (3.7)
In this case one obtains αT = 1.18 ± 0.08 as illustrated by figure 3.13.
Although the fit better reproduces the measurements, the choice of the fit-
ting function remains highly arbitrary. Nonetheless the fit allows to estimate
correctly the uncertainties on the normalized Ti gradient which is an input
data of prime importance for linear stability analysis. The uncertainty on
the gradient of Ti, ∇Ti, is given by:

(∆(∇Ti))2 =
(∇Ti
∂αT

)2
(∆αT )2 +

(
∂∇Ti
∂ρ

)2

(∆ρ)2 +
(
∂∇Ti
∂Ti(ρ0)

)2

(∆Ti(ρ0))2

(3.8)
The uncertainty on Ti is given by:

(∆(Ti))2 =
(
Ti
∂αT

)2
(∆αT )2 +

(
∂Ti
∂ρ

)2

(∆ρ)2 +
(

∂Ti
∂Ti(ρ0)

)2

(∆Ti(ρ0))2 (3.9)
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Figure 3.14: Uncertainties on ∇Ti/Ti based on a fit assuming Ti(r) =
Ti(0)(1 − ρ2)αT , with αT = 0.73, for Tore Supra pulse 43319. In light green
with the actual uncertainties on the radial location, in darker green assuming
reduced uncertainties on the radial location, i.e. 0.3 cm instead of 3 cm at
the LCFS and 0.6 cm instead of 6 cm on the magnetic axis.

The uncertainty on ∇Ti/Ti is then:

(∆(∇Ti/Ti))2 =
( 1
Ti

)2
(∆(∇Ti))2 +

(
∇Ti
T 2
i

)2

(∆(Ti))2 (3.10)

One then obtains the uncertainties, shown for the ρ0 = 0 case in figure 3.14,
and for ρ0 = 0.5 in figure 3.15. Therefore, one can see, that at least
an uncertainty of the order of 20% at mid-radius on ∇Ti/Ti has to be taken
into account when performing the linear stability analysis. Inside ρ = 0.2
the uncertainty becomes larger than 100%, therefore it is usually extremely
difficult to perform a stability analysis in the deep core due to larger uncer-
tainties on the input data. It is also interesting to note that the uncertainty
on the radial location of the measurements has a very strong impact on the
uncertainty obtained on the normalized gradient. Indeed reducing it by a
factor 10 leads to strongly reduced uncertainties at all radii, as illustrated on
figure 3.14.
Usually the situation is better for Te profiles as long as the Electron Cy-
clotron Emission diagnostic is available. This is the case on Tore Supra
with a very high spatial resolution. However, in presence of fast electrons
produced by the Lower Hybrid heating scheme, the ECE measurement is pol-
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Figure 3.15: Uncertainties on ∇Ti/Ti based on a fit assuming Ti(r) =
Ti(0.5)(1.25− ρ2)αT , with αT = 1.18, for Tore Supra pulse 43319.

luted and cannot be used above mid-radius. Unfortunately, in Tore Supra,
the Thomson Scattering measurement is not well resolved. As a consequence,
the fits for Te in presence of LH are poorly resolved in the outer part of the
plasma. Recently various tokamaks have been equipped with very well spa-
tially and timely resolved Thomson Scattering diagnostics, so called High
Resolution Thomson Scattering (MAST [114], JET [115] for examples). For
the electron density, reflectometers provide excellent spatially resolved den-
sity profile. However, the problem with this measurement technique is that
it depends on the B field and is therefore sensitive to the uncertainties on
this field where the first measurement is made, leading to a poor estimate
of the absolute radial location. Alternatively, another diagnostic such as the
interferometer can be used in lieu of better options. HRTS also provides well
resolved density profiles. For Ti, profiles can be provided by either a charge
exchange system [116] or 2D spectrometer [117]. The same diagnostics de-
liver the toroidal rotation. It is noteworthy to mention that in both cases
the Ti and toroidal rotation are actually of an impurity species. For charge
exchange it is usually the Carbon. The Zeff profile is typically never pro-
vided. Rather, it is measured by line integrated Bremsstrahlung emission.
In principle a tomographic inversion is possible but not routinely performed.
For transport code input the plasma composition is an important piece of
information, but is however often poorly known. An exception is C wall ma-
chines with good charge exchange diagnostics which resolve the C density.
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Last but not least, the resolution required on the current profile measure-
ment is challenging. Indeed the magnetic shear s = r∇q

q
plays an important

role in the stability of the modes. Unfortunately, no direct measurement
of the current profile is possible. It can be deduced from Faraday angles
measured by polarimetry, which are then used to constrain a magnetic equi-
librium reconstruction see for example [118]. The measured angles need to
be cleared from noise and around 10 angles seem to be necessary to constrain
the profile. Nonetheless in the center the uncertainty on the current profile
remains very large since this method typically does not allow to differentiate
a flat from a hollow q profile. Another way to indirectly measure the incli-
nation of the field lines is to measure the Motional Stark Effect. It is based
the measurement of the orientation of the polarization state of light emit-
ted from an atomic hydrogen-like beam. This diagnostic can resolve hollow
core current profiles, as illustrated on TFTR in [119]. This discussion on
the various diagnostics, their strengths and their limitations can be endless.
One has to remember that some knowledge on the uncertainties is essential
since the fits performed highly depend on the diagnostics capabilities and as
a consequence the confidence one can have in the input used for the stability
analysis performed either by QuaLiKiz or any other gyrokinetic code such
as GYRO, GS2, GENE, GKW. For more details on tokamak diagnostics the
reader is referred to the book by Hutchinson [120].
A careful experimental analysis of the impact of collisionality on plasma con-
finement has been carried out in Tore Supra in Bourdelle et al, Nuclear Fusion
2011 [121]. This work contains a detailed discussion of diagnostic issues and
propagation of uncertainties on the scaling law. The reader if referred to
this work as an example of the degree of care and precision required from
experimental data prior to the inference of any theoretical interpretation and
extrapolation to future devices.

3.2.2 Output data of the linear gyrokinetic analysis of
experimental profiles

In this section, solely the linear output are presented, the quasilinear fluxes
will be presented in the next chapter.
The eigenvalues of the dispersion relation ∑s

nsZ2
s

Ts
(1− Lts(ω)− Lps(ω)) = 0

extensively discussed above are the frequencies and the growth rates of the
unstable modes, respectively the real ωr and the imaginary γ parts of ω.
Indeed, as introduced earlier φ̃( ~J, ~ϑ, t) = ∑

~nω φ̃~nω( ~J)ei(~n.~ϑ−ωt), therefore one
can see that a positive imaginary part in ω leads to φ̃( ~J, ~ϑ, t) ∝ e−i(ωr+iγ)t

i.e. φ̃( ~J, ~ϑ, t) ∝ e−iωrteγt. Hence the real part of ω gives the oscillation fre-
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Figure 3.16: JET pulse 79698 at 13 s. Illustration of the Te, Ti profiles
on the top and ne profile at the bottom with their associated normalized
gradients on the right. The lines with circles correspond to the smoothed
profiles, see legend on figures.

quency of the fluctuating eigenfunction, while γ is the linear growth rate
of the mode. A positive γ means a linearly unstable mode that will grow
until counterbalanced by a nonlinear saturation mechanism. The saturation
mechanisms will be discussed in the next chapter.
The dispersion relation is a function of the wave number n, since n modifies
all the frequencies: nω∗, n2ω2 as well as n3ω3. Therefore a linear dispersion
relation is solved for a range of n values providing a spectrum of modes.
Instead of n the dimensionless wave vector kθρs = nq

r

√
TemD
eB

with mD the
mass of deuterium is typically used. The pulse used to illustrate QuaLiKiz
output is a baseline H mode from JET C wall, with pulse number 79698, at
high current 4.5 MA, 3.6 T using 23 MW of Neutral Beam Injection heating
and 2.5 MW of Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating. The linear analysis of the
pulse is typically carried out for a given time slice. In this case, it is done
at 13 s. The fits of the temperature and density for the JET discharge have
been performed in the transport code TRANSP [122] using the HRTS and
charge exchange measurements. The q profile is based on the equilibrium
code EFIT estimate constrained by MSE measurements in this case, and the
Zeff profile is based on the C density provided by charge exchange. The T
and n profiles led to jagged normalized gradients, and therefore they have
been smoothed. The smoothing leads to very similar fits but nonetheless
significantly different gradients as illustrated by figure 3.16. The profiles
of the key input ingredients are illustrated on figure 3.17. For each radial
location similar results are produced. Since QuaLiKiz is an eigenvalue code
more than one unstable mode can be simultaneously found, where typically
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Figure 3.17: JET pulse 79698 at 13 s. Smoothed fits from TRANSP (run by
I. Voitsekhovitch numbered I10). Top right plot: dashed line, Te and Ti fits
in keV of the profiles based on HRTS for Te and charge exchange for Ti. The
normalized gradient are also plotted −R∇Te

Te
in blue and −R∇Ti

Ti
in red. Top

left plot: ne profile in 1019m−3 based on HRTS in dashed green line, and in
solid line −R∇ne

ne
. Bottom right plot: Zeff from charge exchange C density,

the ratio Te/Ti and the normalized collisionality ν∗. Bottom left plot: the
q profile in dashed line is given by an EFIT reconstruction constrained by
MSE and then integrated in TRANSP, s is the magnetic shear in solid line,
and α is plotted with the squares.
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no more than three are seen when only accounting for two ion types and
electrons. The convention is such that a negative frequency means a mode
drifting in the ion diamagnetic drift direction and a positive frequency a
mode drifting in the electron diamagnetic drift direction. For kθρs < 1, if the
most unstable mode drifts in the ion diamagnetic direction it is now being
called an Ion Temperature Gradient driven mode. In experimental cases,
the electrons are never adiabatic, therefore a pure ITG mode does not rigor-
ously exist. This means that, although the mode drifts in the ion direction,
nonetheless the electrons do play a role on the eigenvalue of the dispersion
relation. If one wants to check the strength of the electron impact, one can
artificially strongly increase the electron-ion collisionality in order to detrap
more electrons. Typically one will see that at least 20 − 30% of the growth
rate is actually due to the electron contribution in the dispersion relation. If
the most unstable modes, on the contrary, drift in the electron diamagnetic
direction, they are called Trapped Electron Modes. The same discussion
is also valid here, indeed, in a tokamak, pure TEM does not exist, there-
fore the ions will always contribute to the dispersion relation although its
eigenvalue is drifting in the electron direction. Theoretical cases can be pure
TEM, for example if one sets to zero the ion temperature gradient such that
−R∇Ti
Ti

= 0. Now, for higher wave numbers such that kθρs � 1 ions modes
are stabilized by finite Larmor radius effect, indeed the Bessel function for
ions tends to zero at these wave numbers. As the wave number increases,
the characteristic length of the modes becomes smaller that the Larmor ra-
dius and hence the fluctuations at these scales are ultimately averaged out
by the cyclotronic motion. Therefore only modes drifting in the electron
direction remain. From around kθρs ' 1 up to kθρe ' 0.05 trapped electron
modes typically dominate. Then the passing electrons are the only unstable
species in the dispersion relation, indeed the trapped electron modes are also
slowly averaged out due to finite banana width effect. The modes around
0.05 < kθρe < 1 are called Electron Temperature Gradient modes, they are
only carried by passing electrons, meaning that, unlike ITG modes, the ETG
modes are always pure ETG modes.
In the JET case presented here, the collisionality was high enough to detrap
the electrons and no modes are unstable in the intermediate kθ region when
accounting for collisions. Therefore, to illustrate spectra with modes unsta-
ble at all wave numbers the JET case without collisions was run. A typical
output of QuaLiKiz is plotted in figure 3.18, where only the imaginary part
of the most unstable eigenvalue is plotted (γ) versus the radii and the wave
numbers scanned. Typically to obtain such results takes on the order of a
few minutes. In such a plot, the ETG branch dominates and it is diffi-
cult to resolve by eye the results at lower kθρs. Indeed ETG have the largest
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Figure 3.18: JET pulse 79698 at 13 s without collisions. Growth rates in
s−1 versus the radial position ρ and the wave number kθρs.

growth rates due to the fact that they are mostly of the slab type, hence they
scale with the electron thermal velocity which is 60 times larger than the ion
thermal velocity. Nonetheless, from a quasilinear perspective they are not
expected to contribute much to the turbulent fluxes. Indeed, their charac-
teristic spatial scales are 60 times smaller. Hence, a diffusivity, expressed in
m2s−1 scaling roughly as λ2

cγ, will be such that the ETG diffusivity is overall
60 times smaller than the ITG-TEM contribution. For the curious reader, it
is to note that non-linear structures named streamers have been reported in
ETG gyrokinetic simulations [123, 124]. Such streamers can either enhance
the ETG driven transport [123] or the transport level can remain at the level
estimated by the quasilinear theory [124]. In this later case, the wave-particle
decorrelation is the dominant mechanism for electron transport and the tur-
bulent fluxes do not have time to interact with the streamers developed in
the saturated electrostatic potential. More details on these notions will be
given in the following chapter on quasi-linear fluxes.
In the work presented here, the focus is on the small wave vectors such that
kθρs < 1, assuming that ETG streamers are not key players, hence that the
larger scale modes contribute dominantly to the turbulent transport. Figure
3.19 shows the growth rates and the frequencies at ρ = 0.5 for kθρs up to 1.
A single unstable mode is present drifting in the ion direction. At this radius
no ETG are present at higher kθρs. Figure 3.20 is located at ρ = 0.7, at
this radius two modes are simultaneously unstable. The lowest growth rates
are those of the mode drifting in the ion direction, i.e. an ITG dominated
mode. The mode drifting in the electron direction is growing with larger kθρs
and ultimately merges with ETG. It drifts in the electron direction. It is a
TEM. The collisions have been artificially zeroed out in this case. With the
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Figure 3.19: JET pulse 79698 at 13 s without collisions. At a given radius,
here ρ = 0.5, the spectrum of the growth rate γ is plotted as a function of
kθρs, top panel. Bottom panel: the spectrum of the frequency is illustrated.

collisions on, even though the collisionality of this JET pulse is rather low,
the intermediate kθρs TEM branch is completely stabilized and only ITG
remains at low kθρs, and ETG at higher kθρs.
Some further illustrations of detailed linear gyrokinetic analysis of experi-

mental pulses using QuaLiKiz/Kinezero can be found in [28, 125, 126].

3.3 Summary
In this chapter, the impact of various key parameters on the linear stability
are reviewed. The gyrokinetic approach allows to derive properly the linear
stability limit. The derived critical temperature and density gradient lengths
are sensitive to various parameters such as the magnetic shear, the MHD α
parameter, the ion to electron temperature ratio, the safety factor value,
collisionality, etc. The physics behind these trends is now well understood
and is a very precious guide when working on experimental data interpreta-
tion. Nonetheless, the so called "fixed gradient" approach used here produces
results very sensitive to the quality of the input data, namely the profile gra-
dient lengths. Therefore the reader has been extensively warned about the
extra care one has to take when preparing input data for such stability anal-
ysis. Overall, numerous qualitative experimental trends are well reproduced
by such linear stability analysis among which the stability impact of reversed
magnetic shear, of dominant ion heating, of larger collisionalities, etc. This
linear stability analysis work has allowed to gain confidence in the relevance
of the physical mechanisms described by a linear gyrokinetic approach. It is
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Figure 3.20: JET pulse 79698 at 13 s without collisions. At a given radius,
here ρ = 0.7, the spectrum of the growth rate γ is plotted as a function of
kθρs, top panel. Bottom panel: the spectrum of the frequency is illustrated.
Here the figure is zoomed on the ITG-TEM part of the spectrum i.e. kθρs < 1.

now time to address the quasi-linear gyrokinetic fluxes derivation and vali-
dation against both non-linear models and experiments.
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Chapter 4

Quasi-linear fluxes derivation
and validation

In this chapter, the calculation of quasilinear fluxes by QuaLiKiz is pre-
sented. First, other quasilinear works will be introduced. The use of nonlin-
ear simulations and turbulence measurements as key elements for validating
the quasilinear approach will be explained. Then the main approximations
of the quasilinear modeling are tested in detail. The quasilinear fluxes are
finally built and compared to non-linear gyrokinetic fluxes.

4.1 Introduction
QuaLiKiz is placed in context by first summarizing previous work on the com-
putation of quasilinear transport fluxes. First, are introduced main widely
used quasilinear models. Comparisons of their results versus nonlinear gy-
rokinetic simulations are detailed. Finally, some highlights of intensive tests
of quasilinear fluxes against experiments are summarized.

4.1.1 Quasi-linear modeling
After more than 50 years from the first pioneering papers [127, 128], quasi-
linear theory remains an active field of research. Indeed the two main as-
sumptions, namely (1) a low level of fluctuations (such that δf � f0) and
(2) no captured particles in the saturated potential field are both generally
fulfilled in the core of tokamak plasmas.
Although most part of the theoretical efforts in quasi-linear theory has been
applied to 1D plasma turbulence [129, 130], several quasi-linear transport
models have been proposed as interpretative and predictive tools for the evo-
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lution of the thermodynamic quantities in tokamak plasmas. These quasi-
linear models were initially based on a fluid approach as in the Weiland model
[131] (embedded in the MMM model [132, 133]), and the IFS-PPPL model
[21]. A quasilinear fluid model was developed, tuned to linear gyrokinetic
and nonlinear fluid calculations, and named GLF23 in [134]. This model is
still actively being developed, and has been extended to the TGLF model
[135, 136]. QuaLiKiz is the first quasi-linear gyrokinetic transport model
[32].
More recently, highly developed gyrokinetic codes, which can be run either
in a linear or nonlinear mode, were used to calculate quasilinear fluxes for
obtaining results on a fast time scale. The features of such quasilinear fluxes
are then compared rather successfully to experimental trends. This approach
has been widely used for particle [137], impurity, momentum [41] flux investi-
gations. The gyrokinetic codes used are either GS2 [30], GKW [84] or GENE
[22].

4.1.2 Comparison between quasilinear and nonlinear
fluxes

The quasilinear fluxes computed with the gyrokinetic codes have been com-
pared to nonlinear calculations. For example in [38], the phase of collisionless
trapped electron mode turbulence is found to agree remarkably well with the
linear cross-phases for particle and energy transport. In [39], nonlinear ETG
simulations are investigated. Characteristic times are deduced from the non-
linear simulation. It is shown that, despite the fact that streamers are visible
in the saturated electrostatic potential, the shortest time in the system is
the wave-particle decorrelation time, resulting in a good agreement between
the quasilinear heat conductivity and the value measured from the nonlin-
ear simulations. In [40], 83 nonlinear GYRO simulated ion and electron heat
fluxes as well as particle fluxes are shown to agree reasonably well with TGLF
quasilinear fluxes (respectively with an RMS error of 17, 20 and 44%) over
a large range of parameters, including ITG and TEM contributions. There-
fore, work from different authors, using different codes and points of view all
show that nonlinear features can be captured by quasilinear models for ITG,
TEM and ETG types of modes.
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4.1.3 Comparison of quasilinear fluxes with experimen-
tal profiles

In the integrated framework, quasilinear codes such as the Weiland model,
MMM, GLF23 and TGLF have been widely used to predict temperature,
density and more recently rotation profiles. They have demonstrated to lead
to reasonable agreement. For example in [40] 96 standard H modes from
three tokamaks: JET, DIII-D and TFTR are modeled by TGLF and the
electron and ion temperature and the density are modeled with an averaged
RMS error of respectively 16, 15 and 12% for normalized radii larger than
the sawtooth inversion radius and smaller than 0.8. Hybrid scenarios [138]
and ITB have also been modeled [139]. Despite these successes, numerous
issues remain to be addressed, such as: the pedestal height prediction [140],
the underestimated transport level in the deep core, the transport level in
the L mode edge region [141], the combined role of MHD and turbulence on
the confinement, the impact of finite β in particular in hybrid scenarios [92],
etc.

Nevertheless, the successes of the quasilinear approach for modeling tur-
bulent transport in tokamak plasmas are de facto demonstrating that the
quasilinear approach is an option. Indeed, thanks to turbulence measure-
ments and non-linear simulations, the two main assumptions, namely (1) a
low level of fluctuations and (2) no captured particles in the saturated po-
tential field are both shown to fulfilled, as detailed in the further in this
chapter. It is an important result which points towards the attainability
of predictive capabilities for tokamak profiles within reasonable CPU time.
It is in this framework that the quasilinear code QuaLiKiz has been devel-
oped. This code is based on a linear gyrokinetic eigenvalue solver detailed
in chapter 2. In the following, the quasilinear fluxes derived in QuaLiKiz
are expressed in detail. The main approximations are reported. Finally, by
comparing QuaLiKiz’s results with both nonlinear simulations in this chapter
and experimental results in chapter 5, further evidences of the success of the
quasilinear approach are given. Throughout this chapter, further insights are
provided on key features of tokamak plasmas justifying the approximation
of quasilinear turbulent transport.

4.2 How to construct quasilinear fluxes?
The quasilinear approach can be used if a time scale, τ , exists which is much
smaller than the equilibrium time scale, T0, i.e. the time scale of temperature,
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density, and rotation profile evolution; and much larger than the turbulence
time scale which is of the order of an inverse growth rate 1/γ. Indeed, if
1/γ < τ < T0, then the equilibrium distribution function f0 is equivalent
to the time average distribution function 〈f〉τ and the Vlasov equation time
averaged over τ can be written as:

∂f0

∂t
− 〈[δH, δf ]〉τ = 0 (4.1)

By writing the above equation, is assumed also that δf
f0
' δH

H0
<< 1.

Therefore, clearly the quasilinear approach can be used to model phenomena
occurring on time scales shorter than the profile evolution time scale. This
means that observed large scale phenomena such as MHD events or so called
non-local transport or turbulence spreading [142] (and references therein)
cannot be modeled within the quasilinear framework. Indeed, observations of
ÂŞturbulence spreadingÂŤ suggest that nonlinear interactions can transport
fluctuation energy into locally stable regions which in turn modify the profiles
on turbulence time scales. While such phenomenology is not captured by
the quasilinear approach, nonetheless, as reported in the previous section,
the quasilinear models succeed in capturing a large proportion of transport
phenomena, since they can predict density and temperature profiles with less
than 20% averaged RMS errors.
Now, going back to equation (4.1), after an integration in parts, one obtains,
when using the angle variables ~ϑ and the action variables ~J :

∂f0

∂t
−
∫ τ

0

dt

τ

∫ 2π

0

d3~ϑ

(2π)3

(
∂δH

∂~ϑ

∂δf

∂ ~J
− δf ∂δH

∂~ϑ ~J

)
= 0 (4.2)

Therefore, the flux, ~Γ, carried by f is given by:

∂f0

∂t
+∇ ~J

~Γ = 0 (4.3)

With:
~Γ = −Re

∫ τ

0

dt

τ

∫ 2π

0

d3~ϑ

(2π)3 δf
∂δH

∂~ϑ

 (4.4)

Since δf
f0
' δH

H0
�1, the linearized Vlasov equation derived in equation (2.8) is

used. The fluctuating quantities δf and δH are expressed with the Fourier
sums as introduced in equation (2.7). Finally, since τ is larger than the time
characterizing the fluctuations of δf and δH, 1/γ, integration in time over
the fluctuating part, δfδH, is set to zero. Implementing all these in equation
(4.4) leads to:
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~Γ =
∑
~n,ω

~nIm
~n · df0( ~J)

d ~J

1
ω − ~n · ~ΩJ + i0+

|H~nω( ~J)|2
 (4.5)

In the above formulation of the quasilinear flux, it is important to understand
that the frequency ω is real, whereas it was complex in the linearized Vlasov
equation (2.8). Indeed, here the time averaging has been carried out. The
flux corresponds to the saturated phase of a well developed turbulence. The
small positive imaginary part 0+ is needed to insure the causality property
such that the fluctuations cancel out for a time t tending towards −∞. Also,
it is interesting to note that with 0+ → 0, the term Im

(
1

ω−~n. ~ΩJ+i0+

)
tends

towards a Dirac function, singular in ω and ~n, leading to a flux being a sum
of discrete values. This is not physical. Therefore a finite imaginary part
is needed at the denominator. This aspect will be discussed further in the
subsection dedicated to the frequency spectrum.
Note that the density, energy, and momentum transport fluxes come from
moments of the formulation of a quasilinear flux of the distribution function
f derived in equation (4.5).
For a given set of density, temperature and rotation profiles, the dispersion
relation given by equation (2.55) is solved, its eigenvalues being ω, which real
part is then used for the quasi-linear fluxes estimate based on equation (4.5).
The unknown which remains to be determined is the saturated potential
|H~nω( ~J)|2 or |φ~nω( ~J)|2 in the electrostatic case considered here. Actually, the
validity of assuming a linear response governed by the frequency ω derived
from the linear dispersion relation remains also to be proven, as well as the
existence of an intermediate time scale larger than 1/γ.
To determine the saturated potential, and to test the validity of the quasi-
linear approximations, nonlinear gyrokinetic codes are required. In the fol-
lowing, first the success of nonlinear gyrokinetic codes in reproducing various
well measured quantities such as the density fluctuation level, the k spectra
and the effective heat diffusivity is reported. A further important element is
to trust the nonlinear simulations which are then used to validate the quasi-
linear approximation and to construct the saturated potential. Both aspects
are treated in the following sections.

4.3 Comparing nonlinear simulations to tur-
bulence measurements

The validation of the quasilinear approach detailed later in this chapter relies
strongly on insight from nonlinear simulations. Since the aim of the quasi-
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linear approach is to have a fast and reliable tool for improving predicting
capabilities, it is essential to be convinced that nonlinear gyrokinetic model-
ing robustly reproduces features of experimentally measured turbulence. The
aim of this section is to review some of the works carried out on comparing
turbulence measurements against nonlinear simulations.
In the early 2000’s, some of the nonlinear gyrokinetic codes became open
source and available to the entire fusion community. Simultaneously, the
availability of high performance computing systems – such as the NERSC in
the US (www.nersc.gov) – increased substantially. This enabled more routine
execution of the massively parallel codes to a wider user base. The first code
leading the way was GS2 [30, 143], followed by GYRO [23], GENE [22] and
GKW [29].
Before this period, detailed turbulence diagnosis of the core tokamak plasma
was already ongoing (we will not detail here turbulence measurements car-
ried out in the open field line region, the Scrape-Off-Layer). In the core,
most measurements are of density fluctuations, using CO2 laser scattering
[144], later Doppler backscattering [145, 146], and standard reflectometry
[20]. Beam Emission Spectroscopy also provides detailed information of such
fluctuations [147]. Phase Contrast Imaging can also deliver valuable informa-
tion, but is limited (as is CO2 laser scattering) by the difficulty of establishing
a precise radial localization of the measurements [148]. Electron tempera-
ture fluctuations are measured with Correlation Electron Cyclotron Emission
(CECE) radiometry [149]. Another very interesting diagnostic is the Heavy
Ion Beam Probe which provides the fluctuating electrostatic potential [150].
Since the mid-2000s, the combination of a larger community of nonlinear
gyrokinetic code users and more systematic turbulence investigation has led
to the emergence of code to diagnostic comparison. This exercise requires
simultaneous good knowledge of the diagnostics principles and of the code
outputs. Indeed, signal mimicking the experimental measurements must be
produced by the codes. This is commonly referred to as "synthetic diagnos-
tics". On DIII-D, simultaneous measurements of the density and temperature
fluctuations have provided a challenging set of data. Nonlinear GYRO simu-
lations have been ran extensively and compared to this data [25, 26, 27, 141].
Overall, one can say that within a normalized radius of ρ ' 0.7 the agree-
ment between GYRO and the measurements, including the phase between
the temperature and the density fluctuations [26], is satisfactory. A similar
trend of good agreement for ITG dominated regimes is reported for core data
between GYRO and Phase Contrast Imaging in C-Mod [148]. However, it
should be stressed that the gyrokinetic results are highly sensitive to the
inputs as pointed out in chapter 3. The fact that most of the simulations
are run in a fixed gradient manner leads to results highly sensitive to the
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input. A solution would be to use flux-driven nonlinear codes such as ORB5
[151], GT5D [66], GYSELA [65], but unfortunately, they are not open source
and the CPU resources needed are very large for extensive comparisons with
experiments. Indeed, comparison with experiments is CPU demanding in
the sense that the electrons as well the ions have to be kinetic, the collision-
ality included, typically at least one impurity taken into account, and the
impact of the electromagnetic effects have to be assessed. While this is now
achievable with fixed gradient codes, it is not yet a routine feature for fixed
source codes. This limitation is addressed by using GYRO in an iterative
manner, similarly to the inclusion in an integrated modeling platform, with
a source implemented close to the values of the experimentally inferred one.
This way of using GYRO is called TGYRO [152]. A similar approach has
been attempted with GS2, named TRINITY [153]. To date, these versions of
GYRO and GS2 are not yet widely used. Towards the edge, in L mode, the
disagreement between fixed gradient codes and fluctuation measurements is
clear and out of the uncertainties due to the input. The fixed gradient gy-
rokinetic modeling systematically under-predicts the turbulent levels of both
the density fluctuations and the temperature fluctuations. Nonetheless, a
recent attempt on addressing this issue with the code GENE shows a much
weaker disagreement [154]. This work is presently ongoing. Non-local phe-
nomena, as turbulence spreading from the core, refereed as the "beach effect"
or inward spreading from an unstable edge could also explain the observed
disagreement as proposed by [155]. Indeed, the very edge (ρ > 0.95) of L
mode in DIII-D and Tore Supra has been found to be linearly unstable to Re-
sistive Ballooning Modes [70]. Also the role of impurities at the edge should
be investigated in greater details, indeed hollow impurity profiles can be ex-
pected in this region and hence impact strongly the stability of the modes.
This has not yet been investigated, mostly due to lack of precise impurity
profile information needed as input to the codes.
In this context, turbulence measurements in Tore Supra plasmas have been
quantitatively compared to predictions by nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations.
The plasma investigated is an L-mode Ohmic case. Three experimental
pieces of information have been tested simultaneously: (a) the magnitude
of effective heat diffusivity, (b) rms values of density fluctuations, and (c)
wave-number spectra in both the directions perpendicular to the magnetic
field. The effective heat diffusivity is provided by a power balance analysis
carried out with the CRONOS platform [46]. The density fluctuation level
and the spectra information are the result of complementary microwave diag-
nostics, and fast-sweeping [156] and Doppler [145] reflectometers. The radial
region probed ranges from ρ = 0.4 to 0.7. A good agreement between GYRO
and the experimental data was found simultaneously for the effective heat
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Figure 4.1: Radial profile of the experimental heat diffusivity inferred by
CRONOS and comparison with GYRO non-linear predictions. From [157].

diffusivity, the density fluctuation level and both wave-number spectra as
reported in Alessandro Casati’s letter [157] and as illustrated below by fig-
ures 4.1 for the effective heat diffusivity, 4.2 for the density fluctuations, 4.3
and 4.4 for the wave-number spectra. In Alessandro Casati’s PhD [13], the
frequency spectrum was also been compared between nonlinear GYRO and
the Doppler reflectometry for various kθρs values at ρ = 0.7. The frequency
width FWHM= 2∆ωk is plotted versus kθρs on figure 4.5. The agreement
between GYRO and the the measured width is very good and is shown to
agree with a T function, i.e. neither Lorentzian nor Gaussian (more details
in [13]).

Up to now, the comparison between experimental measurements and
nonlinear codes is limited by the sensitivity of the fixed gradient codes to
the input data uncertainties. Nevertheless, for ρ < 0.7 there is an overall fair
agreement between the code predictions and the measured density and tem-
perature fluctuations (phase, amplitude, spectra) as well as with the power
balance heat diffusivity. These results are encouraging. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing, nonlinear flux results are used to test the validity of the quasilinear
approximation and to construct the saturated potential.
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predictions. From [13].
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4.4 Validity of the quasi-linear approxima-
tion

Earlier in this chapter, the main approximations used to derive the gyroki-
netic quasilinear fluxes were presented. A time scale, smaller than the equi-
librium time scale and more importantly larger than the fluctuation time
scale has to exist to allow for the temporal averaging of the Vlasov equation.
Secondly, the linearized Vlasov equation is used with a frequency ω assumed
to be the real part of the linearized dispersion relation presented in (2.55).
In the following, both approximations are tested. First the time scale com-
parison is considered, since it is the central approximation of the quasilinear
theory.

4.4.1 The Kubo number
Historically, the standard quasilinear theory was elaborated for test parti-
cles [158]. A condition of validity for this quasilinear framework is that the
particles should not be trapped in the field. This means that the lifetime of
the eddies in the saturated electrostatic potential, referred here as an Eule-
rian autocorrelation time τac, should be longer than the time that a particle
spends in it, referred here as particle flight time τf . The ratio of these two
times is known as the Kubo number K = τf

τac
[159, 130]. It should, hence, be

lower than unity. To compute the Kubo number, one should compute these
two times from nonlinear simulations. In the present cases, the simulations
are based on Vlasov equation, and calculate the distribution functions di-
rectly. Hence the Kubo number definition must be adapted. The particle
flight time is defined as τf = λx

〈vx〉 , where λx is the radial correlation decay
length and 〈vx〉 the root mean square radial velocity.
To estimate τac, first the method proposed in [39] was used in [33]. It was
such that: τac = 2D

〈|vx|2〉 , with D the particle diffusivity. This definition has the
drawback of assuming a priori that the particle transport is due to a random-
walk process. Therefore later, another derivation was been proposed in [34],
where τac is directly calculated from the fluctuating potential field from well
saturated non-linear GENE simulations. The time correlation function is
C(∆t) = φ(x,y,t)φ(x,y,t+∆t)

〈|φ|2〉 , averaging over the x and y directions. The parallel
coordinate is kept fixed at the low-field side. The correlation time is taken
as the 1/e time of this function. All n = 0 modes are not included in the
calculation, which thus considers only the flux inducing n > 0 background
drift-wave population. λx is calculated as the 1/e length of the function
C(∆x) = φ(x,0,t)φ(x+∆x,0,t)

<|φ|2> . And 〈vx〉 is calculated with the same averaging
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procedure as τac for consistency, such that: 〈vx〉 =
√
〈E2
y〉

Bref
. With Bref the

reference magnetic field used in GENE normalizations.
In [34], the Kubo number was calculated for 16 cases, at 4 different mag-
netic shear values and 4 sets of normalized gradients. The four sets of input
parameters are summarized in table 4.1.

Set name R/LT i R/LTe R/Ln Ti/Te q
A (GASTD case) 9 9 3 1 2

B 7.6 6.7 4 1.4 1.4
C 6.3 5.5 3.3 1.4 1.4
D 7.6 6.7 4 1.4 1

Table 4.1: Input parameters for the GENE magnetic shear scans. From [34]

For all cases reported in table 4.2, including low magnetic shear cases,
K < 1 is found. Note that even for K of the order unity, the quasi-linear
approximation still holds [160]. Therefore, from nonlinear gyrokinetic simula-
tions, it is demonstrated that well developed turbulence for typical tokamak
plasma parameters is such that random walk processes do take place and
can be modeled by the quasilinear theory. This is an important feature of
tokamak plasma turbulence, which justifies the use of reduced models for
attaining fast predictive capabilities. It is coherent with results reported
earlier in this chapter regarding the overall success of quasilinear models in
reproducing temperature and density profiles within less than 20% averaged
RMS error [40].

4.4.2 The linear response
In a nonlinear simulation, over a significant time window of the saturated
phase, the nonlinear flux normalized to the saturated potential can be defined
as a nonlinear transport weight wNLk such that:

wNLk =
〈
< Γk(x, y, t) >x,y

< |φk(x, y, t)|2 >x,y

〉
t

(4.6)

This weight has an amplitude and a phase. Its phase can be compared
to the linear phase ωr for a series of k values. This has been done in [33]
using the initial value code GYRO. The probability density function (PDF)
of the cross-phase between the transported quantities (density, ion and elec-
tron energies) and the fluctuating potential φ̃ for each k was calculated in the
nonlinear saturation regime and compared with the linear cross-phase from
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Table 4.2: Correlation times, lengths and Kubo numbers for the GENE non-
linear runs for the for sets of parameters summarized in table 4.1. Units are
Larmor radii for the lengths, R/cs for the times. From [34].

Run
√〈

E2
y

〉
λx τac K

A: s=1 8.6 12.60 1.85 0.42
A: s=0.6 11.78 11.2 2.05 0.72
A: s=0.1 12.23 7.12 0.58 0.33
A: s=-0.4 9.66 6.94 1.85 0.86
B: s=1 8.7 12.70 2.14 0.49
B: s=0.6 10.8 10.50 1.74 0.60
B: s=0.1 8.59 6.90 1.09 0.45
B: s=-0.4 7.93 6.87 2.14 0.82
C: s=1 5.37 13.67 1.90 0.27
C: s=0.6 8.48 10.92 3.44 0.89
C: s=0.1 6.69 7.30 1.44 0.44
C: s=-0.4 5.5 6.08 2.01 0.61
D: s=1 7.38 9.76 0.96 0.24
D: s=0.6 9.23 8.41 1.38 0.50
D: s=0.1 7.67 5.88 1.20 0.52
D: s=-0.4 6.9 5.93 1.96 0.76
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Figure 4.6: PDF of the nonlinear cross-phases (color contour plot) and the
linear cross-phase on the most unstable mode (white line) between (a) ñ
and φ̃, (b) Ẽi and φ̃, (c) Ẽe and φ̃ from the local GYRO simulation on the
GA-standard case (set A of table 4.1 with s = 1). From [33].

the most unstable mode. Figure 4.6 shows a very good agreement between
the nonlinear and the linear phases in the plane θ = 0, where the interchange
instability is supposed to be dominant. This test of validity of the quasilinear
approach, introduced by [38] for pure TEM turbulence, has been in this case
successfully extended to coupled ITGâĂŞ-TEM turbulence. Nevertheless,
when the plasma parameters are close to the ITG/TEM transition, figure
4.7 where the ion temperature gradient is lowered from R/LT i = 9 down to
6, the linear phase of the most unstable mode fails to predict the correct
particle transport (see panel (a)), whereas very interestingly the linear cross-
phase for the energy fluxes remain reasonably close to the nonlinear values
(panels (b) and (c)).

In all cases, figures 4.6 and 4.7, it is interesting to note that the agree-
ment between the nonlinear cross-phases and the most unstable modes holds
only for kθρs ≤ 0.4. At lower spatial scales, or higher kθρs, the potential
saturates at small scales and the particles happen to be finally trapped in
the field, leading to a phase departing from its linear value. This mechanism
is expected. It is interesting to see that it happens at wave-numbers which
do not dominate the transport. Indeed, most of the nonlinear transport oc-
curs around kθρs ' 0.2 where the trapping does not occur as will be detailed
below.
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Figure 4.7: PDF of the nonlinear cross-phases (color contour plot) and the
linear cross-phase on the most unstable mode (white line) between (a) ñ
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GA-standard case with a modified R/LT i = 6. From [33].

4.5 How to build the saturated potential?
Now that the quasilinear approximation has been shown to be valid due to
low Kubo numbers, and that the linear response using the linear dispersion
relation frequency has been shown to apply at the relevant wave-numbers,
the formula:

Γ =
∑
~n,ω

~nIm
~n.df0( ~J)

d ~J

1
ω − ~n. ~ΩJ + i0+

e2
s|φ~nω( ~J)|2

 (4.7)

can be used. It is therefore time to address the issue of the saturated potential
|φ~nω( ~J)|2. To determine it, nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations are used, as
well as turbulence fluctuation measurements. Three pieces of information
are needed: the frequency spectrum shape, the wave-number spectral shape
and the overall saturation level.

4.5.1 The frequency spectrum
As mentioned earlier, a finite positive imaginary part is required in the de-
nominator of equation (4.5) to guarantee causality. It was also mentioned,
that in the case of 0+ → 0, the term Im

(
1

ω−~n · ~ΩJ+i0+

)
tends towards a Dirac

function −πδ(ω − ~n · ~ΩJ). To avoid these singularities and obtain continu-
ous wave-number and frequency spectra, a finite positive imaginary part is
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Figure 4.8: At ρ = 0.7, TS39596. Experimental density fluctuation fre-
quency spectrum from Doppler reflectometry at kθρs = 0.82 on the right
hand side and comparison with GYRO nonlinear predictions at the same kθ
value on the left hand side. From [13].

required. This is often referred as the renormalized quasilinear theory, also
called the Resonance Broadening Theory as initiated by Dupree [161]. The
resonance broadening comes from the fact that, if a finite imaginary part νQL
is assumed instead of 0+, one obtains:

Im 1
ω − ~n · ~ΩJ + iνQL

= νQL

(ω − ~n · ~ΩJ)2 + ν2
QL

(4.8)

which is a Lorentzian of width νQL. Two questions have now to be answered:
is the Lorentzian an appropriate shape, and what is the value of νQL.
In tokamak plasmas, the frequency spectrum is measured by Doppler reflec-
tometry and its shape has been compared to Lorentzian as well as Gaussian
fits. The same procedure has been carried out for a GYRO nonlinear fre-
quency spectrum as reported in [13]. Neither of the two shapes are correct,
as illustrated by figure 4.8. This means that the turbulence cannot be ap-
proximated by either a purely diffusive or convective model (for more details
see section 4.1.3 of [13] and references therein). It lies between these two
extremes. Nevertheless, both fits capture the majority of the spectrum (note
that the figure is in a semi-log scale), and although not exact, a Lorentzian
fit is seen to be acceptable.
The width of the Lorentzian fit νQL can be estimated from a crude approxi-
mation assuming that for each mode, the linear growth rate competes with
the nonlinear damping. Within this picture, saturation is then linked to the
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resonance broadening mechanism, when the nonlinear dissipation balances
the linear instability drive, leading to:

νQL = γ (4.9)

This hypothesis is now tested in nonlinear simulations corresponding to the
four sets of data given in table 4.1 as reported in [34] and illustrated by figure
4.9.

From figure 4.9, for ky ' kθρs < 0.3 and for s = 1 and s = 0.6, the
Lorentzian fit with a width equal to the linear growth rate of the most un-
stable mode represents rather well the nonlinear width, except for the case D
at the lowest q value, hence closer to the instability threshold. Since most of
the transport occurs for kθρs < 0.3, the Lorentzian of width γ is a reasonable
assumption for most cases.
Nonetheless, even in these cases where νQL = γ, where the frequency spec-
trum modeled in QuaLiKiz reproduces well the nonlinear saturated poten-
tial frequency spectrum, a disagreement remains. This disagreement does
not concern the saturated potential but rather the nonlinear weight defined
above when compared to the quasilinear response. For such a comparison,
the saturated potential in the quasilinear calculation is set identical to the
nonlinear case for the same input parameters. Therefore the ratio of the
nonlinear flux to the nonlinear saturated potential, wNLk , can be compared
to Im

(
~n · df0( ~J)

d ~J

1
ω−~n · ~ΩJ+i0+

)
, from equation (4.5), with ω the real part of the

linear eigenvalue, shown to agree with its nonlinear counterpart, see figures
4.6 and 4.7. In such a case the quasilinear weight depends on the choices of
the resonance and the frequency broadening. For example, in QuaLiKiz, a
Lorentzian frequency spectrum of width γ is assumed, while 0+ is kept for the
linear response. Actually, this choice is equivalent to assuming no frequency
spectrum and replacing 0+ by γ as demonstrated in [33]. To avoid being sen-
sitive to such choices, the quasilinear weight is estimated within the GYRO
(or GENE) framework as proposed in [162]. The ratios of the quasilinear to
the nonlinear fluxes for particle, electron and ion heat are computed. The
quasilinear weight computed this way accounts for the most unstable mode
only. An alternative method is proposed in [162] to account for the entire
spectrum, but this does not respect the ambipolarity condition. It is found
that the ratio of the quasilinear to the nonlinear transport weights is around
1.4. This value is independent of kθρs in the low k range dominating the
transport as illustrated in [33] and [34], see figure 4.10. In [162], this ratio
is shown not to depend on the normalized temperature gradient. Therefore,
the cross-phase agrees between the quasilinear and the nonlinear approaches,
but the amplitude is 1.4 times larger in the quasilinear case than in the non-
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Figure 4.9: Nonlinear frequency spectra fitted Lorentzian widths and linear
growth rates are compared for a range of ky (or kθρs), for the four sets of
parameters of table 4.1 and for three values of magnetic shear s = 1 (left
column), s = 0.6 (central column) and s = 0.1 (right column). From [34].
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Figure 4.10: Ratio of quasilinear to nonlinear transport weights for the GA-
standard case (set A in table 4.1) for s = 1 in red and s = 0.1 in blue. From
[34].

linear case. The origin of this number could be linked to nonlinear transfer
of energy through zonal flows or through transfer towards stable eigenmodes
as proposed in [163]. These hypotheses point towards the need for a more
theoretically robust renormalized quasilinear theory as the behavior at low
s further illustrates. Indeed, on figure 4.10, as s is reduced from 1 down to
0.1, the transport weight overage is increased from 1.4 up to larger values,
even at low kθ where the transport takes place.
The potential role of the zonal flows will be mentioned in various parts of
this chapter. The zonal flows are poloidal rotation fluctuations generated by
the turbulence itself and leading to turbulence stabilization. This behavior
can lead to intermittent regimes, where zonal flows and turbulence alternate.
For a review on zonal flows generation and impact see [164].
For s = 0.1, it is interesting to note that the linear growth rate underesti-
mates the frequency width significantly even for the lowest kθρs, see figure
4.9. This is consistent with the generally lower auto-correlation times ob-
served at low magnetic shear, as seen in Table 4.2. This increased frequency
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broadening at low magnetic shear may be a result of nonlinear decorrelation
mechanisms, such as zonal flows, which play a stronger role at low magnetic
shear as discussed in [34]. Also in the set with lowest flux, set D, where the
impact of zonal flows is also expected to be stronger due to the vicinity to
the instability threshold, the frequency broadening is greater than the linear
growth rate estimation even at s = 0.6 and s = 1. The role of the zonal flow
shearing rate affects the value of νQL which becomes such that it departs
from the linear growth rate γ as follows:

ν2
QL = γ2 + α0

(
∂

∂r
VE(r)

)2

(4.10)

where VE is the zonal flow velocity. Such a reduction of the fluxes due to
perpendicular flow shear is similar to that employed in the gyro-Landau fluid
and trapped gyro-Landau-fluid models GLF23 [134] and TGLF [40, 165] for
external toroidal velocity. Due to the challenge in parameterizing the zonal
flow shear rate and given the minor effect the zonal flow shearing of low ky
modes has on determining kmax as discussed below, it was decided not to
include a zonal flow growth rate quench model in QuaLiKiz.
An ad-hoc rule is proposed to reproduce the frequency spectrum widening
at low s. From averaging over all four sets of parameters, the ratio between
the non-linear width ∆ωk to the linear growth rate γk is such that:

〈∆ωk/γk〉s=0.1
1
2 〈∆ωk/γk〉s=1 + 1

2 〈∆ωk/γk〉s=0.6
= 2.5 (4.11)

In the absence of more rigorous theory, an additional shear dependent nor-
malization factor as been included on top of the 1.4 factor in the fluxes
calculated by QuaLiKiz, for |s| < 0.6, in the form of:

2.5(1− |s|) (4.12)

This normalization factor roughly captures the effect of the decreased au-
tocorrelation time due to increased frequency broadening (possibly due to
zonal flows) at low magnetic shear. A more theoretically based model using
a renormalized quasi-linear theory valid at low magnetic shear is needed to
accurately model the frequency broadening at low |s|.

4.5.2 The wave number spectrum and the maximum
saturated potential

On most experiments [166, 167, 168], the density fluctuation wave-number
spectrum : S(k⊥) =

∣∣∣ δn(k⊥)
n

∣∣∣2 shows a decay for k⊥ρs ≥ 0.3 such that:
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S(k⊥) ' kα⊥⊥ with α⊥ = −3.5 ± 0.5. From [157], as illustrated by figures
4.3 and 4.4, the two reflectometers provide different fluctuation spectral ex-
ponents in the perpendicular plane: αθ = −4.3± 0.7 and αr = −2.7± 0.25.
These two dissimilar exponents are attributed to the range of low radial wave
numbers accounted for in the Doppler case. In GYRO, when accounting for
all radial wave numbers, one obtains αθ ' −2.9, as illustrated by figure
4.11. Therefore both in measurements and in nonlinear simulations isotropic
k spectra are found with a decay of around −3. Moreover this decay is suc-
cessfully recovered by the shell model proposed in [169]. This choice is hence
retained in QuaLiKiz.
For the inverse cascade, below the peak of the saturated potential, although
measurements found a symmetric slope around the maximum [170], nonlin-
ear simulations rather find a linear increase as illustrated by figure 4.11. This
asymmetry around the maximum is kept in QuaLiKiz.
Now that the slope above and below the maximum potential are determined,
it is necessary to set the k value of the maximum potential: kmax. The maxi-
mum value of |φ̃2

nω| at kmax is chosen such that the effective diffusivity, Deff ,
follows the mixing length rule:

max

(
Deff '

RΓs
ns

)
kmax

= R

ns

kθ
B

nses
Ts
|φ̃2
nω|kmax = γ

〈k2
⊥〉kmax

(4.13)

By making use of the mixing length rule, a random Gaussian statistics for the
saturated electrostatic potential is assumed [130]. This result is based on the
picture that the nonlinear damping rate, Deff〈k2

⊥〉kmax balances the linear
growth rate γ [4]. Hence Deff〈k2

⊥〉kmax is equal to the previously introduced
νQL and is broadened in presence of zonal flows for example, see [171].
The choice for 〈k2

⊥〉 is based on both experimental observations and nonlin-
ear simulation results. It should lead to a maximum |φ2

nω| around kθρs ' 0.2
as reported by numerous nonlinear simulations, including the previously re-
ported GYRO runs illustrated by figure 4.11 from [157], and as observed with
Beam Emission Spectroscopy [170]. It should also depend on q as observed in
nonlinear simulations [38, 172]. A pertinent choice for 〈k2

⊥〉 combining these
two aspects has been proposed by [38, 173, 137]. In [32], it was proposed to
account for the MHD α parameter on the curvature drift as well as on the
magnetic shear s. In this case, for strongly ballooned modes, one obtains:

〈k2
⊥〉 = k2

θ

[
1 + (s− α)2 < θ2 >

]
(4.14)

with:
< θ2 >=

∫
θ2|φnω(θ)|2dθ∫
|φnω(θ)|2dθ (4.15)
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As detailed in the chapter 2, the eigenfunction |φnω(θ)|2 is a shifted Gaussian,
therefore:

〈θ2〉 =
∫
θ2φnω(θ)dθ∫
φnω(θ)dθ = 2d2

Re(w2)
Γ(0.75)
Γ(0.25) + Im(x0)2d2

Re(w2)2 (4.16)

Hence, symmetry breaking in 〈k2
⊥〉 is enacted through the imaginary part

of the eigenfunction shift Im(x0) and the real part of the mode width, the
latter being proportional to the growth rate found in the fluid model.
The expression for 〈k2

⊥〉, proposed in [32], has been revisited in [34] to improve
QuaLiKiz fluxes estimation at low magnetic shear. It reads:

〈k2
⊥〉 = k2

θ + k2
r =

k2
θ +

(√
k2
θ ŝ

2〈θ2〉+ 0.4 exp(−2ŝ)
√
q

+ 1.5(kθ − 0.2/ρs)H(kθ − 0.2/ρs)
)2

(4.17)

The expression of kr in QuaLiKiz mixing length rule was modified because it
was found that at low magnetic shear, the k2

r = k2
θ ŝ

2〈θ2〉 resulting from mag-
netic field line shearing, is underestimated with respect to nonlinear kr [34].
The factor 0.4 exp(−2ŝ)√

q
was found to represent well the non linear isotropization

at low magnetic shear. Finally, the term 1.5(kθ−0.2/ρs)H(kθ−0.2/ρs)2 (H is
the Heaviside function) is present for completeness, to correctly capture the
approximate isotropy at high wave-numbers, but typically plays a negligible
role is setting the maximum value of γ/〈k2

⊥〉.
From the above equation (4.17), it is clear that the mixing length needed to
estimate the saturated level is the Achilles heel of the quasi-linear flux con-
struction. Nonetheless, some models, such as GLF23 [134], have attempted to
include Zonal Flows and Geodesic Acoustic Modes impact in an ad-hoc man-
ner. The interplay between the waves with themselves, with Zonal Flows and
with Geodesic Acoustic Modes has been studied using extensive non-linear
GYRO simulations in [165] showing that all saturation mechanisms co-exist.
To conclude, the saturated potential computed in QuaLiKiz is compared to
the saturated potential obtained by GKW [86] accounting for the impact of
the E×B shear, see figure 4.12. It should be stressed that the amplitude of
the saturated potential peak is normalized in QuaLiKiz by a unique constant,
such that the quasilinear ion heat flux for the GA-standard case reproduces
the nonlinear result. In the simulations presented here, the GA-std case pa-
rameter set was employed with U‖ = ∇U‖ = 0. Three values of E×B shear
are chosen corresponding to an experimentally relevant range of γE from 0
to 0.5R/vT i.
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Figure 4.12: Left panel: QuaLiKiz saturated electrostatic potential. Right
panel: GKW nonlinear saturated electrostatic potential. For three values of
the E × B shear, γE normalized to the ratio of the ion thermal velocity to
the major radius, vT i/R, 0 in blue, 0.2 in red and 0.5 in green. From [42].

For both QuaLiKiz and gkw, as E×B shear is increased, the amplitude of
the saturated potential is reduced at the largest scales (lowest wave numbers).
Both codes exhibit a weak dependence of their saturated potential with γE at
kθρs > 0.2. Despite some quantitative differences, the nonlinear flux quench-
ing with E × B shear is captured qualitatively with a shifted eigenfunction
calculated in the fluid limit. Moreover the linear kθ dependence up to the
maximum, the value of kmax and the slope in k−3

θ above kmax all reproduce
fairly well the nonlinear simulation saturated potential. This validates the
choices made for the k spectrum and the maximum saturated potential.

4.6 The quasilinear versus nonlinear fluxes
for heat, particle and momentum

In the section above, it was demonstrated that for typical tokamak plasma
parameters, the turbulence which develops in nonlinear gyrokinetic simula-
tions is such that the equivalent flight time of the distribution function is
shorter than the auto-correlation time of the saturated potential structures.
Under such conditions, i.e. a Kubo number below 1, the quasilinear ap-
proximation holds. Therefore, the fluxes can be constructed following the
expression given in equation 4.4, i.e. as the product of a linear response by
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a saturated potential which can be schematically written as:

FluxNL,QL = Re
[∑
k

〈δfNL,QLk δvNL,QLr,k 〉 ∝
∑
k

WeightNL,QLk × (Saturated potential)k
]

(4.18)
The sum over k is typically done over 20 values from kθρs = 0.05 up to 2.
Moreover, in nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations, it has been shown that the
cross-phase of 〈δfkδvr,k〉 agrees between the nonlinear and the quasilinear
cases. This reinforces the validity of the quasilinear approach. The ratios
of the weights was be found to lead to quasilinear weights a constant factor
1.4 larger than the nonlinear weights, independent of k and gradient values.
This ratio had to be adapted to model plasmas with low magnetic shear
(|s| < 0.6). Finally a saturated potential has been successfully constructed,
using a mixing length rule and Lorentzian frequency spectrum, which hence
assumes the validity of random Gaussian statistics. The potentials have been
shown to reproduce well nonlinear and measured k and frequency spectra,
validating the approximations made. One unique free parameter remains and
is adjusted such that the quasilinear ion heat flux for the GA-standard case
in absence of rotation and E × B shear reproduces the nonlinear one. It is
therefore now pertinent to test whether this model can adequately reproduce
the ion heat flux for other sets of parameters, as well as in the deep TEM
regime or very close to the temperature threshold, while including E × B
shear and a finite parallel rotation. It is also pertinent to investigate whether
the electron heat, the particle, and the momentum fluxes are also properly
modeled.

4.6.1 Derivation of the quasilinear fluxes
The particle, heat, and momentum fluxes are calculated in QuaLiKiz. QuaLiKiz
particle and energy fluxes are the advection of particle or energy by the
fluctuating E × B drift in the radial direction. The gyrokinetic quasilinear
formulation of the particle Γs and energy Qs fluxes for each plasma species
s, follows from the velocity moments integration of the diffusion coefficient
embedded in Eq. (4.7), such that:

Γs =
∑

kθ,ω,ωk

Re
〈
δns

ikθδφ
∗

B

〉
(4.19a)

Qs =
∑

kθ,ω,ωk

Re
〈

3
2δPs

ikθδφ
∗

B

〉
(4.19b)

Note that in QuaLiKiz, the fluxes result of the sum over all unstable modes.
This means that, in case of two or more unstable branches, the total flux is
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the sum of the fluxes calculated with each unstable eigenvalues. The factor
kθ/B comes from the fact that the fluxes in QuaLiKiz are expressed in the
s−α equilibrium and not with respect to the poloidal flux. Hence ıkθφ

B
is the

fluctuating E×B drift frequency.
Below, only the momentum flux is detailed, from [14, 42]. Similar derivations
are carried out for the energy and particle fluxes of each species.
Rigorously, the toroidal momentum flux Πϕ is the quantity to calculate since
the total toroidal momentum is a conserved quantity[174]. In conventional
tokamaks (at aspect ratio of 3 or more), the flow is almost parallel [175].
Therefore, the parallel component of the toroidal momentum flux is much
larger than the perpendicular one; making the parallel momentum flux a
good proxy of Πϕ:

Π‖ =
∑
s

Re
〈
msRv‖δns

ıkθδφ
∗

B

〉
(4.20)

δfs is the perturbed distribution function determined by the linearized gy-
rokinetic electroneutrality equation. R is the tokamak major radius averaged
over a flux surface. In the high aspect ratio approximation, R0 is used in-
stead of R.
Using the formalism presented in chapter 2, the complete expression of Π‖
is:

Π‖ = −
∑

ε‖=±1,s,n
nsms

(
nq

rB

)2

〈
ε‖
√
E(1− λb)e−E

(
1 + 2 U‖

vTs
ε‖
√
E(1− λb) + U‖

vTs

2
(2E(1− λb)− 1)

)
[
R∇ns
ns

+
(
E −

U‖
vTs

(
2ε‖
√
E(1− λb)− U‖

vTs

)
− 3

2

)
R∇Ts
Ts

+

2
(
ε‖
√
E(1− λb)− U‖

vTs

)
R∇u‖
vTs

+ $

nωds

]
Im

(
1

ω − nΩJ(E , λ) + ı0+

)
|φnω|2

〉
E,λ,kr

(4.21)

Compared to equations (2.56), (2.61) and (2.62), the momentum flux expres-
sion is similar, hence the same techniques are employed. The contributions
from trapped and passing particles to the momentum flux are treated sepa-
rately:
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Π‖ = −
∑

ε‖=±1,s,n
ns
√

2msTs

(
nq

rB

)2 {
∫ ∞
−∞

dk∗√
π
e−k

∗2
∫ ∞
−∞

dρ∗√
π
e−ρ

∗2Re(〈Jps〉E,λ (k∗, ρ∗))B0(k⊥ρs) |φnω|2

+ 〈Jts〉E,λ
∫ dkr

2π B0(k⊥ρs)B0(krδs)|φnω(kr)|2
}

(4.22)

The expression for Jps is detailed in equation (4.23). Its expression is very
close to that of equation (2.62). A notable difference is that even functions
— Z1(v), Z2(v), Z3(v) — are replaced by odd functions — vZ1(v), vZ2(v),
vZ3(v) —, such that without symmetry breaking due to rotational effects the
momentum flux is zero.

〈Jps〉E,λ = fp
Fp(kr)

[
2
[
ATs

V+Z2(V+)− V−Z2(V−)
V+ − V−

+
(

Ans −
3
2ATs −

$

nω̄ds

)
V+Z1(V+)− V−Z1(V−)

V+ − V−

]
+

4
U‖
vTs

[
ATs

Z3(V+)− Z3(V−)
V+ − V−

+
(

Au
vTs
U‖

+
(

Ans −
5
2ATs −

$

nω̄ds

))
Z2(V+)− Z2(V−)

V+ − V−

]
+

4
3

U‖
vTs

[
U‖
vTs

ATs
V+Z3(V+)− V−Z3(V−)

V+ − V−
+
(

2Au +
U‖
vTs

(
Ans − 5ATs −

$

nω̄ds

))
V+Z2(V+)− V−Z2(V−)

V+ − V−

]
−

2U‖
vTs

[
2Au +

U‖
vTs

(
Ans −

5
2ATs −

$

nω̄ds

)
V+Z1(V+)− V−Z1(V−)

V+ − V−

] ]
(4.23)

For trapped particles, the multiplication by v‖ =
√
E(1− λb)vTs implies that

there is no contribution to the momentum flux at lowest order in ε = r/R
because the corresponding terms are odd in E . However, the term in

√
ε is

even in E . Therefore the trapped particles bear a net contribution:

Jts =

2ω̄b

(Au + U‖
vTs

(
An −

5
2AT −

$

nω̄ds

))
Z2(z)
z

+ U‖
vTs

AT
Z3(z)
z

 ∫ dkr
2π B0(k⊥ρs)B0(krδs)φ̃n(kr)

(4.24)

Given the expressions of the passing and trapped particle contributions, the
momentum flux, (equation (4.22)) can formally be written in the form:

Π‖ =
∑
s

msnsR(−χ‖∇U‖ + V‖U‖) + ΠRS (4.25)
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χ‖ represents the momentum diffusivity, V‖ the momentum convection and
ΠRS is the residual stress. However, the identification of χ‖, V‖ and ΠRS with
equation (4.21) is not as straightforward as it may appear. From equations
(4.23) and (4.24), it is clear that Π‖ contains terms directly depending on U‖
and ∇U‖. They are called Πu and Π∇u. However, they do not contain all
contributions from U‖ and ∇U‖. Indeed, the remaining terms depend on the
linear eigenfunction shift x0 which, itself, is a function of ∇U‖, U‖ and γE
as expressed by ((2.83)) [176]. The terms proportional to the eigenfunction
shift are called Πx0. If E×B shear is the only symmetry breaker, then Πx0 ≡
ΠRS. Otherwise, Πx0 ∝ U‖,∇U‖, γE cannot be identified with ΠRS since Π∇u
(or Πu) does not contain all conductive (or convective) contributions to the
momentum flux. This direct separation gives an estimate of the importance
of the eigenfunction contribution to the conductive and convective part of
the momentum flux as discussed in greater detail below.
For the particle flux, in the absence of rotation, the convective and diffusive
parts can be properly identified as detailed in [32]. Indeed, in this case, the
particle flux is:

Γs = −ns
R

∑
k(

q

rB

)2
n2
〈√
Ee−E

(
R∇rns
ns

+
(
E − 3

2

)
R∇rTs
Ts

+ nωs (E , λ)
nωds

)
J2

0

〉
E,λ
|φnω|2 =

ns
R

(
−Ds

R∇rns
ns

− Cth
s

R∇rTs
Ts

+RCC
s

)
(4.26)

In this case, the contributions to the flux from diffusion, Ds, thermo-diffusion,
Cth
s , and due to parallel and perpendicular compressibility, CC

s , can be ex-
tracted. For an analytical derivation of these terms and a discussion of their
directions in various turbulent regimes, the reader is referred to [32]. Qua-
LiKiz provides these terms together with the total fluxes. In the presence
of finite rotation, an additional convective term proportional to the parallel
velocity shear appears and is referred to as the rotodiffusion coefficient [177].
As for the angular momentum flux, in presence of a finite rotation, due to
the finite shift x0, the residual pure convection term depends also on the
velocity gradient, therefore the identification of the individual contributions
is not straightforward anymore.

4.6.2 The energy and particle fluxes
During Alessandro Casati’s PhD thesis, [33, 13], the energy and particle
fluxes without rotation nor E×B shear were extensively compared to non-
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Figure 4.13: Ion energy, electron energy and particle effective diffusivities
from GYRO (points) and QuaLiKiz (lines) for the R/LT scan based on the
GA-standard case. From [33].

linear GYRO simulations. The case around which parameters have been
scanned is the collisionless GA-standard case. The quantities that are com-
pared are the effective energy and particle diffusivities such that: Γs =
−Ds∇rns and qs = −nsχs∇rTs for each species s.
In the first scan, both the ion and electron temperature gradients are si-
multaneously varied on a wide range: 4.5 < R/LT i = R/LTe < 13.5. The
effective energy and particle diffusivities are expressed in GyroBohm units
χGB = ρ2

scs/a. Across the whole scan, the ion and electron energy and par-
ticle fluxes computed by QuaLiKiz and GYRO agree within 15%. Both the
ratio between the transport channels and the parametric dependence are well
captured by the quasilinear approach.
A second example is a direct application to an experimental collisionality
ν∗ scan realized on Tore Supra plasmas [121]. This has been realized as a
dimensionless scaling experiment, since the two other relevant dimensionless
parameters, ρs and β, are both kept constant across the different discharges,
thanks to a coherent variation of the magnetic field and the temperatures,
so that only the dimensionless collisionality is changed. The main plasma
parameters are here summarized in Table 4.3.

The ν∗ scaling of transport is a crucial test for quasilinear models. Two
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R0/a r/a R/LT i R/LTe R/Ln q s Ti/Te Zeff ρ∗ β
3.25 0.5 8.0 6.5 2.5 1.48 0.72 1.0 1.0 0.002 0

Table 4.3: Plasma parameters of the Tore Supra dimensionless collisional-
ity scan at r/a = 0.5. With respect to the experimental values, only β is
artificially set to 0 in the GYRO simulations.
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Figure 4.14: Ion energy, electron energy and particle effective diffusivities
from GYRO (points) and QuaLiKiz (lines) for the collisionality scan based
on the Tore Supra discharges. From [33].

effects are potentially at play with opposite consequences on the total flux
levels. A collisional damping of zonal flows would in fact result into an in-
crease of the turbulence level at higher collisionality; hence the fluxes would
be enhanced, as pointed out in [178]. This effect is not taken into account in
QuaLiKiz, which does not include zonal flows. Conversely, the linear colli-
sional TEM damping would act in the opposite direction, reducing the linear
instability drive hence the total turbulent flux at higher collisionality.
For the plasma parameters here explored, the GYRO simulations find a vis-
ible reduction of the transport level when increasing the collisionality, as
shown in Fig. 4.14. Therefore the linear TEM damping is found to be dom-
inant in these nonlinear simulations with respect to the collisional drag of
sheared flows. Finally, Fig. 4.14 demonstrates that, for experimental values
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Figure 4.15: Ion energy, electron energy and particle effective diffusivities
from GYRO (points) and QuaLiKiz (lines) for the TEM to ITG transition
based on the GA-standard case, fixing R/LTe = 9.0 and varying R/LT i.
From [33].

of collisionality, the quasilinear modeling by QuaLiKiz is able to well repro-
duce the nonlinear diffusivities predicted by GYRO simulations, performed
with pitch-angle scattering operators on both electrons and ions. The cou-
pled dynamics between ion and electron non-adiabatic responses is crucial for
both GYRO and QuaLiKiz. In particular, the particle flux reverses direction
as ν∗ increases, as already pointed out in Ref. [137].
Fig. 4.15 illustrates the TEM to ITG transition on the GA-standard case,
realized keeping fixed R/LTe = 9.0 and varying only the ion gradient R/LT i
from 1 to 18.
The electron energy fluxes are well matched; discrepancies are instead ob-
served on the particle fluxes for strong ITG turbulence and for the ion energy
flux for R/LT i < 4 and R/LTi > 13. At R/LT i < 4, TEM become the domi-
nant unstable modes, while the marginal conditions for ITG turbulence could
be responsible for this quasilinear failure on the ion energy flux. The quasi-
linear model TGLF for example, adopts a modified mixing length rule that
is proportional to γ+γ1.5 instead of the simple linear relation with γ. On the
other hand, above R/LT i = 13, the QuaLiKiz overestimation can be ascribed
to a more pronounced effect of zonal flows in the nonlinear saturation of the
ion energy transport for ITG dominated turbulence. Hence, the impact of
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zonal flows and marginal turbulence on the quasilinear transport modeling
deserve dedicated additional analysis.
When approaching the critical temperature threshold, the impact of zonal
flows in pure ITG turbulence has been shown to lead to an upshift of the
threshold referred to as the "Dimits upshift" [179]. It was, for the Cyclone
base case and with adiabatic electrons, a shift in normalized temperature
gradient units such that: ∆(R/LT ) ' 2. In presence of kinetic electrons,
this up-shift has been shown to be reduced from ∆(R/LT ) ' 2 down to
∆(R/LT ) ' 0.8 [180]. Here the R/LT = R/LTe = R/LT i scan is pushed
down to the linear threshold using realistic plasma parameters, i.e. kinetic
electrons and a reasonable collisionality, detailed in table 4.4. From figure
4.16, for R/LT = 3.8 the nonlinear fluxes are null, for R/LT = 4.5 they
are finite and in agreement with the quasilinear fluxes. Therefore one can
conclude that, for this set of parameters, a Dimits shift, if existing, is smaller
than ∆(R/LT ) = 0.7. It is very challenging to run the nonlinear codes close
to the stability threshold in the sense that the runs are more demanding in
term of resolution and their convergence should be carefully checked. There-
fore for the time being the conclusion is on an upper limit to the Dimits shift.
Nevertheless, if the quasilinear simulations were largely underestimating the
temperature gradient threshold, this would lead to largely underestimated
temperature profiles, which is not what is reported in [40] where the RMS er-
ror on the predicted profiles is of 15-16%. Therefore, realistic cases, including
kinetic electrons and collisions, lead to reduced Dimits shift, demonstrating
that the quasilinear models are correct also close to the thresholds.

R0/a r/a R/Ln q s Ti/Te Zeff ρ∗ β νei in units of cs/a
2.8 0.5 2.24 1.4 0.78 1.0 1.0 0.006 0 0.03

Table 4.4: Plasma parameters of R/LT = R/LTe = R/LT i scan of figure
4.16.

4.6.3 Impact of the magnetic shear
In Jonathan Citrin PhD’s work published in [34], the impact of q and more
specifically of magnetic shear s was extensively investigated. As reported
earlier, this led to an improved mixing length rule (see equation (4.17)) and
to a new renormalization of the weight (see equation (4.12)). The particle
and heat flux predictions from QuaLiKiz are compared to the nonlinear sim-
ulations, for all Gene runs carried out, as well as Gyro for the GA-standard
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Figure 4.16: Ion energy, electron energy and particle effective diffusivities
from GYRO (points) and QuaLiKiz (lines) for the parameters of table 4.4
plotted versus R/LT = R/LTe = R/LT i.

magnetic shear, q-profile, and R/LT scans. The results are displayed in fig-
ure 4.17. The four sets of parameters detailed in table 4.1 are analyzed with
respect to s. The RMS error between the particle and heat fluxes between
QuaLiKiz and the non-linear Gene and Gyro simulations are listed. The
RMS error is defined as σ =

√∑
i ε

2
i /
∑
j χ

2
j(NL), where εi is the flux difference

between QuaLiKiz and the nonlinear prediction for a given simulation, and
χj(NL) the flux from the nonlinear simulation; for the ion heat flux σ = 0.26,
for electron heat flux σ = 0.33 and particle flux σ = 1.

4.6.4 Impact of rotation and E × B shear on angular
momentum flux

During Pierre Cottier’s PhD [14, 42] the impact of E × B shear and finite
rotation was studied. At first, the GA-standard case set of parameters was
used without rotation, i.e. U‖ and ∇U‖ set to 0, but with a finite E × B
shear. QuaLiKiz predictions of ion and electron energy and particle fluxes
are compared to published results from nonlinear gyro [136] and gkw[181].
QuaLiKiz energy and particle fluxes are smoothly reduced and quenched
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of QuaLiKiz with the 4 sets of Gene runs, and
with the Gyro GA-standard case s-scan, q-scan, and R/LT scan. From [34].
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Figure 4.18: Ion energy, electron energy and particle effective diffusivities
from GYRO (crosses), GKW (asterisks) and QuaLiKiz (lines) for the GA
standard case plotted versus γE normalized to cs/a .

for γE > 0.4cs/a as illustrated by Figure 4.18. GKW was run using the
s−α equilibrium, as was QuaLiKiz, whereas GYRO used Miller equilibrium.
QuaLiKiz predictions for the flux amplitudes lies between nonlinear gkw
and nonlinear gyro for the ion energy flux.
For this scan, the angular momentum flux Π‖ corresponds to the residual
stress ΠRS. In absolute value, the momentum flux increases at first with γE
due the E × B shear asymmetrization of the eigenfunction. Then, the mo-
mentum flux is slowly reduced due to the turbulence quenching by the E×B
shear. This qualitative trend is found for GYRO, GKW and QuaLiKiz as
illustrated on figure 4.19.
Quantitatively, QuaLiKiz overestimates the momentum flux found with gkw
by ∼ 50%. The discrepancy between QuaLiKiz and gkw is related to the
overestimation of the saturated potential amplitude at lower kθρs and inter-
mediate values of γE in QuaLiKiz as detailed in the previous section, see
figure 4.12. Nevertheless, QuaLiKiz gives reasonable values for the resid-
ual stress and the turbulence quench by E ×B shear. This means that the
QuaLiKiz fluid derived shifted Gaussian eigenfunction used to determine the
saturated potential, as illustrated in Figure 4.12, captures the essential phys-
ical mechanisms of the E×B shear action on the turbulence. Nonetheless, as
discussed in section 2.2.1, in QuaLiKiz the E×B shear is estimated assum-
ing that the ∇r(∇r(Ps)) terms are negligible, hence assuming that ∇rU‖ is
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Figure 4.19: Parallel angular momentum flux from GYRO (crosses) using
the Miller equilibrium [182], GKW (asterisks) using a s − α equilibrium as
in QuaLiKiz (lines) for the GA-standard case plotted versus γE normalized
to cs/a. From [42].

the dominant contribution. This approximation is not always justified, as in
[183], non-linear GYRO simulations show that the neglected terms can pro-
vide a residual stress comparable to the profile velocity shear contribution.
Depending on the respective signs, the two contributions can be additive or
minor each other.
The effect of ∇U‖ and U‖ on the momentum flux are analyzed with the aid of
dimensionless quantities: the Prandtl number χ‖

χi
and the pinch number RV‖

χ‖
.

They facilitate the comparison with nonlinear simulations as the saturated
potential does not appear in these ratios. As discussed above, in QuaLiKiz,
isolating conductive (diagonal) and convective (off diagonal) contributions to
the momentum flux is not straightforward and requires two simulations. To
evaluate the total conductive part of the momentum flux, a simulation with
only ∇U‖ as a symmetry breaker (U‖ = γE = 0) is performed. The ratio of
the momentum flux to the ion heat flux then gives the Prandtl number. To
evaluate the convective part, a simulation with only U‖, i.e. ∇U‖ = γE = 0,
is carried out. The ratio between the resulting momentum flux to the previ-
ous ∇U‖-only momentum flux gives the pinch number. Using this method,
the contribution of the eigenfunction shift to the conductive and convective
parts of the momentum flux can be quantified. Therefore, two QuaLiKiz
simulations based on GA-std case parameters are performed such that:
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Figure 4.20: (a) Prandtl (red crosses) and (b) pinch number (green circles)
calculated with the direct separation method (dashed curves) and with the
2-point method (plain curves) plotted versus R/Ln. From [42].

• one with −R∇U‖
vTi

= 1, U‖
vTi

= 0;

• one with −R∇U‖
vTi

= 0, U‖
vTi

= 0.2.

This method provides the correct values and is referred to as the 2-point
method and it is compared to the direct incorrect estimation of the diffusive
and convective parts as presented in equation (4.25). This comparison illus-
trate the impact of the eigenfunction shift on χ‖ and V‖.
A normalized density gradient R/Ln scan is chosen to illustrate this com-
parison. Indeed, results from nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations indicate a
strong correlation between R/Ln and the pinch number [184, 83], whereas
the Prandtl number is weakly correlated. In Figure 4.20, the QuaLiKiz
Prandtl pinch numbers for the two methods are plotted versus R/Ln. The
Prandtl number deduced from the 2-point method is found to be close to
0.7 agreeing with quasilinear [88] and nonlinear simulations [83]. Due to the
omission of the eigenfunction shift effect, the direct separation in QuaLiKiz
gives a higher Prandtl number, close to one, as predicted in early theoret-
ical calculations [185]. Using the 2-point method, the pinch number RV‖

χ‖
is

found to vary from −2 to −5, with a strong correlation with R/Ln, as in [83].
When neglecting the eigenfunction shift effects, i.e. with the direct separa-
tion technique, the correlation with R/Ln is inverted. Taking the ratio of the
momentum fluxes amplifies the error. This illustrates that the eigenfunction
shift is a key element and that QuaLiKiz models correctly its impact on the
momentum flux convective and diffusive parts.
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4.7 Summary
To summarize this chapter, the ion and electron energy, particle and mo-
mentum quasilinear fluxes computed by QuaLiKiz are successfully bench-
marked against nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations from either GYRO, GKW
or GENE. In terms of CPU time, the QuaLiKiz quasilinear approximation
combined with a test eigenfunction in the simplest ballooning limit leads
to a gain of the order six (i.e. roughly 1 million times faster). This gain
in CPU time is shown to be compatible with well modeled energy, particle
and momentum fluxes. The impact of the temperature gradient length, the
collisionality, Ti/Te, Zeff , q, s, E ×B, etc are properly modeled. Some dis-
crepancies remain for the pure ITG case (R/LT i > 1.3 × R/LTe) see figure
4.15, for the peak value of the residual stress on figure 4.19. As has been
seen for the low magnetic shear cases, there may exist some other regions in
parameter space where the renormalization of the weight must be adjusted.
However, for the time being no such issue for the wide range of parameters
studied is foreseen. Nevertheless, gaining more theoretical insight on the
renormalization factor of 1.4, adjusted for low s, would be a very valuable
contribution in making the quasilinear approach even more robust.
Given the success of the QuaLiKiz benchmark against nonlinear gyrokinetic
codes, it is now pertinent to compare QuaLiKiz predictions with experi-
mental observations, either in a standalone version or within an integrated
framework.
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Chapter 5

Quasi-linear fluxes vs
experiments

In the previous chapter, the main approximations leading to quasilinear fluxes
were reviewed and validated against nonlinear simulations. Energy, particle
and momentum quasilinear fluxes are calculated by QuaLiKiz. These fluxes
agree well when compared to nonlinear gyrokinetic predictions. The gain in
terms of CPU time is approximately four orders of magnitude in comparison
to full nonlinear modeling. This allows for systematical modeling of exper-
iments. Below such results are presented. They concern electron particle
transport, impurity particle transport, heat transport and finally momen-
tum transport. Results obtained in a standalone manner are presented. For
particle and heat transport, results obtained by running QuaLiKiz within
the integrated platform CRONOS [46] are reported.

5.1 Electron particle transport
The electron particle mechanisms have been extensively analyzed. The quasi-
linear expression of the particle flux is similar to the one derived in the
previous chapter for the angular momentum, see equation (4.26). It has
been derived in [32, 31]. In the quasi-linear particle flux expression, four
types of contributions can be easily identified. The diffusion part which
is proportional to ∇n, the other three terms being various contributions
to the convective flux. One part of the convective flux is proportional to
∇T and is known as the thermodiffusion, another scales with ∇U and is
called the roto-diffusion, finally the last convective term is named here the
compressibility term. The thermodiffusion, Cth

e , has long been identified as
a velocity convection for sufficiently high ∇T/T

∇n/n [186, 187, 188] due to cold
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particles diffusing faster than hot particles. This mechanism is also observed
in electron drift wave turbulence simulation in a slab geometry [22]. The
roto-diffusion term, Crot

e , has been more recently expressed in [189, 177]. It
is negligible for electrons since their thermal velocity is very large. However,
it is significant for impurities, in particular heavy ones. The compressibility
convection, CC

e , is made of two terms: the parallel compressibility [32, 43]
and the curvature and ∇B drifts. The later is due to the fact that an
inhomogeneous magnetic field induces an inhomogeneous density profile [190,
191]. It is also called the turbulence equi-partition term. This mechanism is
well described in [192], where it is found that the density of trapped electrons
is proportional to 1/q leading to a peaked density profile. When the effects
of collisions and passing ions are included, the magnetic field gradient term
is proportional to magnetic shear, as shown in [193, 194]. The collisions can
detrap some of the trapped electrons and, therefore, weaken the role of the
curvature and ∇B pinch [195, 196].
As a consequence of these four expected terms, electron particle fluxes Γe are
often formulated as follows:

Γe = ne
R

(
−De

R∇ne
ne

− Cth
e

R∇Te
Te

− Crot
e

R∇Ue
Vth

+RCC
e

)
(5.1)

The convection terms for electrons can change sign depending on the limit
and on the dominant instability. An analytical derivation in the fluid limit
is detailed in [32]. The resulting trends are summarized by table 5.1 for
the two main mechanisms contributing to the convection: compressibility
(or turbulence equipartition) and thermodiffusion. The interested reader is
also referred to [31] for an additional outlook on these issues. In light of

Thermodiffusion Thermodiffusion Compressibility Compressibility
ITG TEM ITG TEM

Curvature and ∇B only Inward Outward Inward Inward
Slab limit Inward Inward Outward Inward

Table 5.1: Direction of the electron convection terms obtained in two quasi-
linear analytic limits: curvature only and slab. From [32].

these various well characterized theoretical mechanisms, the experimental
trends are observed. First of all, the existence of an inward turbulent parti-
cle convection has been unequivocally identified in Tore Supra experiments
[197], where a peaked density profile was reported as illustrated by figure
5.1. The particle source was demonstrated to be localized at the edge of the
plasma, see figure 5.1. Moreover, the equivocalness of the results was based
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on the fact that the neoclassical convection term was zeroed out. This was
guaranteed by a parallel electric field E// zeroed across the whole plasma.
Indeed, the neoclassical convection known as the Ware pinch [198] is linearly
proportional to the local value of E//. For zero E//, a fully non-inductive
plasma must be run over a time larger than the current diffusion time. This
was achieved in Tore Supra long pulses where the current was driven by
lower hybrid waves. The measured peaked electron density profile therefore
demonstrated the existence of an inward turbulent convection. This turbu-
lent transport is expected to depend on numerous parameters such as the
nature of the turbulence, either ITG or TEM.
The impact of the nature of the turbulence on the particle pinch has been
extensively studied. In [199], for r/a ≤ 0.3 for a given ∇q/q range, the
particle peaking −∇ne/ne was found to increase for increasing normalized
temperature gradient −∇Te/Te, whereas for 0.35 ≤ r/a ≤ 0.6 it was decreas-
ing with increasing −∇Te/Te as illustrated by figure 5.2. This experimental
observation was found to be coherent with pure ITG being unstable in the
core and a stronger contribution of TEM in the gradient region. Indeed, as
summarized by table 5.1, in the presence of ITG an inward convection due to
thermodiffusion is expected, hence a positive correlation between −∇ne/ne
and −∇Te/Te. The opposite trend is expected in the case where TEM plays
a more important role. This is what is observed. Also, in the gradient re-
gion, 0.3 ≤ r/a ≤ 0.6, −∇ne/ne was found to correlate more strongly with
∇q/q than with −∇Te/Te, as expected in this region where the fraction of
trapped particle is large, leading to a significant inward compressibility term
carried by the curvature and∇B term. Similar results were reported on FTU
[200]. So far only the behavior of the density peaking has been reported as
an experimental indication on the convection velocity. In principle, density
modulation techniques could provide more direct information on the con-
vection velocity. This is what has been recently investigated on Tore Supra
using modulated ion cyclotron resonance heating to generate perturbations
of density and temperature. We note that the convection in this case is the
convection of the particle perturbation. The analysis of these pulses show
that, when a critical gradient mixing R/Ln and R/LT is exceeded, the parti-
cle flux increases sharply and the convective velocity reverses from inward to
outward. These observations are in agreement with QuaLiKiz calculations
showing that the critical gradient corresponds to a transition from pure ITG
to mixed ITG and TEM as illustrated by figure 5.3 from [45]. This illustrates
a significant contribution from the thermodiffusion term even at radii such
as r/a = 0.5− 0.6.
This dominant impact of the current profile on the density profiles was re-
ported for TCV L-modes [201] and JET [202]. In H-mode, although the den-
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Figure 5.1: 1D simulation of discharge 30428, at 30 s: (a) density pro-
file (line: simulation; circles: reflectometry measurements); (b) pinch veloc-
ity (squares) and diffusion coefficient (diamonds) used to reproduce mea-
sured density profile, Vneo given by NCLASS (triangles), Vneo when assuming
Zeff = 6 instead of 2 and iron impurity only (dashed line/triangles). From
[197].
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Figure 5.2: −∇ne/ne versus −∇Te/Te from a set of seven discharges: (a) for
r/a ≤ 0.3, Te/Ti = 2± 0.4, ∇Te/∇Ti = 3.8− 4.8 ; (b) for 0.35 ≤ r/a ≤ 0.6,
Te/Ti = 1.2 ± 0.4, ∇Te/∇Ti = 0.7 − 3.5. Corresponding variations of ∇q/q
are displayed on the top panels (crosses). From [199].
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Figure 5.3: Turbulence stability diagram computed by QuaLiKiz for the
experimental parameters, black lines. In colored symbols, the direction of
the convection is given. From [45].
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Figure 5.4: Density peaking factor versus collisionality for FTU L mode
LHCD electron heated discharges. From [200].

sity peaking is correlated with the current profile peaking in JET [203], the
correlation is stronger with collisionality as reported from ASDEX Upgrade,
JET [204, 205, 203] and others [206]. In [203], GS2 quasilinear estimations of
the particle fluxes were found to reproduce well the parametric dependencies
of the electron particle flux. In the case of dominant ITG at all collision-
alities, increasing the collisionality leads to a weaker contribution from the
trapped particles. The trapped particles lead to peaked density profiles due
to the role of the compressibility. Hence, less trapped means less inward com-
pressibility pinch. This is how the anti-correlation between density peaking
and collisionality is understood [207].
In the case of dominant TEM however, larger collisionality is expected to
lead to weaker TEM and more dominant ITG, leading to a reversal of the
thermodiffusion convection from outward to inward. Hence, in such cases
the density peaking is expected to correlate with a larger collisionality, as is
reported for FTU fully non-inductive cases where R/LTe > R/LT i [200], see
figure 5.4. In a Tore Supra dedicated dimensionless collisionality scan, no
impact of collisionality on the density profiles was observed [121].
To summarize, turbulence certainly plays a key role on particle transport.
Various experimentally observed features can be explained through quasi-
linear gyrokinetic modeling. However, when doing such comparisons, the
particle source inside the radius of analysis has to be demonstrated to be
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negligible which is not always an easy task. Moreover additional neoclassical
fluxes related to the Ware pinch or heating waves contributions have to be
ruled out. A large tokamak such as Tore Supra using gas puff only and run-
ning at zero loop voltage was an ideal machine for such studies. Assuming
that such conditions were reached. It was observed, in the deep core of the
discharge, that thermodiffusion dominates. On the other hand, the gradient
region is thought to be dominated by compressibility terms. A larger trapped
particle fraction in this region, together with larger current profile peaking,
lead to density peaking which correlates linearly with the current peaking.
Under such conditions, an increased collisionality is expected to weaken the
trapped particle contribution, and hence the peaking. Indeed in H-mode the
collisionality impact dominates, whereas the role of the current peaking is
weaker. In L-mode, a weaker or even opposite sensitivity to collisionality is
reported, whereas a stronger impact of ∇q/q is observed. The reason might
be that at the zero-flux point, an increase in R/Ln with increasing shear is
predicted to occur in the presence of a dominant TEM instability, while it is
not predicted to occur in the presence of a dominant ITG instability. And
since the L-mode cases are mostly with dominant electron heating, TEM are
likely dominant, whereas in the H-mode cases, the dominant heating is on
the ions and ITG are likely dominant [206]. For more exhaustive reviews on
electron particle transport, the interested reader is referred to three review
articles [208, 207, 177] and to Angioni’s Habilitation [31].

5.1.1 Time evolving modeling of particle transport
Following the overall success of quasilinear models in reproducing numerous
features of the electron particle transport at a given time slice, it is natural to
now use such models in an integrated modeling framework to model density
profile evolution. The experimental case on which the focus is made concerns
high plasma current JET H-mode discharges (Ip > 2.0− 2.5 MA, depending
on plasma shape), with naturally higher plasma densities for which NBI pen-
etration is poorer. Under these conditions, the core density evolves in much
longer timescales than the edge density leading to the formation of rather
hollow density profiles. These hollow density profiles persist for timescales
of several energy confinement times until they are usually terminated by a
sawtooth. When extrapolated towards ITER in D-T operation, such hollow
density profiles can be deleterious since they reduce the core density peaking
and hence the α central heating necessary to maintain the H mode. To ad-
dress this issue, modeling of such a JET pulse thanks to QuaLiKiz embedded
in CRONOS has been carried out by B. Baiocchi [49]. Since the edge is not
modeled, the results are sensitive to the edge source and extra care has to
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the density profile (a) from HRTS in the exper-
imental JET pulse 79676 and (b) as obtained by the QuaLiKiz simulation
in CRONOS. Different colors correspond to the times of the legend of fig.
(a). The experimental density profile at 10.6 s, after the first sawtooth, is
included in the graph (a) in purple. The dashed line of (b) corresponds to
the radial location of the imposed boundary conditions. From [49].

be taken when setting up the initial conditions. Provided this is done and
that the density pedestal is recovered, QuaLiKiz predicted hollow density
profiles is consistent with the experiment as illustrated by figure 5.5. The
hollow profile is maintained since the diffusion – initially directed outward –
is not counterbalanced by sufficient inward convection. Therefore, it seems
that indeed the sawtooth has a key role in filling up the density in the core
region. This allows to tackle ITER scenario modeling, including the density
profile, with more confidence.

5.2 Impurity particle transport
Impurity particle transport can be explored experimentally thanks to pertur-
bation techniques. In a tokamak environment, an impurity is defined as an
ion which contributes to the dilution of the fusion fuel (D or D/T) and which
can potential radiate and cool down the plasma core. At the edge, where
plasma wal interactions are at play, injecting impurities allow to reduce the
peak heat flux on the divertor. Experimentally, to study their transport,
traces of impurities are injected by laser blow-off. A trace here means that
the background plasma (density, turbulence level, rotation etc.) is not im-
pacted by the puffed ions. The injected impurities are diagnosed by soft
X-ray cameras, bolometric lines and V/UV spectrometers, see for example
[209, 210, 44, 211]. Codes have been developed to reconstruct the measured
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signals and provide the transport coefficients of the trace impurity. The ra-
dial transport analysis is performed using 1D transport codes such as ITC
[212], SANCO [213] or STRAHL [214]. It solves the system of continuity
equations coupling all the ionization stages of the injected impurity over the
time interval during which the injected impurity is present in the plasma.
The impurity flux, ΓZ , can be schematically written as :

ΓZ = −DZ∇nZ + VZnZ (5.2)

where DZ is the diffusion coefficient of the trace impurity Z and VZ is its
convection velocity. DZ and VZ are assumed to be time independent. As ITC
is a 1D code, homogeneous quantities on the flux surfaces are assumed. From
an initial guess of DZ and VZ profiles, ITC solves the system of equations
to obtain the radial density profile of each ionization stage of the impurity.
Then, from the resulting impurity density profile it reconstructs the UV line
and soft X-ray brightnesses according to the geometry of these diagnostics.
Finally, a minimization procedure is applied, more details are given in [215].
Such experimental data, which provides diffusion coefficients and convection
velocities, can be easily compared to QuaLiKiz predictions. This is what has
been done for various cases summarized below.

5.2.1 Z impact, prediction versus experimental results
Among various qualitative studies which can be made by the linear models
of turbulent transport, the role of the impurity charge Z on its transport
can be predicted. The convection velocity (in absolute value) is predicted
to decrease with increasing Z, down to an asymptotically null value. Also,
the sign of the convection velocity could vary depending on the nature of the
turbulence: this is intended to be used as a control tool of impurity behavior
in fusion devices. This prediction has been the object of recent experimental
publications [214, 109, 216, 210]. The role of the impurity charge Z is of
particular interest as various species will be found in ITER, ranging from
helium (Z = 2) to Tungsten (up to Z = 74). In JET, the experimental work
has been carried out [109] and analyzed by a gyrokinetic code [217], where,
the reported weak impact of Z on the transport coefficients has been well
reproduced by the simulations.
An analytical derivation of the trace impurity flux in the fluid limit is pre-
sented in details in [32] as well as in [31]. Two limit cases are considered:
(1) the curvature and ∇B drifts dominate the transit dynamics called here
"curvature only" and (2) the parallel dynamic dominates the curvature and
∇B one called here "slab limit". These simplified cases are used in the ta-
ble below to report on the impact of the charge number Z and of the mass
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number A. Note that the fluid limit is not rigorously correct, but allows to
anticipate some parametric trends ahead of the experiments and serves as a
guidance for the first level interpretation.
In this context, in Tore Supra, L-mode experiments were performed where

Compressibility Thermodiffusion
Curvature only No dependencies Scales as 1/Z

Slab limit Scales as Z/A Scales as 1/A

Table 5.2: Dependencies of trace heavy impurities convection terms vs their
charge and mass numbers (Z and A) obtained in the quasilinear analytic
limit.

lower-hybrid current drive was used in order to suppress sawteeth. To inves-
tigate the impact of the charge Z, metallic impurities (Aluminum Z = 13,
Chromium Z = 24, Nickel Z = 28 and Germanium Z = 32) were injected.
The analysis of these pulses was carried out during Thomas Parisot’s PhD
[218]. Taking into account error bars, in the center (r/a < 0.2) the diffusion
was found to be reduced in the case of lighter impurities, leading to longer
confinement time for Aluminum compared to Germanium. Unfortunately in
this central region, QuaLiKiz found no unstable modes. For r/a > 0.2, no
dependence in Z was found on DZ and the inward inferred convective veloc-
ity was found directed inward with a larger amplitude for Aluminium than
Germanium for r/a > 0.4 [210]. For r/a > 0.15, the diffusivity computed by
QuaLiKiz is not affected by Z and the convection is directed inward in agree-
ment with the experimental observation in this radial region, see figure 5.6.
The modeled convection velocity, VZ , is not impacted much by Z variation
except for 0.2 < r/a < 0.3, where a higher Z leads to a more inward veloc-
ity, see figure 5.6. The observed Z impact on the modeled gyrokinetic VZ
differs from the expectations derived in fluid limit summarized in table 5.2.
Such differences are regularly found, a fluid limit analytical derivation being
only a tool to predict and discuss trends far above the threshold. The para-
metric trend found with a more accurate gyrokinetic derivation can hence
be different. Moreover the Z impact on the modeled VZ is opposite to the
experimental trends at 0.4 < r/a < 0.8.
It is important to note that towards the center, experimentally a diffusiv-
ity larger than the neoclassical predictions is found whereas QuaLiKiz does
not predict any turbulent transport. This underestimation of the turbulent
fluxes by quasilinear or nonlinear gyrokinetic codes in the center of tokamak
plasmas is often reported and is due to central normalized gradients that
are below the linear stability threshold. To reconcile the modeling with the
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Figure 5.6: QuaLiKiz DZ and VZ for Tore Supra L mode plasma profiles for
various trace impurities. From [210]
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experimental observations, nonlinear turbulence spreading effects should be
taken into account. Unfortunately, to date, although mechanisms responsi-
ble for turbulence spreading have been studied, see for example [155], no flux
driven nonlinear code has addressed this issue while accounting for conditions
close to experimental core parameters.

5.2.2 Critical temperature gradient
As introduced in chapter 2, turbulent transport can be triggered by nor-
malized temperature gradient larger than a given threshold, see figure 3.4 for
example. For impurity transport dominated by TEM turbulent transport, an
influence of R/LTe = −∇Te/Te is expected. This was studied during Daniel
Villegas’s PhD [215] and published in [44]. Three sawtooth and MHD-free
circular Tore Supra L-mode plasmas heated by 250 kW of electron cyclotron
resonance continuous wave power were studied. In two discharges, the same
ECH power was injected at different locations: r/a = 0.35 and r/a = 0.6. In
a third discharge, the same power was equally distributed between these two
radial locations. The impurity studied, Nickel, was injected as a trace by a
laser blow-off system. The inferred DZ and VZ are compared to QuaLiKiz
modeling. As pointed out in chapter 3, the stand alone fixed gradient analy-
sis shown here is highly sensitive to the input data. Therefore the results are
strongly impacted by modified gradient lengths for example. In figure 5.7,
the uncertainties on the temperature gradients have been tested and lead to
the large shaded areas corresponding to the resulting uncertainties on the
QuaLiKiz predictions.
Within the uncertainties, QuaLiKiz reproduces the diffusion and convection
of Nickel reasonably well. As observed in the previous impurity transport
work, the convection is directed inward, leading, a priori, to an accumulation
of impurities in the core.
By comparing the three depositions of ECRH power, R/LTe is significantly
modified in the core [44]. The Nickel diffusion is found to respond strongly
to this modification at r/a = 0.1 as illustrated on figure 5.8. At r/a = 0.3,
the diffusion is unaffected by the modified R/LTe. These observations are
in agreement with dominant TEM found at r/a = 0.1 and dominant ITG
at r/a = 0.3. Nonetheless, the uncertainties on the Ti profile are very large
since it was not measured in the analyzed pulse. By varying R/LT i within its
uncertainty range, the modes can be found to be stable. This is illustrated
by the shaded area on figure 5.8. This aspect is further discussed in [215]. It
is interesting to note that in this case, very central unstable modes are found
linearly unstable thanks to a very large density gradient length R/Ln = 6.4
leading to unstable TEM. This central density peaking is linked to the pres-
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Figure 5.7: Inner ECRH deposition case. Radial transport coefficient pro-
files. The upper plot corresponds to the diffusion coefficient, with the experi-
mental profile (dark blue), neoclassical computation (light blue dashed line),
and the sum of NCLASS and QuaLiKiz results (red with + markers). The
bottom plot corresponds to the convection velocity, with the experimental
profile (blue), neoclassical profile (light blue dashed line), QuaLiKiz ther-
modiffusion pinch (brown with x markers), curvature pinch (green squares),
and the sum of all theoretical terms (red with + markers). The yellow shaded
areas show error bars on QuaLiKiz results deduced from the propagation of
the experimental uncertainties on the ion and electron temperature gradients.
From [215, 219].
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Figure 5.8: QuaLiKiz turbulent diffusion Dturb
theo (crosses) versus the normal-

ized electron temperature gradient at r/a = 0.1 with experimental points
corresponding to the three ECRH deposition situations (circles). The shaded
color band corresponds to the error bar on Dturb

theo due to the R/LT i uncer-
tainty. From [44].

ence of ECH.
In ASDEX Upgrade, in the presence of central electron heating, average Z
impurities have been shown to have either a weak or even a positive con-
vection. This leads to weaker core impurity accumulation. The theoretical
understanding of this mechanism is thought to be due to the passing electron
compressibility term, leading to an outward convection in case of dominant
TEM as reported in [43, 220]. It is shown that an outward convection is
obtained only if both R/LT i is low and R/LTe is high. To reproduce ASDEX
Upgrade’s result R/LTe has to be increased above its experimental value.
This mechanism cannot explain results obtained in JET on Nickel transport
[216]. It is important to note that this contribution is not modeled properly
in the QuaLiKiz framework where extended eigenfunctions along the field line
are not compatible with the lowest order ballooning representation. There-
fore complementary gyrokinetic simulations have to be carried out when in-
vestigating central electron heating cases leading to outward convection of
impurities. It is also to note that, in Tore Supra dominantly electron heated
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pulses, the impurity convection has never been found directed outward.

5.2.3 Further work on W
Since 2011, JET operates with metallic walls, namely Tungsten in the diver-
tor and Beryllium on the walls as will be the case in ITER. Another important
tokamak (ASDEX Upgrade) operates with both Tungsten wall and divertor.
At IRFM, CEA, the implementation of a Tungsten divertor in Tore Supra
(WEST project) has started. Operation will start in 2016. In this context,
it is of prime importance to understand the transport of Tungsten from the
divertor to the core of the plasma. Indeed Tungsten in the plasma core
has to be avoided since it radiates very efficiently and therefore cools down
the discharge. In JET and ASDEX Upgrade, means of controlling Tungsten
accumulation are extensively tested. In particular, central electron heating
has allowed avoiding Tungsten accumulation [211, 221]. Understanding these
mechanisms is very important to prepare WEST operation as well as ITER’s.
The Z impact on impurity confinement observed experimentally in the very
core (low Z impurities having better confinement than heavier ones [210]),
reported in subsection 5.2.1, has not been reproduced by QuaLiKiz modeling
where no unstable modes are found in this central region. The impact of an
increased R/LTe on Nickel has been evidenced in the very core in subsection
5.2.2 and modeled successfully [44], but this was done in the particular case of
large central density peaking leading to linearly unstable TEM. Even in this
restricted case, it is interesting to note that with larger R/LTe, the diffusion
of the impurity is increased while its convection is unchanged. Therefore, the
mechanisms explaining less core impurity accumulation seem to rely on larger
diffusion rather than on modified convection. This means that a degraded
core energy confinement is favorable for less core impurity accumulation.
In JET, with W, this trend has been recently reported in [221], where the
energy confinement time seemed to correlate with the W confinement time.
Ideally, one would like to be able to decorrelate degraded energy confinement
and degraded impurity confinement. To achieve such a goal the convection
should be the key player. While in principle the convection can be inward
and outward [32], in practice, the compressibility term dominates and the
overall convection for experimental cases, such as the ones reported above,
tends to be directed inward. To be relevant, any future work has to account
for the rotation impact on impurity transport, in particular for the case of
Tungsten where the centrifugal force is significantly at play. For heavy im-
purities such as Tungsten, the neoclassical contributions are larger and have
to be properly modeled, also including the centrifugal effects. This is done
in the code NEO [222]. Such detailed modeling has started and has been
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shown to successfully model JET results at fixed pulse timeslices [223]. In
the core, MHD kink instabilities named sawteeth are often at play and their
effect on the impurity transport has to be accounted for as shown in [11]. The
dynamics of Tungsten transport is nontrivial since, by radiating, it modifies
the electron temperature. Therefore self-consistent modeling of both Tung-
sten and electron thermal confinement must be carried out. This topic will
be during S. Breton’s PhD starting in January 2015 using both QuaLiKiz
and a neoclassical transport code within the CRONOS framework, where the
radiative losses due to Tungsten are also implemented.

5.3 Heat transport
In the following, experimental reported trends of the heat fluxes are compared
to linear and quasilinear gyrokinetic modeling.

5.3.1 Critical temperature gradient
The turbulence onsets above some critical gradients. Such gradients have
been derived theoretically. In particular the ion temperature gradient was
formulated in the fluid limit accounting for resonant mechanisms in [224, 225]
for the ITG case. For the ETG case, a fit based on gyrokinetic simulations
was proposed in [226] leading to similar parametric dependencies:

R

LTe
|c =

(
1 + Zeff

Te
Ti

)(
1.33 + 1.91s

q

)
(5.3)

The impact of Te/Ti on the critical temperature threshold was presented in
chapter 3 and is further discussed in [97]. The impacts of s and q were also
introduced in chapter 3 and is further detailed in [125].
Experimentally, evidence supporting the existence of critical gradients has
been reported for both electron and ion thermal transport [104, 227, 96,
228, 229]. Experimental evidence of a threshold accompanied by increased
turbulence level is reported in [230]. In Tore Supra, the radial profile of
this critical gradient is determined from a set of discharges characterized by
similar plasma parameters with fast wave powers ranging from 0.75 to 7.4
MW. The dependence of the electron heat flux on the gradient length is
found to be offset linearly. The offset term increases linearly with the ratio
of the local magnetic shear to the safety factor as illustrated by figure 5.9.
The linear fit gives:

R

LTe
|c = 5(±1) + 10(±2) |s|

q
(5.4)
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Figure 5.9: Critical electron temperature gradient versus s/q provided by
power balance analysis (squares) and gyrokinetic stability analysis (circles).
From [104].

which is in agreement with linear gyrokinetic modeling, where dominant un-
stable TEM were found.
Regarding the ion temperature gradient, the critical value and the stiffness
of the ion heat flux above this threshold measured in JET low density L-
mode pulses [231] have been shown to be properly modeled by nonlinear gy-
rokinetic simulations, provided that nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization
by suprathermal pressure gradients is included [92]. In this particular case,
nonlinear physics plays a key role by enhancing the stabilization due to larger
β. QuaLiKiz in its present form (electrostatic and quasilinear) cannot model
such electromagnetic nonlinear mechanisms. The linear stabilization due to
larger β could be easily implemented. Concerning the non-linear effects,
work is ongoing on how to account for such physics within the saturation
rule present in the quasilinear framework.

5.3.2 Dimensionless collisionality impact
Dimensionless analysis is of common use in physics [232]. In tokamak plas-
mas, a set of dimensionless parameters have been identified [233]. The main
dependencies of the normalized global confinement time τE/τB with respect
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to dimensionless parameters are expressed by a scaling law of the form :

τE/τB ∝ ρ∗αρβαβν∗ανMαM qαqεαεκακTi/Te
αTZeff

αZ (5.5)

The energy confinement time τE is normalized to the Bohm confinement
time, defined by τB = a2B/T ∝ B−1ρ∗−2, where a is the minor radius. β is
the plasma pressure normalized to the magnetic pressure and stands for the
electromagnetic effects on confinement. ρ∗ is the normalized toroidal Larmor
radius. Its impact allow to discriminate among Bohm or gyroBohm scaling
of the effective conductivity. Note that a gyroBohm electrostatic collisionless
turbulence is such that τB ∝ ρ∗−3. ν∗ is the ratio of the collision frequency
over the trapped electron bounce frequency. It gives information on the
collisionality impact on transport. M is the ratio of average ion mass over
the proton mass, q, the cylindrical safety factor, ε, the inverse aspect ratio
r/R, κ, the plasma elongation, Ti/Te the ion to electron temperature ratio,
Zeff the effective charge of the plasma. In a first step, only three parameters
are explored, assuming that the other parameters are kept fixed: ν∗, β and
ρ∗. So one can rewrite :

BτE ∝ ρ∗αρβαβν∗αν (5.6)
Searching for the global dependencies of the confinement time with respect
to these parameters is crucial when projecting present measured confinement
times to ITER or reactor scale devices. Experimentally, the effect of collisions
is explored following two approaches: multi-machine fits and specific studies
on dedicated plasma discharges [234, 235].
The multi-machine fits are made from large databases of plasma discharges
on different tokamaks. The first global scaling law (ITER89-P), made from
L-mode plasma discharges comprised from six tokamaks, [236], predicts the
global scaling :

BτE ∝ ρ∗−2.05β−0.52ν∗−0.28 (5.7)
A more recent ITER scaling law (IPB98-L) on L-mode plasma discharges
from 14 tokamaks [237] predicts the global scaling :

BτE ∝ ρ∗−1.85β−1.41ν∗0.19 (5.8)

The ν∗ scaling remains weak but is reversed between these two L-mode scal-
ing laws. This could be due to the fact that in the ITER89-P scaling law τE
was deduced from the total stored energy, i.e. including fast particle energy,
whereas in IPB98-L only the thermal energy was considered. Different be-
haviors are also predicted with respect to ν∗ between L and H-mode. Also,
depending on the way multi-parameter fits are done, very different collision-
ality scalings are predicted. For example for H-mode, BτE scales from ν∗0 to
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ν∗−0.3 when the errors on power loss are included [238]. This variability of
ν∗ scaling in global scaling laws is a strong motivation for dedicated exper-
iments. Moreover, the experimental results can be easily compared to local
gyrokinetic simulations (i.e. ρ � L). Indeed for ρ∗ scaling investigation,
global gyrokinetic codes, where ρ ' L is allowed, need to be used.
In this context, well-controlled discharges are performed by varying only one
dimensionless parameter, holding the others as constant as possible [234, 235].
The resulting scaling is based on a short list of plasma discharges: the sta-
tistical approach is replaced by a more detailed analysis. Such a study on ν∗
scaling was made on dedicated TFTR L-mode [239], DIII-D L and H-mode
plasma discharges [240]; see [235, 234] for a complete review. In DIII-D
experiments, ν∗ was varied over a factor 7-8 in 3 points. A global analysis
showed that ν∗ has almost no effect on L-mode normalized confinement time:
BτE ∝ ν∗0.08. These scalings were obtained by linear fits between log(BτE)
and log(ν∗). On the other hand, more recently, Cordey in [241] pointed out
the strong effect of the underlying scaling versus ρ∗ and β on the exponent
αν . Cordey’s formula has been extended to multiple point scaling in [242]
and will be used for Tore Supra data analysis.
The effect of collisionality has also been identified on particle transport as
reported in the previous section.
On the theory side, collisions are believed to have a strong effect on turbu-
lence. In the plasma core, TEM are linearly stabilized by higher collisionality
[243, 200]. A competing destabilizing mechanism is observed when nonlinear
self-generated zonal flows are linearly damped by collisions in ITG simula-
tions [178]. More recently, this effect has been demonstrated to be very weak
in simulations done in presence of kinetic electrons [180, 244]. On the L mode
confined edge, Resistive Ballooning Modes are found to be unstable and are
destabilized by larger collisionality [70].
In order to elucidate these issues, Tore Supra L-mode plasmas, with no exter-
nal momentum input, are useful to isolate the core transport characteristics
from the pedestal physics with respect to collisions and to compare them to
core theoretical predictions performed by gyrokinetic codes. In [121], the di-
mensionless collisionality ν∗ has been varied by a factor 7± 2, while keeping
β, ρ∗, q, Zeff and Te/Ti as constant as possible [245, 121]. The confinement
time has been carefully defined and the global ν∗ scaling accounts for the
underlying β and ρ∗ scalings. The global analysis is completed by a local
transport analysis and by density fluctuation measurements using two types
of reflectometers. The experimental results were then compared to linear and
nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations.
The magnetic field was varied from 2.4 to 3.9 T across two Ohmic and two
ICRF heated discharges at low additional power (< 1 MW), leading to a ν∗
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scan of a factor 7 ± 2 in a rather high ν∗ range > 0.1. As already proposed
by Perkins [239], to minimize the uncertainties due to radiative losses, the
confinement time is defined inside a radius where less than 20% of the power
is radiated, r/a = 0.9 for the type of plasmas studied here. The normalized
confinement time scales such that:

BτE ∝ ν∗0.0±0.7 (5.9)

This scaling is obtained following [241, 242] assuming a GyroBohm scaling
accounting for the variability of ρ∗ within its 7% error bars, no β dependency,
uncertainties on the absorbed power within 10% and on the thermal energy
within 20%. The present analysis pointed out the need for accounting for
the underlying ρ∗ and β scalings [241]. Indeed, if no ρ∗ dependence would
have been assumed, one would have found αν = −0.3± 0.2 as suggested by
a traditional fit of BτE versus ν∗. In the subset of the 2 Ohmic discharges,
where both Zeff and Te/Ti agree well, and where ν∗ is scanned over a factor
2.0± 0.6, the following scaling law is obtained:

BτE ∝ ν∗−0.9±0.6 (5.10)

This subset allows to conclude that the global confinement tendency is rather
a decrease of BτE with higher ν∗.
The local transport analysis is restricted to radii inside which at least 80%
of the power is absorbed, to limit the effect of unknown uncertainties due to
the modeling of the power absorption. In the discharges studied here, this
limits the local transport analysis to r/a > 0.6. As for the global analysis,
to avoid uncertainties due to radiative losses, the radial zone is restricted
to radii below which less than 20% of the power is radiated, in this scan
r/a < 0.9. Unfortunately, for the four discharges analyzed here, the Ti pro-
file measurement was not available at radii above r/a = 0.6. Hence the local
transport analysis is restricted to a single radial location, around r/a = 0.6.
At this location no variation of χeff/χB with higher ν∗ is observed.
The limitations of both the global and local transport analyses call for addi-
tional means to shed more light on the turbulence properties in such a scan.
In this scan, the turbulence was measured by 2 types of reflectometers: the
fast-sweeping and the Doppler reflectometers, measuring respectively kr and
kθ spectra. For r/a < 0.7, no effect on the density fluctuations outside error
bars is observed. At r/a > 0.7, for the Ohmic pair of discharges where Zeff
and Te/Ti are well matched, no variation outside the error bars is observed,
apart for the lowest kθ measured, where the fluctuation level increases with
higher ν∗.
The linear gyrokinetic analysis done by QuaLiKiz shows that the Zeff mis-
matches (from 1.6 to 2.3) affect the growth rates in a consistent manner.
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This is not the case for the Te/Ti or q mismatches which have a small impact
on the gyrokinetic linear results. Qualitatively the stabilizing effect of Zeff
is coherent with the decrease of the density fluctuation level observed for
r/a > 0.7 between the Ohmic and ICRH discharges. The linear gyrokinetic
code was also used to study the effect of collisions on the modes. The domi-
nant mode is found to rotate in the ion drift direction (ITG type). To obtain
a mode rotating in the electron drift direction (TEM type) ν∗ needs to be
divided by 40 compared to the lowest experimental value. Nevertheless, part
of the turbulence is carried by the trapped electrons since a ν∗ increase in
the experimental range leads to a decrease of the growth rate as expected by
the detrapping effect. This is confirmed by nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations
done with the code GYRO. The destabilizing impact of collisions through
zonal flows damping is negligible despite rather high values of ν∗. Hence, a
quasilinear modeling of the collisionality impact would capture the observed
trend.
To conclude, the global confinement dependence versus ν∗, BτE ∝ ν∗0.0±0.7, is
consistent with both ITER L-mode scaling laws [236, 237] and with previous
L-mode dedicated scaling experiments [235]. The weak impact of collisional-
ity on global confinement is confirmed by both local transport analysis and
density fluctuation measurements. Indeed, for r/a < 0.7, density fluctuation
levels and kr spectra are not affected by ν∗. GYRO nonlinear simulations
reproduce these observations. Nevertheless, at outer radii, r/a > 0.7, kθ
spectra measured by the Doppler reflectometer show an increase of the fluc-
tuation level with higher ν∗ at the lowest measured kθ only. This observation
is in qualitative agreement with the global scaling extracted from the subset
of 2 Ohmic discharges BτE ∝ ν∗−0.9±0.6. Similar Doppler reflectometer obser-
vations have been confirmed in another set of ν∗ scans reported in [19]. The
dispersion relation and the k spectrum modifications by ν∗ case are presently
challenging ITG-TEM turbulence models [19].

5.3.3 Heat flux in a time evolving framework
The ITG-TEM gyrokinetic models have been successfully compared to mea-
sured temperature threshold dependence with respect to s and q. The weak
impact of collisionality on the energy confinement is also consistent with gy-
rokinetic modeling for r/a ≤ 0.7. Based on these successes, QuaLiKiz can be
used inside CRONOS to predict temperature profiles. However, QuaLiKiz
is expected to be inadequate for regimes where fast particle and electromag-
netic contributions are significant. To test this, during Benedetta Baiocchi’s
post-doc, QuaLiKiz in CRONOS was run on four JET pulses: two baseline
H modes and two hybrid H-modes [48]. For the two baseline H-modes, Qua-
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Figure 5.10: Left panel: ion temperature. Charge exchange measurements
(black points). Right panel: electron temperature. High resolution Thomson
scattering measurements (black points). The measured profiles are compared
to various quasilinear models predicted profiles for 0.1 ≤ r/a ≤ 0.8: Qua-
LiKiz in blue, TGLF in green and GLF23 in red. From [48].

LiKiz inside CRONOS predicts very well the ion and electron temperature
profiles as illustrated by figure 5.10. It is to note that this is expected since
the heat transport is so called "stiff", therefore is the threshold is correctly
predicted the resulting predicted temperature profile is expected to be cor-
rect as well. The hybrid H-modes modeling performed more poorly, likely
due to the role of fast particles on the β impact being larger, and not taken
into account in QuaLiKiz. Furthermore, the version of QuaLiKiz presently
implemented does not include the rotation and E × B effects whereas they
are implemented in the standalone version. The validation of QuaLiKiz mo-
mentum flux results versus experimental observation is reported in the next
section.

5.4 Angular momentum transport
To determine experimentally the momentum convective term, modulations
of the momentum sources are necessary. Such experiments have been car-
ried out in JET H-mode pulses, where the momentum source was modulated
by modulating the Neutral Beam Injection [246]. To examine evidence for
presence of a momentum pinch, the amplitude and phase of the modulated
toroidal velocity was simulated. It was demonstrated that both the ampli-
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Figure 5.11: Left panel: Prandtl number (red crosses) and pinch number
(green circles) calculated by a 3-point method. Right panel: Details of the
different contributions to the parallel momentum flux. From [42].

tude and phase of the modulated toroidal velocity from the experiment are
best reproduced when a momentum pinch is taken into account. In this anal-
ysis, the residual stress contribution was neglected. During Pierre Cottier’s
PhD, this JET pulse was analyzed by QuaLiKiz with the aim of comparing its
predictions to the experimentally reported Prandtl and pinch numbers [42].
QuaLiKiz separation of the various momentum contributors is performed as
explained in chapter 2. The various contributions are illustrated by figure
5.11. The resulting Prandtl and pinch numbers are given on the left panel of
figure 5.11. The colored areas on the left panel correspond to the uncertain-
ties linked to the linearization performed to extract these numbers. They
are calculated by performing 5 simulations with different modifications of
the velocity. The estimated Prandtl number lies within 0.8 and 1.4, close to
GKW predictions used in [246]. The pinch number calculated with QuaLiKiz
ranges from 3 to 7, in good agreement with the experimental values ranging
from 3 to 8. As detailed on the right panel of figure 5.11, the residual stress is
not a negligible contribution. However a definitive conclusion would require
smaller error bars. Moreover some significant contributions to the residual
stress reviewed in [83] are not taken into account in local models such as
QuaLiKiz.

5.5 Summary
The quasi-linear gyrokinetic fluxes computed by QuaLiKiz have been com-
pared extensively to experimental measurements in both stand alone and
time evolving fashions. The medium Z impurities transport is correctly mod-
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eled, the existence of a critical temperature gradient observed for Nickel on
Tore Supra was successfully reproduced. The pinch contribution to the an-
gular momentum flux observed on JET was reproduced by QuaLiKiz as well,
the residual stress contribution was shown to be non-negligible. When inte-
grated in the transport code CRONOS, QuaLiKiz allowed to predict temper-
ature and density profiles. The particle transport, unlike the heat transport,
is not stiff due to large inward and outward convection terms. The fact
that QuaLiKiz in CRONOS could reproduce fairly well a slow hollow density
profile evolution from JET is therefore a success. Further work has to be
carried out now using more extensively QuaLiKiz in various transport codes
(CRONOS, TRANSP, JETTO, etc), as it is done for TGLF. At first to test
further the predictions against experimental measured profiles, then to work
more intensively on future ITER scenarios.
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Chapter 6

Concluding summary

The gyrokinetic quasilinear approach has been shown to be adequate for the
core of tokamak plasmas because (1) the turbulence level is relatively low
(typically from 1 to 10%) and (2) the particles are not trapped in the satu-
rated fluctuating potential. Therefore the linear gyrokinetic response can be
used to predict turbulent fluxes. The saturated level has to be built using the
mixing length rule and non-linear simulation results on the k and frequency
spectra. This operation is very delicate, and in some cases, such as at low
magnetic shear, ad hoc modifications have to be performed. It is thought to
be due to non-linear saturation mechanisms such as zonal flows or interplay
with damped modes. The quasilinear fluxes resulting of the product of the
linear gyrokinetic response with the constructed saturated potential are then
compared to more complete non-linear gyrokinetic predictions given by GS2,
GENE, GYRO or GKW. Over a wide range of relevant core parameters,
the gyrokinetic quasilinear heat, particle and momentum fluxes computed
by QuaLiKiz agree reasonably well with non-linear results. The computed
fluxes by QuaLiKiz require roughly 1 million time less CPU time. This ra-
pidity allows for intensive comparison with experimental observations. In
particular, the convection mechanisms of particle (electron and impurities)
and angular momentum have been successfully compared to dedicated exper-
iments. QuaLiKiz predicted fluxes have been implemented in the transport
code CRONOS, and the slow evolution of a JET hollow density profile has
been reproduced. Nonetheless numerous open issues remain to be tackled:

• A finite β due to a large contribution of fast particles has been shown
to modify significantly the ion heat flux stiffness. This can be modeled
successfully only when accounting for presently not well understood
nonlinear physics.

• For the momentum flux, the residual stress due to E × B is properly
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modeled, but it is shown to be of the same order as nonlocal effects
[183], which are not included in QuaLiKiz.

• A more self-consistent renormalized quasilinear theory is needed to
avoid using ad hoc coefficients in constructing the saturated potential,
as it is presently unfortunately the case for low magnetic shear.

• The deep core is typically found linearly stable, whereas finite fluxes
above the neoclassical ones are measured. The physical mechanisms at
play behind the deep core turbulent transport need to be investigated
with non-linear flux driven global approaches. The insight gained could
then be implemented in a simplified approach such as QuaLiKiz.

• Above r/a = 0.8 or in some cases even as low as r/a = 0.6, nonlinear
and quasilinear modeling is found to underestimate the fluxes and the
fluctuation levels. This issue is actively investigated at the moment.
For prediction, in particular for ITER, it is essential to be able to
model the plasma up to the last closed flux surface, which is not the
case presently.

• The use of QuaLiKiz implemented in CRONOS and in other transport
platforms has to be promoted. Indeed more extensive comparison of
simultaneousy predicted time evolution of temperature, density, rota-
tion with measured profiles will allow to explore further the strengths
and limits of such codes.

• Most plasmas are shaped with elongation κ well above 1 whereas Qua-
LiKiz uses the s−α circular concentric magnetic surfaces equilibrium.
A way of relaxing this constrain without slowing down the code has to
be found.

To tackle these issues, two main axes are presently actively followed:

• From the list above, it is evident that QuaLiKiz must be further sped
up while simultaneously incorporating more physics (electromagntic
effects, more general equilibrium, etc). Recent optimization of the
present QuaLiKiz version has allowed to gain an additional factor 20 in
terms of CPU time reaching simulations now roughly a factor 1 million
faster than non-linear gyrokinetic codes. The optimization was moti-
vated by the use of novel proposed analytical functions and open source
modules [36], as well as further optimization of the eigenvalue solver
algorithm [35]. This addresses the rapidity aspect but does not take
into account additional physics. Therefore in parallel, a new project
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has been launched. The idea to to use optimized regression techniques,
such as neural networks, on a large database of linear and nonlinear
gyrokinetic runs performed by GENE, GKW, GS2 and GYRO. Indeed,
the amount of CPU available nowadays allows for the construction of
an extensive international database. The biggest challenge is in the
robustness of an efficient regression technique in producing the correct
trends in a parameter space of at least 9 dimensions: R/LTe, R/LT i,
R/Ln, q, s, β, Te/Ti, Zeff , κ. Very recently, a proof of principle based of
5 dimensions QuaLiKiz dataset has been shown to produce correct re-
sults in a much shorter time than QuaLiKiz (S. Breton’s M.Sc. project
[35]). Such perspective of an extremely fast turbulent transport code
is also very interesting in the real time control framework.

• The other important axis is the understanding of the mechanisms re-
sponsible for the exponential increase of turbulence levels in L-mode
pulses when going towards the last closed flux surface. For r/a ≥ 0.95
linearly Resistive Ballooning Modes are found unstable [70]. The pres-
ence of resistive modes is shown to be coherent with the impact of Zeff
on the L-H power threshold [247]. This is an encouraging experimental
hint on the validity of this hypothesis. Furthermore, when combined
with E × B stabilization, RBM are shown to reproduce a number of
parametric dependencies of the L to H mode temperature threshold
[248]. Nevertheless, modeling work of an eventual inward spreading of
these modes has not yet been carried out. This would require a vast
amount of CPU hours for computation in the gyrokinetic framework.
Some theoretical work on this topic has been done by [36]. The flux
driven gyrokinetic code GYSELA is exploring the beach effect coming
from core turbulence based on realistic Tore Supra L-mode parameters
[249]. In parallel, fluid flux-driven approaches including RBM and a
neoclassical radial electric field has successfully led to the modeling of
an L to H like transition [250].
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